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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Holland
tho Town

Whan

Folks

Really Lire

VOLUME

33

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, JULY 21,

— NUMBER 29

The News Has Been

Holland Since 1B72

EIGHT PAGES

1955

A

Constructive Booster lor

—

MICE TEN CENTS
'

«#

Adrian Defeats

Housing Agency

Ned Shuts Decides

Public Hearkig

Legion AE-Stars

Okays $1 Million

To Stay Here, Will

On 2QA St Reset

In

Zone Finals, 4-1

BATTLE CREEK

(

Special)

-

Holland'sAmerican Legion AllStnrs came to the end of the road
here this morning as they lost in
the zone championship baseball

Hope Colege Loan Coach Reserves

For September 7

The Housing and Home Finance With the announcement that Ned
Agency in Washington has an- Stuits will not go to Ann Arbor,

20th St between State and Michi-

The

gan was rescheduled for Wednes-

nounced approval of a one-million-Holland High's 1955 football coachdollar loan to Hope College to erect ing staff was complete today.
a new men’s dormitory on the Superintendent of Schools Walter
southwest corner of Columbia Ave. W. Scott said that Stuits had asked
and 12th St.
for and received a telegram releasApproval of the loans means
ing him from his 1955-56 contract
work will go ahead on the building
which wiU be similar in design wnh Ann Arbor High School after
to Durfee Hall. College officials finding a “terrifichousing shortsaid they have been working on age" in the universitycity.
Stuits, who asked to be released
the loan for the last seven or

finals to Adrian, 4-1.

The Stars, who won the district
championshipfor the first time in
history last week, took the favorite’s role in zone competition after two straight victories Tuesday,
one over heralded Kalamazoo,
which had won tha zone title 19

eight

out of the past 20 years.
Adrian, on the other hand, had
a disappointing start with a .1-0
loss to Kazoo. But Adrian came
back with a 7-6 edge over South
Haven Tuesday afternoonand a
7-2 victory over Holland Wednesday morning.

months.

.

,

The Emersonian fraternity house
—the former Beach residencewill be razed to make way for the
new building.It also will be necessary to move the Hope College
clinic from the site.
When completed the dorm will

from a Holland High contract early
in June for a line-coachingjob under Henry Fonde, said he was un*
ab c to find a place to live in
Ann Arbor and that the cost of
living there forced him to recon-

day, Sept. 7, by City Council In
its regular meeting Wednesday

night

has been named head

re-

i

Originally scheduled for

Ernest V. Hartman

Group Honors

L

Hartman

V.

last

night betore Council, the hearing
had to be postponed because the
third notice advertising the meeting was not run in last Thursday’s
Sentinel as requested.
Since the City Charter requires
that this notice "be published not
less than once in each of the three
weeks preceding the hearing. .
Council decided on the regular
meeting of Sept. 7 for the hearing
and ordered notices published in
the Sentinel on Aug. 20 and 27 and

xidfr.

He

public hearing on vacating

Sept. 3.
serve coach for 1955, however,in
Then they blanked Kalamazoo,
When the mistake was reported
stead of his varsity assistantpost
4-0, Wednesday afternoon, for the
At the annual business meetjng Wednesday, Sentinel Publisher W.
of last year.
right to meet Holland in the finals.
While Stuits was considering the of the Ottawa Savings and Loan A. Butler said the notices would
Trailing in the ninth, Holland
Ann Arbor job, Bill Hlnga was Association Tuesday, retiring di- be re-run, free of charge.
had a rally going that was choked
moved i«p from the reserves and rector and former secretary-trea- Also postponed because a notice
by Adrian pitcher Jerry MastelErnie Post was hired as Coach surer Ernest V. Hartman was pre- was not published was the opening
Icr.
sented a scroll for his outstanding of bids for the 5500,000 hospital
Dale Shearer’s assistant.
(front row) Mary Sanger, Marian De Vries and
HOW TO SAVE LIVES
Chuck Rubin (left),
John Stryker ripped out a single
Stuits retained his old job of leadership and devotion to duty in bond issue. Council decided to open
a member of the Red Cross instruction staff
Ellen Rubin. In back are Director Ned Stuits,
to open the ninth and Tom
these bids at its next meeting on
head baseball coach. A new duty the savings and loan field.
gains took first when he was hit
Hartman was connected with the Aug. 3.
which is giving swimming lessons at Chippewa
Nancy Lindgren,Jim Sebastian, Ann Herfst,
for him will be coaching eighth
by a pitched ball. But the alert
company from July of 1936 until Regular Council business started
g'\idc basketball this winter.
Point, demonstrateshow to toss a ring buoy.
Jeanne Jarvis and Joyce Alverson, who is
Masteller picked Stryker off secIn the summer, Stuits serves as his retirement from active service at 8 p. m. as Mayor Robert
The lessons,which are provided for hundreds
holding a torpedo buoy! A few openings are
ond base to nip any Holland ideas
director of Red Cross swimming in October last year. Vernon D. Ten Visscher called for a suspension of
of
Holland-area
children,
will enter the secondstill left in the second three-week program and
of tying the game.
Cate maue the presentation
rules at 7:35 to hear protests
instiuction.
week period Monday. Members of the staff are
children can apply at Lincoln School.
Manager Clare Van Liere startOfficers elected at the meeting from the audience on recent CounServing under Stuits as reserve
ed Leroy Fogerty who went all
(Sentinel Photo)
footballassistantwill be William for the coming year are Jacob cil action making 22nd St. a
the way and might have fared betNoyd, a graduate of Western Mich- Zuidema, president; Clarence J. through street This took about 30
ter if it hadn’t been for an unigan, who coached at Pentwater Becker, vice president, and Wil- minutes.
fortunateeighth inning.
list year. 'Noyd graduated from liam J. De Haan, secretary - treaCouncil approved the recomThen the score was tied at 1-1
Western in 1949 and received his
mendation of the Hospital Board
,
when a fielding error put one Batmasters’s there in 1954.
The following directors will serve and awarded the mechanicalcon(or
tle Creek man on base. A single
Post, who will be one of Shear- on the board for the next year; struction contract for the new
placed two on.
er's two assistants,is a native of Oscar Peterson, Clarence J. Beck- hospital additionto Holland PlumbGRAND HAVEN (Special)
An Adrian triple cleared the
Holland who played football for er, Gilbert Vande Water, Vernon ing and Heating Co. for 5174,456.
First steps to obtain 14 parcels of
basemnners and made it 3-1. A
Hope before graduationin 1948. D. Ten Cate, Ray Kolk, John Post, It also decided to hold a referA 14-day camping trip in the
property for the proposed new USnice squeeze play produced the
He graduated from Holland High William C. De Roo, Jacob Zuide- endum among city employes !*
31 through the city of Grand Haven
western mountaines—a visit to Kit
final run for the winners as the
in 1943. Last year, he taught in ma, I. H. Marsilje and Herman queited by the Municipal EmDe Witt Reunion Held
were
taken
this
morning
before
Carson's old home— fishing -for
man on third scored.
ployes’ Retirement System on the
Mooi.
Deputy Commissioner Edward K. West Junior High in Lansing.
Adrian scored in the first inntrout in the mountanousRaydo At Hall Near Zeeland
Continuing as ninth grade footquestion of social security. HoUand
Kremer, representing the State
There were almost more hits
•
ing on two singles and a stolen
ball coaches will be Ed Damson
employes will be poUed on Oct.
River— prospecting for gold— ex- Hie annual De Witt family reunHighway
Department.
base but Holland cAme back to than spectators at Van Tongeren
24 and 25.
ploring little known areas ........ ion was held Saturday evening at
Followingthe hearing today a ahd Ted Boeve.
tie it in the fifth when Jim Mok- field Wednesday night as the Vets
No protests were filed on Council
These
are
only
some
of
the
ad- Community hall on South State petition will be filed in either Cirmr. walked, Ragains entered the blasted out 10 hits in whipping
action providing for new sanitary
cuit
Court
or
Probate
Court
for
a
Castle Home Owner
ventures six explorer scouts from St. in Zeeland. About 100 attended.
basepaths on an error. Dave Klavsewers in the following three
Raphael, Inc., 10-3, and Moose got
Officers are William De Witt, hearing on “money." At that time
Ilo'iand currently are enjoying in
er singled and Jack Faber hit a
areas:
Puzzled — to Say Least
three
commissioners
will
be
apHit
11 safeties in stopping Vandenberg a 16-day expedition at the Phil- president; T. Ribbens. vice presfielder’s choice.
1. 28th between Harrison and
pointed
by
either
court.
mont National Scout ranch, Cim- ident; Mrs. John Vugteveen,secBut that was about all Holland Buick, 5-0.
A crudely penciled note accom- Ashort-circulted electric motor Cleveland.
Those
whose*
property
is
affected
retary, and Mrs. Augustine De Witt,
could muster off Jerry Pate, who
panied by two quarters to repair wad blamed for a blaze 6:30 p.m.
The spectators were scared off arron, N.M.
2. Cleveland between Wildwood
are Mrs. Emilie Jeske, Mink DykThe group left Holland July 13, treasurer.
hurled the first six innings for by the mosquittoes, but the outa damaged screen has Roger Wednesday ip the new Bruce Alan Dr. and 32nd; 31st and 32nd east
house,
Harold
Rice, Mrs. Myrtle
Sports
and
games
were
played
Adrian.
Bouwman befuddled and bewild- Feed elevator, three milea aouth from Cleveland.
fielders were too busy chasing fly accompanied • by district scout
executive Richard Wilson of Hol- and™movie7 we"re 'shown' by^Dr^Kamhout,^ Jcseph Bazany. Adolph ered these days.
Adrian will thus participateIn balls to notice.
3. 32nd from Harrison to the
of Holland on M-40.
Russell Kamper of Spring Lake. C. Schmidt, Dick Gringhuis, Willithe state championship at YpsiRoger returned to his Castle Workman confined the fire with west line of Becker's sddiUon.
After Vern Boersen led off with land and Wilbur Husted and Louis
am
Satter,
Richard
, Schoenheck,
Guests were present from Georlanti next week.
Park home Monday afternoon and domestic extinguishers until fire- Council « greed to purchsse 50 to
a single for Raphael, VFW came Rycenga of Grand Haven.
Includedare Ted Van Zanden, gia, Chicago, Grand Rapids, Zee- Frank Karowski, Charles Salisbury, found a large hole cut in a acreen
Holland’s team Is returning back with a three run hittingatmen from the Graafschapdepart- 100 tons of cslcium chloride. in
James H. and Peter Van Zylen,
bome4hU afternoon. on the west side of the house, ment arrived. The fire was local- 25-ton lotrsnittaw from Solvay
tack. Case Velderman -afid Jim Gairy.. Vandenberg,Jr., troop 12. land and
Gorrit Veurink and Peter J. RyThe linescore:
inside on a table was a note and ized to the top of the elevator,in Sales Division of Solvay, N. Y.,
Slagh singled before Rog Beckman Trinity Reformed Church; Robert
cenga.
100 000 0S0— 4-7-1 boomed out a double,scoring Veld- Bonnette, James Van Putten,
two quarters: “Sorry wrong house, the motor mechanism.
which offered the lowest bid of
The Grand Haven State Bank and
troop 42, Lakeview school; Calvin
Holland 000 010 000-1-7-2 erman.
—for screen.’’
No feed was damaged, although 527 a ton.
Peoples’ Life Insurance Co. of
There was money in the house the roof was almost burned It was also decided to purchase
Slagh and Beckman scored on Lamoreaux, troop 22, Beechwood
Franklin, Ind., also are interested
Reformed church; James Cook,
and other valuables which were through.
Denny Kimber'ssingle.
a lot from Mrs. Gertie DeFouw
in
mortgages
on
some
of
the
not disturbed. And the door on
VFW started right out again in Post 2007 Third Reformed Church.
for expansion of off-street parking
Damage
was
Estimated
at
less
property.
The local scouts joined 30 Grand
the cast side of the house was open than 5500. .
the third frame on singles by Jay
Jervis
for 56,000. The lot is located west
at the time.
Hoffman, Velderman and Beckman, Valley Council scouts that left
Firemen, meeting for a 6:30 pic- of Dykstra Funeral Home on East
Roger’s wondering. It’ll cost nic in Graafschapcommunity park, Ninth St., directlybehind the De
a few wild pitches and a walk to aboard the “El Capitan’’ streamJack Kempker is scheduled1c Parking Meters Take
Burn Veldman, good for a total of line i froip Chicago.
more than two quarters to fix the only had to run a few- hundred Fouw Electric Store and Williams
At the Philmont ranch the start on the mound as Holland’s Coins, Not Car Keys
screen.
three more runs.
yards to the truck when the alarm Jewelry Store.
Raphael came back with a sing- scouts started an 81-mile pack Flying Dutchmen take on a noncame in and were on the scene In other action Council:
Holland police have found
Two oxygen tents were among le run in the fourth and seventh, trip along a rugged trail. One of league opponent at Riveniew
Granted rubbish collector liin record time. They were on the
dozen
different
items
in
the
parkPolice Officer Dies
several gifts accepted by City
but was swampefl again with a the overnight stops will be at the Park tonight.
censes to Gerald Mecusen of
scene about two hours.
ing meters from time to time but
Council for Holland Hospital at its
Vet scoring parade that brought top of Clear Creek mountain,the
Zeeland and George Brusschart of
Grand Rapids Jervis Corp. will no keys, up until Wednesday that Of Wounds in Chicago
regular meeting Wednesday night
“top of Philmont.”
home four runs.
route 1.
take the field against the Dutch- is.
An emergency oxygen tent was
The
explorers
will
cook
all
Velderman was tagged for four
Two Holland residents today
Approved the transferof a pool
Shortly after 1 a.m. two visitors
donated by the Women’s Relief hits to notch the win. Jason Ebels meals along the trail and stay men at 7:30.
were notified that their cousin, a
room
license to Urs Von Ins at
stopped
into
the
police
station
and
Corps. Also donatingan oxygen gave up the 10 hits to lose.
While the Dutchmen are batteach night in tents located at base
Chicago police officer, died Tueshis new location at 102 River Ave.
asked the desk sergeant if he could
tent were the Ottawa County
ling
Jervis,
the
Zeeland
Chix
will
The night’s opener also started camps spotted along the trail. The
day night from bullet wounds he
Granted permission to Michigan
be in a showdown battle with the open a parking meter.
licensees,who also donated a hiout with promises of a hitter's par- group receives special training in
received July 5/
Bell Telephone Co. to place a new
The
men
explained
they
were
low^ bed and an overhead table. adise.
Dutch Oven cooking, back pack- Grand Haven Athletics in Grand
Albert H. Brown. 57, w’as shot
public telephonebooth on the River
leaning op a meter on Eighth St.
Other gifts and donors:
Don Hylst led off with a triple. ing, fishing, burro packing, horse- Haven. The two Southwestern near Central Ave. as they chatted. when 16-year-oldRonald Charles Two motorists were injured
Ave. side of Model Drug Store.
A sum of 5374.46for deposit in Slu Baker scored him with a dou- manship, nature, geology, field Michigan BaseballLeague teams
Approved an applicationby Sam
One of them accidentallyslipped Dean escaped from the Shakes- 12:20 p.m. today in a collision
the gifts and bequests funds from
are tied for the second ball lead
ble Bill Zych scored him with a sports,conservation and camping.
peare police station lockup. Brown US-31 and M-21.
McCoy
to move a house from 132
his
car
key
into
the
money
slot
the Independent Merchant Service home run.
Several pack burros accompany with 2-1 records.
was apparently shot with his own
Jay Bruischat, 32. of 125 East East 12th to 260 East 11th.
Bureau of Holland.
Chix
Manager
Marinus
Scheele and seconds later it was gone.
the
contingent
to
carry
heavy
Ed Stille got a double in the
Accepted the regular reports of
16th St., received possible fracOfficers opened the meter and gun.
Patients’stationeryfrom the St.
said he will start either Marv
second, but couldn’t score. In the equipment.
Mrs. Casey Tubergan, Waukazoo. tures of the right ankle, left hip (he Board of Public Works, City
retrieved
the car key. The emFrancis Guild of the Hospital
Goorhouse
or
George
Pierson for
Philmont
is
a
27,000
acre
ranch
third Bill Zych tripled, and scored
barrassed motorist thanked the of- and Alfred Brown, cousins of the and ribs. X-rays were being Auditor and City Manager.
Auxiliary.
operated by the Boy Scouts of Zeeland.
on Jason De Vries’ single.
officer,said the patrolman spent taken this afternoon to determine
Filed letters from the Great
Baby Scale from the civic health Moose got three more singlesin America as a national camping
Friday night, the Dutchmen ficers and drove away.
his vacation here for a number of the extent of injuries.
Lakes Harbors Assn., Sen. Me
committee of the Woman’s Liter- the fourth frame, and another pair area for Explorer scouts. The travel to Zeeland for another batyears.
Robert L. Hickman, 81, route Namara, Sen. Potter and Rep.
ary Club.
in the sixth that acounted for the ranch is the biggest boys camp tle between the two old rivals. Divorce Granted
Brown’s daughter-in-law is the 1, Baldwin, suffered severe muli- Ford concerning the project to
Electric bottle warmei; from the final run.
on earth, and was donated to the Holland has a 2-2 league mark
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A former Joyce
Berg, ple scalp lacerations.His condi- deepen and improve the connectJunior Welfare League.
Meanwhile, Matt Numinkoski scout organization by Waite Phil- 'or fourth place.
divorce decree was • granted in daughterof Henry Vanden Berg. tion at Holland Hospital was de- ing channels of the Great Lakes.
Folding wheel chair and four stopped the Vandenberg outfit, al^ lips of Oklahoma.
The Chix finish out a rough Ottawa Circuit Court this morning
Councilmenabsent were Vander
scribed as "good".
mattress covers from the Henry lowing only three singles. Bob Fortweek Saturday night when they to Marie C. Wolschow of Grand
Broek
and Miss Bishop. CouncilOttawa
County
deputies
said
Walters VFW Pokt No. 2144.
Willard G. Leenhouts Unit, Amer- travel to Fennville for their third Haven from GottfriedC. Wolschow Car Strikes Tree
ney was charge with the loss.
Hickman was southbound on US-31 man Rudolph gave the invocation.
game
ia
three
nights.
ican
Legion
Auxiliary,
will
sponJohn
Cook,
16,
of
256
West
16th
The win gave VFW an 11-5 reof Greenville. There are
and apparently ran the red light Regular business took about 50
The standings.
St., was issued a ticket for failure
cord in league standings,pushing sor a party for shutins at Veterans
children.
Man Is Finfd on Charge
and collided with the side of minutes.
Pet.
to have his car under control and
Raphael nearer the bottom with Facilityin Grand Rapids on WedBruischat’s eastboundvehicle.
.667
nesday,
July
27,
at
2
p.m.
All
Zeeland
Of Fishing With 4 Lines
cited to Probate Court after his
five wins and 10 losses. It was
Both men were driving pick.667 Demands Examination
C. R. Van Leeuwen
car struck a tree on State St. bethe eighth win for Moose against members wishing to attend are ask- Grand Haven
up trucks. The impact knocked
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - seven
.600
ed
to
call
Mrs.
Martin
Japinga,
South
Haven
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
tween
31st
and
32nd
Sts.
Wedneslosses, and the 13th loss for
Bruischat’s vehicle Into the boule- Dies Unexpectedly
Grant Dixon, 50, Gary, Ind., chargtelephone 3528, as soon as passible Holland
.500 Woodrow- Smith, 108 Franklin St., day afternoon.Cook told police he
Vandenberg against 3 wins.
vard. Four Bell Telephone worked by conservation Officer Harold,
for transportation.
Fennville
.200 Grand Haven, demanded examina- swerved his car to avoid hitting a
SAUGATUCK (Special )-Clayton
men were a short distance away
Bowditch Monday night with fishtion when arraigned Tuesday be- dog. Damage to his ’51 model car
and
ran over to direct traffic until R. Van Leeuwen, 51, died unexing with more than two lines
General and Mrs. L. H. Miller Mrs* George Kutsenda and sons, for Justice Frederick J. Workman was estimated at 5300, police said.
pectedly Wednesday shortly after
the injured were removed.
appeared before Justice F. J. RegistrationStill Open
of Athens and Venice, Fla., visited Bob and Donnie, of South Holland, of Spring Lake on a charge of
being admitted to Holland HospWorkman this morning and paid For Swimming Instruction relatives in Holland earlier this 111., and Mr. and Mrs. William nrn-support of his wife, Buelah and
Children will be special guests at
ital. He Uved at route 1, East
55 and 58.40 costs. The officeralX
week. They left Wednesday from Ferguson,of Flossmore,111., are tneir three children. Smith furnish- the Family Fare night at Macata- GoII Group Sots
Saugatuck, in Saugatucktownship.
leges Dixon was using four lines
Holland registrationis almost fil- New York for a two months trip staying at Doust Resort in “Home- ed bond of 5500. No date was set wa Bay Yacht Club tonight startHe *vas born Nov. 23, 1903, the
All-Events
while fishing in Grand River in led for the second period of Red to Europe.
for a preliminary hearing.
stead" cottage for the week.
ing with a buffet supper at 6.
Spring Lake township.
Cross Swimming instruction at
In the American Legion Indies son of the late Martin Van LeeuwMarvin C. Prince, 30, Grand Chippewa Point.
Flag Tournament Tuesday,Millie en, and was a carpenter by trade.
Rapids pleaded guilty in Municipal
Smith won the front nine and Mar- He was a member of the Loyal
RecreationDirector Joe Moran
Order of the Moose of HoUand.
Court this morning to a charge of said that about 50 more vacancies
ion Beebe the back nine.
drunk driving and paid *5100 fine are available,all of them in the
Low score for the day was 42, Surviving are the wife, Elmeda;
and 55.10 costs. He also surrender- 12:35 and 3:10 time periods. The
made by Helene Champagne, an three daughters,Mrs. Wallace
It was not by accident that Mrs. oils, most of which now occupy familiar and the lake scenes
Mrs. Boyce first came to the out-of-town guest of Esther Jann- BJorkland,of Douglas, Mrs. Estelle
ed his drivers license. The arrest 1:20 and 2:20 sections are comwhich
she
also
favors.
Troutman, of Ocean Side, Calif.,
places
of
honor
on
walls
in
the
Saugatuck
area as a young girl sen.
was by city police on Harbor Ave. pletely filled.
James Boyce, 76, of Laketown
and Mrs. Caroline Forster, of ColAlthoughMrs. Boyce has shown with her family. Her parents were
homes and offices of her sons and
Monday night.
Registrationfor the second period township, Allegan county, turned
It was announcedthat next week
her
pictures—mostly at the insis- among the first Chicagoans to build
umbia, Ga.: three grandchUdren;
daughters,
grandchildren
and
great
which runs from July 25 through to oil painting as a hobby for her
is all-eventsweek.
his mother, Mrs. Martin Van
grandchildren. The bulk of her tence of her family— in various summer homes in the village.
Aug.
12 may be made at Lincoln
Suffers Stroke
Leeuwen, and one sister, Mrs.
work was done in the first year amatuer shows both here and in Later when poor health forced her
School at the comer of 10th and later years.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Kathleen©
Nelson, of Holland.
She
was
heeding
the
advice
of
the
west,
it
is
doubtful
that
any
Funeral
Services
Set
or
so
after
she
took,
up
painting.
husband,
James,
to
retire
from
his
Columbia.
Miss Mae Szopinski,employed in
SAUGATUCK (Special) Fun- Funeral services will be held
As during the first period,a free her mother who, many years ago, Lately she has settleUdow-n to an of her work will find its way into work as an industrial chemist, they
the County Drain Commissioner’s
urged her to plan for the day when average of about four paintings a public gallery.Hr five children chose an isolated hilltop in the eral services tor Clayton R. Van Saturdayat 2 p.m. from Dykstra
section will be run late in the afoffice, suffered a stroke at her
her responsibilities as a wife and a year. This is not due to a slack- still living, plus 16 grandchildren dunes country north of Goshom Leeuwen, 51. who died unexpected- Funeral Chapel in Saugatuck. The
ternoon for those who furnish their
home in Robinson township early own transportation.Time will be mother would be ended and she ening of interest,however. Mrs. and 18 great-grandchildrenprovide Lake for their home. While em- ly Wednesday norning shortly af- Rev. H. E. Maycroft wiU officiate
this morning. She was removed to
would find the hours empty and Boyce has cateracts in both eyes, a demanding "market” for her ployed by a cottonseed oil firm, tr being admitted to HoUand Hos- with burial in Riverside Cemetery
4:15 p.m.
MunicipalHospital by ambulance
fruitless without a new interestin and one eye is virtuallysightless. work.
Boyce was the first to produce pital, will be held Saturday at in Saugatuck. Friends may caU at
where she is under oxygen. AccordHer children include James, All- vegetableshortening and it was 2 p.m. from Dykstra Funeral the funeral home in Saugatuck Frilife.
With one eye gone, judging depth
ing to her attending physician she Tennis Deadline Today
And, inspired by the dune coun- and perspective becomes difficult egan county treasurer,whose home his process which led to the dev- Chapel in Saugatuck. The Rev. H. day evening from 7 to 9 p.m.
is in a deep coma and completely
Today at 6 p.m. is the entry dead- try south of Holland which has and Mrs. Boyce was forced to de- is located down the road from elopfnent of oleomargine.
E. Maycroft wiU officiate,with burparalyzed. She is a sister of Case line for the big City Recreation been her home for more than 40 velope new techniques and rely on hers; Mrs. Willard G. Meengs,
Mrs. James KettleweU of LonIn spite of her failing eyesight ial in Riverside Cemetery. Friends
Szopinski, supervisor from Robin- Dept, tennis tournament which years, this great-grandmother
re- her memory in order to continue whose husband is pastpr of Trinity that has troublesomeheart ailme may caU at the family home, route don, England, arrived in Holland
son Township.
Tuesday for visit with her husstarts Monday for most divisions. kindled a girlhood interestin art her work.
Reformed Church in El Monte, that has hospitalized her several 1, East Saugatuck, this evening.
band's parents,Mr. and Mrs, John
Competition in the under 15 girls and, in all seriousness, launched
Although she was self-taughtas Calif.; Mrs. Robett Pratt of Los times, Mrs. Boyce— through her
Mr. and Mrs. John Kobes re- division starts today, however. En- a new career as an oil painter. far as her oil painting methods Altos, Calif.;Mrs. Ben Quinn, of painting and general outlook on
Pvt Allen L. Leverich. 19, son KettleweU, 1587 South Shore Dr.
turned Wednesday night from tries may be made at Superior
No Sunday dabbler, Mrs. Boyce are concerned, there is nothing of Reno, Nev.; John, of San Fran- life— has found peace and happiness of Mr. and Mrs. Rush Leverich, Janies KettleweU, who has been
Friesland,Wis., where they attend- Sport Store, Bob’s Sport Shop or has devoted regular hours to her the Grandma Moses primitive in cisco and Mrs. Robert Vandersluis, in the years that many find empty 123 Hudson St, Allegan, recently studyingin England on a Fuled the funeral of Mrs. Peter D. the tennis courts.
was graduated tram the supply bright scholarshipfor the past year
paintings since, at the age of 70, her work. Her drawing and per- of Casper, WTyo. Two other ions, and meaningless.
Westra, mother of Mrs. Kobes.
her nine children all with families spective are excellent and she has Fred and Richard, died in recent
In fact, doctors have told her records course at the Quarter- is driving their car from New
Mrs. Westra had returned to WisMrs. Arthur Simpson and daugh- and interests of their own, she
master School, Fort Lee, Va„ ac- York to Pentwater where the famyears.
family that her will and spirit cording to a news releasefrom the ily has a summer home and wi
consin in' May after making her ter from Regina. Sask.. Canada, realized that the time her mother an accurate grasp of the colors that
Last Wednesday, 21 members of
home for a year with the Kobes are visiting her sister, Mrs. W. E. had warned her about arrived. go into her favorite scenes, the her family were on hand to help have done much to keep her from Army Home Town News Center he will join Mrs. KettleweU
family at 158 West 20th SL
Dunn, 24 Graves Place.
his parents.
at Kansas City, Mo.
Since then she has produced 52 dune country with which she is so her celebrate her 76th birthday. becoming a permanent invalid.
house 300

men

•

students.It will be
strictly a residentialbuilding and
students will eat at other dorms.
There will he approximatelyIjO
rooms in the three-storybuilding.
Architect is Ralph Calder, who
also served in that capacityfor
Durfee Hall. Calder has served as
architect for buildings at many
state colleges both in Michigan and
elsewhere.
The building also will contain
study rooms and an apartmentfor
a faculty residentdirector.

—
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Mrs. Howord L French
Miss Ruth Marie Hamm of Hialeah, Fla., and Howard L. French
of HollAnd and Coral Gablei, Fla.,
were married June 22 at 5:30 pjn.
at the home of her brother ant
sister-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hamm, Jr., of Warner Robins, Ga.
The bridge is the daughter of
'

Mrs

*»

Gayton Hamm of Hialeah and the
late Mr. Hamm. The groom is the
son of Mr and Mrs. B. F. French
of Ottawa Beach Rd., Holland.
CommitteeReadies Trophies for Costle Pork Junior Horse Show
Mr. French attended Western
(Sentinel photo)
SIGNS FOR SAVINGS BONDS-ClarenceJalving, Chairman of
Michigan College, Purdue Universithe county savings bond program (standing),and Willard Walters,
ty and the University of Miami.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hardenberg, Jr.
ert Cark of Allegon. Mr. and Mrs.
personal director atCrampton Mfg. Co., look on as Clarence
He also spent four years in the
(Joel photo)
Russell Jesiek and family of HolWalters, an employe of Crampton’s signs up for the payrollsavings
U. S. Air Force. The new Mrs.
De Neff as usher. Mr. and Mr«.
Martin
Hardenberg,
Jr.,
and
program during a recent promotion
(SentinelPhoto)
land enjoyed a picnic dinner SunFrench is a graduate of Miami
Phillip Beerthuis were master and
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Edison School in Miami, and al- his bride, the former June Lois
mistress of ceremonies.
Roy Nye. Miss Marilyn Hutchins
so attended the University of Mi- Timmer, are now at home at route
Mrs. Timmer wore for the occas4.
Holland,
after
a
northern
honeyof Fennville was also a guest.
ami.
bn
a navy dress, white accessmoon.
They
were
married
SaturMany entries are already in from
Mrs. Alice Theibolt and family
They are now residing at 2080
day, July 2, at 4 p.m. in the onet and red rose corsage. Mrs.
of Chicago are spending some time unior horsemen all over Michigan quires depends upon the amount of Ottawa Beach Rd., Holland
lounge of Trinity Reformed Church. Hardenberg chose a pink dress
at the Stanffer cottage near the and the Midwest for the 16th annual exercise he receives.On these hot
Rites were performedby the Rev. with white accessories and had a
Castle
Park
Junior
Horse
Show.
summer
days
dogs
lie
about
more
County Park.
John Hains before the fireplace, white rose corsage.
The
show
is
scheduled
Saturday,
in
and
consequently
don't
need
quite
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Me Vea
Traditional music for the cerewhich was banked with palms,
and two sons of Waukegan, III., July 30. at MaplebrookFarm near as much food as during cooler
mony was played by Robert Weeferns
and
candelabra
and
decormore
the
Castle.
weather
when
they
g
e
t
Holland factories are pitching in
were weekend guests here in the
ated with assorted bouqets on the ner, pianist. Rev. Hains sang “The
energeticallyto help push savings
home of his parents,Mr. and General Chairman Mary Bosch exercise.
Loid’s Prayer" and the groom
announced
today
that
the
comMany
dog
owners
believe
that
bonds sales to a new high, accordMrs. John Me Vea.
Getting
song “Because."
Parents
of
the
bride
and
groom
mittee
has
selected
Mrs.
Austin
dogs shouldn'tbe fed meat during
ing to Ottawa county chairman
Mr. and Mrs. Cleon Plummer
A reception for 35 guests was
Brown
of Castle Park and Tryon, the summer months. This is wrong.
are Mrs. Katherine Timrper of 274
ClarenceJalving.
of
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa,
spent
the
Teddy William Broe, son of John
held at the Hub in Zeeland. Misses
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)-RobWest
22nd
St.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.C.,
as
English
judge
and
Mr.
Meat
can
and
should
be
the
basis
“Although the latest figures Broe of this place and Shirley past week with relativeshere.
Janice Staal and Judy Van Huis
aren't availableyet, we’re getting Rae Ferguson of Chicago were
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Whitmer and Mrs. Preston Parish of Hickory of any dog’s diet either in hot or ert Francis Spalding, 48, of Mus- Martin Hardenberg of 142 West
served punch and Mr. Robert Weegood cooperation from local con- united in marriage on Saturday of Medecine Lodge, Kans., were Corners ad judges for the western cold weather. Feed your dog less kegon, formerly of Grand Haven, 22nd St.
ner and Mrs. Hillis Timmer, sister
finally
getting
a
few
of
his
For
her
wedding,
the
bride
selecdivision
of
the
show.
food in summer: avoid sloppy and
cerns," Jalving said.
July 2, at New Richmond. Rev. recent over night guests in the
Miss Bosch and members of her hot foods. The most important 'court troubles untangled.
ted a white ballerina crystalette and sister-in law of the bride, arSix corporationsare carrying the J. E. Winne performed the cere- home of their aunt, Mrs. Reisell
committee are pictured above at thing to remember is to make sure, In Circuit Court Friday,he plead- dress featuring pleated ncekline ranged the gifts. Hillis Timmer, the
ball for the city in the nation-wide mony and the bride and groom Knox.
bride's brother, is with the U.S.
drive to increase bonds sales to left immediatelyon a short wedA family birthday supper in hon- an outdoor meeting when they plenty of fresh water is available ed guilty to a charge of drunk and pleated center-back with a big
armed serves in Japan.
billion this year. Michigan’s ding trip. They will reside on the or of the 12th birthday of Miss polished the many silver trophies to your pet. Water is very im- driving, second offense, and was bow at the waistline.She carried
For going away, the new Mrs.
to
be
awarded
to
winners
of
the
Bible
with
white
orchids.
Her
placed
on
probation
for
two
years.
portant
to
a
dog,
especially
in
hot
share of this total is 5321,800,000. farm where Mr. Broe is engaged Sharon Ensfield was held Thurs
vanous classes.The trophies will weather.
Conditions are that he serve 30 maid of honor, Miss Mary Vander Hardenberg wore a pink princess
Participating in Holland are in farming with his father.
day, July 7, at the Ensfield home
he displayed in the lobby of the
days in county jail with credit off Hill, wore a pale blue ballerina style dress with white accessories.
Cramptpn Manufacturing -Co., BakButch and Penney Cameron
A number of relatives from here
for time already served since his dress of crystalette and carried She is a gradute of Christian
It Was The Wrong Kind of Dog
e: FurnitureCo., H. J. Heinz, attended the wedding of Miss Jackson are spending this week in Castle several days before the
show.
In
Camden,
New
Jersey,
Mrs.
arrest
July 6; pay 5100 costs with- an arm bouquet of pink and white H'gh School and is employed as
Chris-Craft Corporation, Hart and
Marilee Keirman, daughter of Mr. the home of their grandparents
a dental assistant. The groom, a
Seated
left to right, are Miss Clara H. Spencer appeared before in 90 days, pay 55 a month over- carnations.
Cooley Co. and General Electric. and Mrs. Lee Keirman of South Mr. and Mrs. Nels Halseth.
Bosch. Lynn Winter, Judy Hekman Advisory Master in Chancery Wil- sight fees, refrain from drinking
Assisting the groom were John Holland High graduate, is employSale of savings bnds has been
Haven to Dail Kennedy of Bangor
and Gail Butler, and standing, liam J. Kraft and asked that her or frequenting places where in- Nuismer as best man and Robert ed at Carleton Cleaners.
increasingyearly, according to on Saturday, July 2, at the South
Jar e Hansen and Charlotte Butler. alimony of 57 per week be raised. toxicants are sold or consumed;
Jalving. “Sales of series E and
Haven Methodist Church. Miss
One new game has been includShe explained that at the time surrenderhis operator'slicense
H bonds in 1954 were 12 percent Keirman is the granddaughterof
ed in the 14 classed of this year's o.' her divorce the court had given and agree not to drive a car for
above 1953 and 37 percent higher Alva Keirman and with her parshow. The Obstacle Race, a new her custody of the family dog, al- at least one year.
Linda Nykamp of Holland
thr.n in 1952,” according to Jalents formerly resided here.
innovation several years ago, will lowing her an extra dollar for its
visiting
her
grandmother,
Mrs
Disposition of Friday’s case inving.
Mr. and Mrs. MaHin Meldrum,
— By Arnold Mulder
again be included by popular re* care. The dog then had a litter volves an offense July 6 when
Over eight million employes in Mr. and Mrs. John Schlosser,Mr. Sena Redder this week.
quest. The riders "come prepared
Mrs.
Henrietta
Bakker
accomfour
puppies
and
she
needed
Spalding
was
arrested
by
Deputy
business and industry throughout
A new kind of book has come lar standing of an older day. The
and Mrs. La Verne Foote and son panied her daughter and son-in for anything" as details of the the extra money for their support.
Keith Averillon a charge of drunk
the nation are currentlyparticipatJerry of this place and Mr. and law, Mr. and Mrs. Garry Swier race are still secret.
into
being. The reading public book known as "Grant's Memoirs"
Judge Kraft denied the petition driving, second offense.
ing in the payroll savings plan Mrs. Andrew Litts and family of
In the English division of the when Mr. Spencer'slawyer pro- Friday'sdisposition does not clear hns accepted the type almost with- is a good contrasting example.
where they work and invest an Casco and Mr. and Mrs. R. Z. inga to a cottage at Wolf Lake
championship
class, the young duced proof that at the time of another case of drunk driving,sec- out realizing that it is new. But Grant was not a professionalwrifor a week.
average of $165,000,000per month
ter, but when Mark Twain perBolles attended the Van Dyke-Mel- Deacons in this area are gather- equestrians will be competing for the separation the family owned
ond offense, which has been pend- until quite recently the type was suaded him to write the story of
in savings bonds. Approximately
drum wedding in Rockford on Sat- ing in the "Eendracht" gifts for the Carter P. Brown .Challenge a male dog.
ing in Circuit Court since Spald- unknown to book shelves of Amer- his life, the general sat down to
400,000 employes in the state are
urday, July 2. The groom, Lyle the building program in the
Trophy. Nan Barrett, last year's
ing pleaded not guilty on June 2.
under the plan.
the task himself. And because he
Meldrum, is the son of Mr. and formed churches this week.
champion, will not be competing
The Question Box
In that case, he provided bond for
One example of the success of
The forthcoming memoirs of could express himself simply and
Mrs. Martin Meldrum.
this
year
so
the
field
will
be
open
Question:
My
wife
bathes
her
The annual school meeting was
trial and demanded his operator's
the plan in Holland is Crampton
former President Harry S. Tru- clearly and directly—all three of
Mrs. Arnold ISreen entertained held at the school Monday even for a new winner. In the West- dog every day in our bathtub,
license. He previously was conManufacturingCo. where 60 emabout 25 women at a shower ing with a good attendance,
ern division of the championship don’t think this is good for the victed of drunk driving in Traverse man is a good example. Although them Grant charactertraits— he
ployes have signed up for the plan
it has not yet been published, it achieved literature.Not all the
Thursday evening in honor of Miss the election Fred Veneberg was class, Jean Pekelder will be trying animal. What do you think?
—some of them as much as 10
City Sept. 26, 1949, at which time has been described in great old-time memoirs were literature,
Marilyn Hutchins of Fennville who re-elected as moderator. It was for her second win on the three
-K. N. he paid 550 fine, 55.58 costs and
percent of their income.
but they had at least a chance.
will be the September bride of decided to fill in the school yard times necessary to keep the trophy.
Answer: I won't enter into your had his license su-.pended for 90 enough detail in the advance noOfficials of the Treasury Departtives so that there can be no mis- This is unlikely for the new type.
Donald Nye of this place. Several with gravei and the men of the
in the race for the Black Sally dispute about the use of the bathment urge, however,that indivitake about its general character.
games were enjoyed followed by district will hold a “bee" to erect Memorial Trophy, Lynn Cartierwill tub but I will say that a dog days.
duals interestedin signing up for
Spalding appeared for examina- The new type of book is invarthe opening of the gifts. Punch a fence enclosingthe entire he trying for her second win of the shouldn’t be bathed every day.
the program1 can do so any time,
tion on the July 6 case in Mun- iably in several volumes. It is just Shower Compliments
and cake were served by the hos- grounds. Bids for the janitorwork three required for permanent pos- dog shouldn'tbe bathed more often
not just during the special promoicipal Court Thursday afternoon as invariablycompiled rather than
tess.
Miss Julie Overbeek
than once a month. A good bdshwill be received later in the sum- ession.
tion currently in progress here.
Committee members are expect- ing dally will keep the animal and took the stand in his own written in the usual sense of that
M.ss Frances Wightman was mer.
defense. He said he wanted to word. Its authorship is never inMiss Julie Overbeek,bride-elect
the guest of honor at a recent
Sandra Kay Nieboer of Holland '.ng a record number of entrants clean.
get the matters off his chest and dividual. always multiple.In short, of Alvin Jay Meiste, was guest
bridal shower held at the hbme of is visitingher grandparents, Mr. th's year. Early entries indicate
make a new start. The case was it is synthetic;more or less offic- of honor at surprise shower WedMrs. Robert Cunningham. Mrs. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer this week. there will be close to 100 riders
bound over to Circuit Court.
ial documents are spliced together nesday evening. Hostesses for the
Drunk
Driving
Charged
participating.
Marvin Wolter of Fennville assistMr. and Mrs. Fred Veneberg and
with
explanatory wordage.
event were Mrs. Fred Ver Hoef,
The
show
will
begin
at
9
a
m
ed her sister as hostess. The -bride family arc vacationing at a cottage
While it would be unsafe to as- Mrs. Bernard Meiste, Mrs. Juke
wi'h children's leadline for the In Grand Haven Crash
to-be received many gifts. Her near Cadillac this week.
Two Year,» Probation
sert that this new type of book Meiste, Mrs. Aimer Meiste, Mrs.
youngest riders (under seven
marriage to Milton Strand of OwGRAND HAVEN (Special) Bercan never by any chance be lit- Juke Sale and Miss Shirley Meiste.
years)
and
will
continue
throughendale will take place Saturday
Given
in
Assault
Case
nard O'Laughlin, 27, of Detroit,
erature, up until now not one of The shower was held at the home
out
the
day
with
a
noon
recess
evening
at
the
Ganges
Methodist
Police
on
Lookout
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Folwas lodged in the city jail overGRAND HAVEN (Special)-Ron- those so far published has been of Mrs. Ed Meiste, 14 East 21st St.
for lunch. Afternoonevents will
lowing a morning of testimony and Church.
night
and
charged
with
drunk
drivald Grand Long, 27, of 205 Pine within shouting distance of such
Games were played and duplibegin at 2 p.m.
The Ganges Bridge Club met For Chicken Peddler
extensive negotiationsin the early
ing followingan accident at FrankAve., Holland, who pleaded guilty literature as can be thought of as cate prizes awarded to Mrs. Don
Committee
members
have
been
Monday
at
the
summer
home
of
afternoon,a suit brought by Hei<JGRAND HAVEN (Special)-City working hard on pre-show plans lin and Hopkins St. at 10:45 p.m. June 28 to a charge of aggravated “belonging to the ages." The TruLievense, Mrs. Ken Van Haitsema
ema Brothers of Holland in Cir- Mrs. Rena Goodrich on the County police are searching for a woman
Thursday.
assault, was placed on probation man memoirs may establish a and Mrs. Merle Top.
io make it one of the best in the
cuit Court against John and Anna Park Road. A dessert luncheon between 55 and 60 years old. orA
car going south on Hopkins for two years when he appeared precedent, but it seems doubtful.
Invited guests were the MesPawdzik of Spring Lake to secure was enjoyed followed by an after- dinarily dressed but driving a show's 16-year history.
driven by Frances Hammond, 23,
The advance notices inform the dames Henry Buter, Harold Nagin Circuit Court Friday.
Members
of
the
committee
asnoon
of
bridge.
possession of property on Spring
shiny blue and white Buick, with
of Grand Haven, slowed down to
Conditions are that he pay 5100 reading public that the Truman elkirk, Walter Alverson,Harold
Mrs. Vernon Margot was hostess Indiana license plates, who has sisting Miss Bosch are Rosemarie
Lake was adjourned Thursday unmake a turn and was hit on the
Brink, recording secretary; Lynn
costs
at the rate of 510 a month, memoir, which he has now com- Hoeksema. Harvey Keen, Marvin
to
the
J.
U.
G.
Club
Friday
aftil Dec. 31.
been soliciting the sale of frozen
rear and left side by O'Laughlin's
pleted after working on it for two Keen, George Keen, Garence
Winter,
post
entry
secretary
55
a
month
oversight fees, leave
ternoon
at
her
home.
This period will give defendant
chickens in the better neighborhood
auto. He told city police he couldn’t
years, will contain 500.000 words. Schrotenboer,IjJen Schrotenboer,
Charlotte
Butler,
treasurer,
Gail
intoxicating liquors alone, and
The Ganges Garden Group met in Grand Haven and Spring Lake.
the opportunity to pay all indebtButler, assistant treasurer, and stop in time.
make restitutionof doctor and That ought to be good for about Paul Schrotenboer,John Schrotenedness which the Heidemas incurr- Friday at the Grange Hall for their
She claims she is poor, her husArraigned
in
Municipal
Court
five volumes, although the titlesof boer, Roger Rnak, Jason GeerJane
Hansen,
Alfie
Curtcnius
and
ed in securingthe property in annual picnic,which was to have band is deceased and she is selling
Friday, he pleaded not guilty nospltal bills incurred by his vic- only two have so far been announlings, Julius Folkerf. Jarvis Broektim, the amount of which has not
which event plaintiffs will recon- been held at the picnic grounds the chickens to make a living. Judy Hekman.
Date for trial has not been set
ced: “Year of Decision,"scheduled huis, James Jongkrijg, Alfred
vey the property to the defend- on the Kalamazoo river east of Some housewivesbought as many
and the 5100 md was not furnish- been determinedby Probation Of- for book publicationOct. 20, and
Langejans, Jim Mulder, Nick Blyficer George Damson.
ants. If the indebtedness is not Fennville.The place was changed as 1 to 12 at a cost ranging up
ed.
The alleged offense occurred “Years of Trial and Hope," to be stra and Ray Schrotenboer.
paid by tne adjourned date, plain- due to the rain of the morning. io 533, In some places, the woman
Also the Mesdames Alfred ArJune 1-1 upon Cecil Long, 21, same Issued next February.
tiffs will oe entitledto take the Mrs. Eva Richards had charge of offered to deposit them in the deep
The advance notices make it endson. Austin Schrotenboer, Aladdress
but
no
relation,
at
a
the
program
on
"outdoor
Cookery.”
Couple
Feted
on
judgment against defendants which
By Peter Boggs
freeze herself. In other places
Grand Haven factory where both clear that the Truman memoir will bertus Schrotenboer, Lloyd SchroOver forty dollars was cleared where the purchaser thawed the
will give them the right to reDogs In the Laundry
both are employed. Roneld insis- ne made up of all sorts of state tenboer, La Verne Koning, Merle
from the bake sale held Saturday foul for immediate use they found
possess the premises.
A couple of weeks ago the police 25th Anniversary
papers and letters and directives Top. Richard Bnimmel, Don Lieted Cecil pay up his room rent,
b>
the
members
of
the
W.
S.
C.
S.
The Heidemas purchasedthe
rhe greatest part of the weight of Providence, R.I. .receiveda call
At a dinner held at Cumerford's also $5 back rent, and then assaul- and other documents of that kind, vense, Lois Van Slooten,Ken Van
property last Feb. 1 from Pratt The Methodist Youth Fellowship was water and the chicken it- from a Mrs. Clarence Booth retogether with a running coment on Haitsema, Warren Huyser, Ivan
_____ _____
_ _____
man
who was hos
Food Co. of Pennsylvaniawhich enjoyed a cruise on the boat the self weighed only a couple of porting that her five-week-oldfox private dining room Wednesday ted the younger
their background.They will Huyser, Henry Bremer, Corie
foreclosed on the property in 1954 Island Quee • on the Kalamazoo ooundi.
terrier was missing. The police evening, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Koning | pjtalizeduntil July 5. The assaildoubtless be valuable raw mater- Zeerip, Henry Bosch, James Oberfor 540,269 due on a promissory River Sunday evening.
She made the rounds on Thurs promised to do what they could entertalnedrelatives in celebration ant has been at liberty under $500 ial for future writers; as literabeek and E. Meiste.
Earl Sage of Findlay, Ohio, is day but it was not until Friday to find the dog. In spite of this
note. In the suit, the Heidemas
of their 25th wedding anniversary.
ture they are not likely to be of
In giving disposition, Judge Rayalso claim S10.000 damages. The visiting this week in the home of that customers realized that they Mrs. Both decided to enlist as
After-dinnerentertainment inclu- mond L. Smith said whatever even the slightestsignificance.
Prawdziks remained in possession his sister, Mrs. Howard Margot ha i been taken and more than a much help as possiole herself.
At least that has proved to be John Japink Dies
ded
group singing,a poem by Mrs. considerationis given Ronald Long
of the property which they for- and family.
First she phoned all her neighdozen have reported to city police.
true of other books of this type.
merly operatedas a duck farm.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Beifuss enbors and advised *nem the puppy Norman Japinga and a series of is on behalf of his wife and family.
The most famous of them are the At Daughter’s Home
Earlier this year, the Heidemas tertainedthe members of the firm
was missing. Then when the post- colored slides shown by Miss Syna
memoirs of Winston Churchill, in
Several
Events
Planned
John Japink, 85, died Thursday
announced plans to subdivide the where the forfer worked, the
man called she asked him to look Kraai. Miss Dora Kraai was misfive ponderous volumes. Churchtress of ceremonies.A gift was Guest from Hastings
night at the home of his son-inlake frontage of the 69-acre farm. Michianna Paper Specciality Co. of By Local
for
her
pet
on
his
route.
The
Auxiliary
ill, himself has produced 'llteratiK'e
law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Kalamazoo at picnic dinner Sunlaundryman stopped by and she presented to the guests of honor. Honored on Birthday
in other books. His memoir# are
Those attending the event were
Milton Kuipers, route 3, Holland.
day at their lakeshore home. Over
Plans for several events were asked his help. These two men
exceedingly valuable as the raw
Mancie Evening Presi
30 were present.
made by the Veterans of For both agreed to be on the watch Mr. and Mrs. Herman Rentema, Sandra Newton of Hastings, tuff of history. As literaturethey He was born in Overisel township
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hofmeyer, who is visitingMrs. Louis Wylie,
Sunday guests in the home of eign Wars Auxiliary at a regular for the missing animal.
Jan. 1870, to the late Mr. and
Marks 50th Anniversary
are negligible.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Weed were: meeting Thursday evening at the
An hour or so later the laundry- Mrs. Sam Koning, Thomas J. 60 East 14th St, was honored at
Mrs. Gradus Japink.
Almost as famous as the ChurThe Muncic Evening Press has Mr. and Mrs. Lytell of Lawton, VFW club house.
man called Mrs. Both on the phone Kraal, Mr. and Mrs. James Meyer, a party Thursday afternoon, the
Surviving are two sons, Stanley
chill volumes are the memoirs
issued a 96-page anniversary ed- Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Cherry and
On July 28, Auxiliary members to report he had found her missing Mr. and Mrs. John Kraal, Mr. and occasion being her ninth birthday of Herbert Hoover, also In several of route 1, Hamilton, and Carl of
ition marking its 50th anniversary. son Mike of Grand Rapids, Mr. and their families will meet at dog. After returning to his plant Mrs. Bert Kraal, Mr. and Mrs. anniversary.
volumes. Hoover has never pro- route 1. Zeeland; one daughter,
Those present were Leon Slagh,
Entitled “The Muncle Story,” the and Mrs. Leland Haimes of Alle- 6:30 p.m. at the rifle range for he discovered the pup tied Inside Corie De Vries, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Mrs. Hilda Kuipers; six grandduced literature, to my knowledge,
nine-aectlon paper gives a word gan and Mr. and Mrs. George Weed a social evening. The ^Auxiliaryis Mrs. Both’s laundry bundle.
Kraai, Mr. and Mrs. William.Tim- Larki Beverwyk, Karen Holmes,
children;a sister-in-law,Mrs. Marbut, again, we would be appreciand picture story of the city the and son of Glenn.
planning to prepare the picnic Then there was a Mrs. Quinn mer, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Norman Judy Loyer, Anne Plaggenhoef ably poorer if he had not gone to garet Japink of Wisconsin,and sevnewspaper has known in its 50
Mr. and Mrs. Jack La Belle, food, which can be purchased at of Cleveland, Ohio, who was sur- Japinga, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. and Sandra Newton.
eral nieces and nephews.
Games were played with prizes the trouble of producing,the books
prised when she looked in the win- Witteveen, and the Misses Maryears of existence under its pre- Mr. and Mrs.. Carl Duchette of the event Mrs. Paul Formolo
that tell the story of his life.
dow of her automaticwasher to lene and Karen Koning, Dora and going to Leon Slagh, Larki Bevsent name.
Mechanix Lake, Maine, were chairman.
There are other examples of
Given emphasis are agriculture, guests last week in the Freeman
A sewing bee will be held the see the face of her cocker spaniel Syna Kraai. Unable to attend were erwyk and Judy Loyer. Ice cream the type. All of them, at least all DAR Stages Successful
labor, expansion and growth, bus- and Frank Dark homes.
evening of Aug. 18 at the home oi pup going round and round. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Elferdink of and cake were served and gifts
those that I have read, were pro- Benefit Card Party
were presented to Sandra.
iness and industry, press, and comMiss Jana Flores of Chicago was Mrs. Paul Wojahn, 276 West 15th Hurriedly she stopped the machine Fort Lauderdale. Fla.
duced synthetically.That is, the
and
opened
the
door.
Out
jumped
munity life.
guest soloist Sunday at the Ganges St On Monday, July 18, officers
The Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilproducers (it would be inaccurate
The Muncie Evening Press came Baptist Church.
and chairmen are asked to meet at her pet, soapy and wet, but
ton
Chapter, Daughters of the
to
call
them
writers)
employed
a
Divorce
Granted
into being in 1905 when the Muncle
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Cox and the hall to continue work on plans nevertheless unharmed from his Marriage Licenses
corps of secretariesto help them American. Revolution,staged «
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Ottawa
County
Tims and the Muncle Herald were family of Nashville, Tenn., were for the coming year. The next reg washing. Somehow her dog, like
Richard Berkompas, 57, and divorce decree was granted in gather, edit, correlate,and weave successfulbenefit dessert card
consolidated.Otherwide, the news- guests a few days the past week ular meeting is scheduled Aug. Mrs. Both’s,had become mixed up
party Thursday afternoon In the
Florence
Galien, 50, both of Hol- Ottawa County Circuit Friday into a narrative pattern the thouwith
the
laundry
—
only
this
one
paper actually looks back over a in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl 11.
sands of documents that had been exhibition area of Gvic Center.
morning
to
Theo
A.
Richardson,
land;
Dale
Robert
Newhouse,
24,
After the business cession, re- received a bath.
lifetime that Includes Civil War Sorensen. Rev. Cox was a former
About 25 tables were in progress.
Holland, and Rosalie Grace Boeve, Grand Rapids route 5, from George sifting into their files through the
days.
Minister of the Ganges M. E. freshmentswere served.
Mrs. C. C. Wood, second vice
. .
E.
Richardson.
Custody
of
the
four
20,
route
5,
Holland;
Donald
Van
Feeding Your Dog
Eugene C. Pulliam is president Church.
That
is
quite
different from regent, and her committee took
minor
children
was
awarded
to
Oordt, 25, Grand Haven, and Jean
In Summer Months
Cuba is the largest island of the
of the paper and Willard A. WorMr. and Mrs. Fred Gark and
writing of memoirs of men of simi- charge of arrangements.
De Young, 19, route 2, Spring Lake. the mother.
amount of food a dog
chester is publisher.
daughter Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Rob- West Indies.
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Muskegon Church Scene

HOLLAND ffTY
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THWSDAY, M.Y «, t9«

Engaged

of Rites

READY, SET, G0000— Chuck
Mr. ond Mrs. Roger Owen Rottschofer

Rubin, instruc-

didates. About

375 Holland persons —

ing a number of adults— ^are taking advantage

program at Chippewa Point on Lake Macatawa

of the daily program.
(Sentinel photo)

gives the word to this group of life saving can-

(Von Putten photo)

Marriage vows were exchanged were James Grit and William
by Miss Joann Marilyn Vander Brouwer. William Rottschafer,
Veen and Roger Owen Rottschafer cousin of the groom, was ringat a double ring ceremony Friday, bearer and Charlene Vander Veen,
July 8, in Bethany Christian Re- niece of the bride was flower girl.
Mrs Vander Veen, mother of the
formed Church of Muskegon.
An arrangementof white delphi- bride, wore a navy and white polka
nium, pink larkspur and majestic dot nylon crepe dress with white
daisies wijh candelabraagainst a and navy accessories,and white
background of palms formed the carnationscentered with tiny roses.
setting for the rites read by the
The groom’s mother wore a gold
Rev. Lawrence Veltkamp.
silk shantung dress, fashioned prinThe briae is the daughter of Mr. cess style with avocado velvet
and Mrs. Jacob Vander Veen, 354 accessories and a deep lavender
Dratz St.. Muskegon and the orchid.
groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
The parlor of the church was
Henry 0. Rottschafer, Lake Shore the scene of a reception for 200

includ-

tor at the Red Cross sponsoredfree swimming

it it
All

Methodist Chapel Scene of Rites

Miss Noida Steenblik
Mr. am| Mrs. Henry J. Steenblik
of 83 West 15th St. announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Naida, to Lawrence Vanden Tak,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Vanden Tak of 268 South 120th St.
Miss Steenblikis a student nurse
at Hackley Hospital and Mr. Vanden Tak attends Western Michigan
College.

it

Ages Participate

29 Couple Play

Vriesland

The Rev. Theodore Byland
Mr. ond Mrs. Howord Word Perry
preachedon the following subects
(Joel photo)
on Sunday, July 10. "Howbeit!'
Miss Marilyn Gall Greenwood, both the bride’s gown and her atIt was a big night at American and "Our Autobiographies." The
‘‘Almost 7,000 persons drowned
tendant's.
Legion Golf Course Friday evening special music at the evening ser- daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Robert
in the United States last year, and in the May-June issue of Nabisco.
Walter Grover attended the
vice was provided by the Rev. By- H. Greenwood, 470 Howard Ave.,
the principalreason was that only National Biscuit Co.’s official as 29 couples turned out for the
groom as best man. Ushers were
land and his sister, Mrs. George
and Howard Ward Perry, U. S. brothers of the bride, Terry Greenabout 10 percent of our citizens organ. Under a picture of the cos- second Mr. and Mrs. outing. SepHuizenga of Morrison, 111.
are good swimmers,"explained tumed couple ran these words: arate tournamentswere held on
A Chapter meeting of the World Marine Corps, were married last wood and A-lc Robert D, GreenNed Stuits, director of the Red "Among loyal Dutch who don na- each nine.
Home
Bible League wbs held in week Friday, July 8, in the chapel wood, home on 20-day leave from
Mona and l.es Kinor won the
Cross swifnming program as he tive costumes during famed Tulip
the Second Reformed Church of of First MethodistChurch. The Wright Patterson Air Force Base,
instructed a group in a life-saving Time in Holland, Mich., are Sales- two-ball foursomewith a 42 while
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. where he is a member of the band.
Dr., Holland.
Zeeland on Sunday.
guests.Assistingwere nine college
Gladys and Herk De Vries and
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs.
Miss Shirley Nonhof of the Pea- friends of the bride, Misses Fran crawl.
man and Mrs. Frank Brieve."
The annual school meeting of the Claude J. Perry, 154 Lakewood
Geneva and Bernard Arendhorst
'Under the program more than
Greenwood wore a dark beige and
tfody School of Music in Nashville, De Kryger, Marilyn Bishop, Jackie
Vriesland school was held on Mon- Blvd.
tied for second with 43. Janet and
The Rev. John 0. Hagans per- pink silk dress, pink accessories
Tenn., was soloist and John T. Snyt, Iris Barsema, Lois Harm- 375 Holland youngsters get a chance
Remember the story of the dis- Jim Slager took the booby prize. day at 8 p.m. The monthly consis- formed the double ring rites. Mrs. and corsage of pink carnationsand
for free instructionin water safety
Hoogstra,organist.
tory meeting scheduled for that
sen, Elaine Michmerhuizen,Shirappearing hose that attracted naNona and Lloyd Haefner took
and swimming.
time was therefore held at 9 p.m. Rudy Mattson was organist and white rose buds Mrs. Perry wore
The bride's gown of rose point ley Winkels, Dorothy Vanden Bosch
Stuits, and his staff that includes tion-wide attention a week or so low total gross with 87 while
The Sewing Guild and Willing accompanied Mrs. John O. Hag- an aqua dress, white accessories
lace over bridal satin was de- and Sibilla De Hoog.
Bobbie and Vern Poest took secMary Sanger, Joyce Alverson, ago’
Workers
societiescosponsored a ans, who sang "O Perfect Love” and pink corsage of roses and carsigned with a scoop neck, edged
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vander Nancy Lindgren and Chuck Rubin,
We understand Jack Beverwyk. ond with 92. Tom and Virginia
drive
for
used clothing for Cana- and "The Lord’s Prayer." Decora- nations.
with lace medallions,centered with Veen of Jackson served as master
conduct daily classes for all ages 352 College Ave., had a similar Vander Kuy were third with 93. dian immigrants recently. •
Assistingat the reception for 75
tions, arranged by Mrs. Gaude
pearls, and bouffant skirt with a and mistress of ceremonies and
and grades of swimming ability. experience. His hose went eight Lee and Bill Bouwman took the
Mr. and Mrs. John Wolferl and Lamereaux, featured background guests in the church parlors were
chapel length train. The full veil the bride s sisters, Hazel Lee CooOperatingat the new Chippewa feet into the ground, but he res- booby prize.
family attended the Wolfert family of palms, ferns and candelabra Mrs. William Aldrich as mistress
of imported silk illusion was edged per and Judith Vander Veen served
Nona Haefner shot the lowest reunion at the Paul Wolfert home, with lilies. Garden flowers and of ceremonies; Kay Lynn Perry, in
Point location near Ottawa Beach cued it.
with Chantilly lace and was held punch.
ladies score with 47 while Helen
on Lake Macatawa, the instructors
charge of the guest book; Mr. and
East Paris Ave., in Grand Rapids ferns decorated the rooms.
in place by an iridescent seed pearl
Entertainmentwas provided by
think the new area may develop
A
lot more newcomersmoved Jones had 48. Tom Vander Kuy on the 4th ot July.
A gown of white embroidered Mrs. Roger Beukema who served
tiara. The pearls and Bible carried Henry 0. Rottschafer, father of
into Holland during June, accord- undershotthe men with 35 and
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Hagc nylon over Ice blue taffeta was punch; Mrs. Robert D. Greenwood
by the bride were gifts of the the groom; David Vander Veen into a first class instructionsite.
Stan Peterson was second lowest
"There are a lot of difficulties ing to the city hostess.
were recent guests of Mrs. D. C. worn by the bride. Tiny covered and Mrs. Preston Shaffer,who argroom.
the bride’s nephew; Glenn Mannes,
Four more General Electric with 37.
connectedwith setting up a new
buttons fastened In front of the ranged the gifts; Mrs. Hagans, wtio
Ver Hagc of Zeeland.
Mrs. Roger Van Heyningen of the Rev. H.
Jim Cook, Dottie Phillips and
area," Stuits said. "We’ve got to familiesmoved * in during the
basque
bodice with standup wing served the wedding cake; Mrs. Neil
Mrs.
Martin
P.
Wyngardcn
was
For a honeymoon to northern clear the lake bottom, set up roped month. Mr .and Mrs. Dean W. Lee Yff were blind bogie winners.
Urbana, 111., the bride’s sister, was
a
Tuesday
afternoon caller on collar and three-quarter pushup Van Leeuwen, Mrs. Arthur Keane,
Michigan
and
Canada
the
bride
matron of honor Bridesmaids were
John Kuiper served the couples
off areas and had to have new Thompson of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Mrs. John H. Van Welt at the sleeves.,he bouffant skirt was bal- Mrs. Ford Weeks, Mss Sue Adams
Miss Carol Vander Veen, sister of changed to a cocoa brown, yellow docks built."
have purchased a home at 574 a buffet supper after the golf.
lerina length. A matchinghalf hat of Rockford, Miss Barbara White
Parkview Home in Zeeland.
the bride, the Misses Milly Geldof and white print dress with white
Biggest headache, however, is Lawndale Court. They have a
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Meengs and of nylon with lace daisiesheld her of Muskegon and Miss Phyllis
accessories
and
the
white
orchid
of East Palmyra, N.Y., and Bartransportationto the area. This has daughter, 11, and a son, 9. Mr. and
family spent the Fourth of July at fingertip veil and she carried a Keane of Holland,who assisted
bara Dommissee of Sheboygan, from her bridal bouquet. They will been solved by again using buses— Mrs. Robert Creceliusof Fort
•
white Bible with a shower of satin about the
Dumont Lake.
make
their
home
in
Grand
Rapids
Wis. All wore long torso, drop
but they’ve had to charge 51.50 Wayne are living at 116 East
For
their northern wedding trip,
ribbons
and
baby's
breath
with
an
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Gary
De
necklinepink crystalette gowns, the where the groom is connected with for the six week session.
34th St. They have two young
Witt of Chicago, Herman De Witt orchid. Her pearl necklace was the bride wore an aqua and white
matron of honor in pale pink and Standard Lumber Co. He attended
There’s still room in the second sons. Mr. Crecelius is an auditor
print sheath dress, matchingaqua
o; Zeeland w-ere Wednesday after- a gift from the groom.
the other attendants in deep pink. Holland Christianschools and Cal- session scheduled to run from July with General Electric.
linen duster, white accessoriesand
noon
callers
on
Mrs.
Jennie
De
Mrs.
Walter
Grover,
the
groom’s
They carried cascade bouquets of vin College.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Mossburg
25 to Aug. 12, and there are even
Witt at the John P. De Witt home sister, as matron of honor wore a an orchid corsage.
The
bride
was
a
student
at
Westpink and white carnations.
some openings in the late after- arfi three daughters have purThe bride, a Holland High Kfadballerina gown of Ice pink emOwen Rottschaferattendedhis ern Michigan Christian High noon adult groups in the current chased a home at 107 East 35th New eft member of the publica- in Forest Grove.
Elmer Boss, his brother-in-law,broidered nylon over pink taffeta, uate, is a member of Dance Masbrother as best man and David School, Muskegon,and Calvin Col- session which lasts until July 22. St. Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Willits tiors departmentat Holland High
and nephew of Horse Head Lake with Peter Pan collar and short ters of America and is a dance inMarcus was groomsman. Ushers lege.
The instructionstaff agrees that of Fort Wayne are building a this year was the introductionof were Tuesday supper guests of Mr. sleeves. Shq carrieda pink bouquet structorat Osterhouse Dance Stua
new
literary-humor
magazine
adult groups are the hardest to home at 1157 Harvard Dr. They
and Mrs. Henry Boss.
o carnations,roses and sweetpeas dio in Grand Rapids, Greenville
teach. "The older folks are scared have a daughter, 13, and a son, 6. The Red and White, as the magaMrs.
Clara
Freriks
spent
Sunday
with ivy. he bride’s sister, Melo- and Ionia. The groom, a graduPE0 Group Entertains
zine is called, is a collectionof
stiff of the water," they explain.
night and the Fourth of July with die Sue Greenwood, as flower girl ate of Lowell High, attended Davin
The program is jointly sponsored
Among other newcomers arc student written poems and stiorl Mrs. D. C. Ver Hage in Zeeland. wore a rose pink dress with three- enport Institutein Grand Rapids.
At Outdoor Gathering
by the Red Cross and the City Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Young of stories.
Heldred De Wilt and Linda De tiered bouffant skirt and carried Mrs. Perry will remain with her
The magazine has a two-fold
Members of BW Chapter, PEG, Recreation Department.
Rushville, Ind., who have purBruyn of Zeeland are students for a white basket of roses. She wore parents while her husband comtheir husbandsand guests enjoyed
chased a home at 128 West 13th purpose. The first is to stimulate two weeks in the music depart- flowers in her hair.
pletes eight more months in the
Single,
interest in writing,reading and enan outdoor supper Thursday evenSt. They have a daughter, 16. Mr.
ment at Western MichiganCollege Mrs. Harvey Grover fashioned Marine Corps.
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Young is with Hubbell Mfg. Co. joying poetry and creative writing.
Education in Kalamazoo.
ZEELAND (Special) - Catcher Gerald Bolhuis on South Shore Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis B. Lancy The second purpose is to give a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were
bonus
to
subscribers
of
the
school
Ken Wiersma’sbases-loaded single
In charge of arrangementswere
of New Orleans, La., are living
Friday afternoon guests of Mr. and
at 593 Bay Ave. Mr. Lancy is paper, the Holland High Herald. Mrs. Lavcrne Boss and family of
in the bottom of the 11th inning Mrs. Robert Cavanaugh and Mrs.
The Red and White was printed
A. G. Buys, chairmen, assisted
gave the Zeeland Chix a 14-13
Enjoying the summer weather? with Morse Co. Their children are in limited edition and distributed Portage.
by Mrs. E. D. Wade, Mrs. George
grown.
Mrs. Martin P Wyngardcn was
People who think it’s too warm
decision over the South Haven Stephens, Mrs. Garrett Vander
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Wierenga as a bonus to Herald subscribers. a Tuesday caller on Mrs. 1). C. Ver
to stay home all seem to flock to
Seniors received their copies at
Merchants here Friday night.
Borgh, Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand and
Holland State Park where the and two small children of Rogers the close of school in June. Under- Hage of Zeeland.
The Chix, who top the second- Mirs Maxine Boone.
campers and trailer-ites are hav- City, Mich., have moved to 220 classmen will receive their copies Mrs. Clara Freriks spent last
A large crowd of young people
The approximately 50 guests at- ing a fine time.
West 14th St. Mr. Wierenga is a
week Tuesday and Wednesday at
half standings in the Southwestern
tending the event were greeted
teacher at MonteiloPark school. in the fall with a special cam- the Mannus Den Herder home in attended the Junior. Yacht Club Five Persons Fined
But the other day the water
Michigan Baseball League with a
dance Friday evening at Macatawa
by Mrs. Hildebrand, president of turned cold. Any way you look Mr. and Mrs. William F. Wiswe- paign to boost subscription sales Zeeland.
2-0 record, gained revenge for two the chapter.
In Grand Haven Court
del and two children of Wood- of the Herald.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Van
Bay Yacht Gub.
at it, 55 is just too cold for comThe magazine has a u ide range Zoeren of Zeeland were Sunday
close first-half defeats by South
Program for the evening consis- fortableswimming or bathing.Not stor.k,111., have moved to 99 West
Among guests at the affaii were GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Haven only after a long, uphill ted of an informal talk and the that that kept everybody out of 27th St. Mr. Wiswedel is with of selection.Girls seem to write guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J young people from Saugatuck Clark E. Young, 24, Muskegon,
a lot of good poetry hut when the Van Zoeren.
Crompton Mfg. Co.
showing
of colored slides by Capstruggle.
the lake. The park has its share
who failed to respond to a sumMr. and Mrs. Robert Waalkes boys try thoir hand at writing,the
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Hui- Yacht Club and Grand Rapids
They scored seven runs in the tain and Mrs. Robert Japinga, who of do-cr-dietypes.
mons issued him on April 3 by
and
three children of Lansing results are suprusingly good.
have recentlyreturned from a tour
Yacht
Clug
at
Reeds
Lake
and
zenga, Judy, and Tommy of Morfifth to take an 11-8 lead but lost
But whenever the water tempcity 4jolicecharging him with drivThe
staff
of
this
year's
publicahave
purchased
a
home
at
184
rison, 111., arrived at the home of others from the Holland area.
it to a four-run burst by South of duty with the United States erature drops 15 to 20 degrees,
ing 50 miles an hour in a 25-mile
East 28th St. Mr. Waalkes is with tion included the following-editor- the Rev. and Mrs. Theodore
Army
in
Japan.
The
pictures
covHaven in the sixth. Two sixth-inthe old question always arises of
Lefty Cooper’s band provided zone, was brought into Municipal
the office of Hart and Cooley Co. in-chief, Bill Butler; poetry editor, the Rev. and Mrs. Theodore Byered
the
period
during
which
Mrs.
ning runs by the Chix put them
WHY!
Mr. and Mrs. David R. Fetters Faith Rustieus; feature editor, iand and family on Saturday to music for dancing. Punch was serv- Court on a warrant Friday and
back in the lead but South Haven William Schrier, Mrs. Japinga’s
A five-year-oldcamper came up
paid $30 fine ami $8.10 casts. The
ed during the evening.
and four children of Spring Lake Shirley Mei.ste; continuity editor, spend several days with th<*m.
mother,
was
with
them
in
Japan.
tied it up with a single tally in
with a brand new answer. He said,
allegea speeding violationwas on
Junior
Commodore
Jim
Boyd
Barbara
Roeser;
typist,
Janet
Larhave
purchased
a
home
at
1210
Japanesefloral arrangements, mu- "Every time that Coast Guard
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Grinwis of
the eighth.
Floral Ave. Mr. Fetters is chief ion; circulationeditor. Ruth Ann Muskegon were Saturday morning was assistedby other Junior Yacht North Seventh St.
sic
artd
native
costumes
worn
by
Shortstop Howie De Jonge’s
helicopterflies over here the lake
engineer with Camfield Fiber Breuker; businessmanager. Liz callers at the Simon Broersma Club members in making arrange- Ronald Julius Krueger, 22, Musth'rd single startedthe 11th for the the Japingas added atmosphereat turns cold. It’s those big fans on
ments for the event. Chaperones kegon, who was arrested by city
Glass Co. in Zeeland.
Ver Hey; business assistant. Myrna home.
the
gathering.
The
program
was
Chix. He was sacrificedto second
top!"
Mr. and Mrs. Donald De Mar- Cook; Make-up men were Larry
were
Mrs. Stuart Boyd and Mrs. police Tuesday night for drinking
introduced
by
Mrs.
Cavanaugh.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Freriks and
by Tony Diekema before an error
beer at Highland Park on a pubois and four-year-old twin daugh- Brower, Herman Koning, Roland three children of North Holland Kenneth Campbell.
sent De Jonge to third and put
The radio in the officers’ room
Other
Junior Yacht Gub off- lic street, paid $25 line and $5.10
ters and two-year-old son of De- Tien, and Russell Hopkins. Robert were Sunday guests of Mrs. Clara
pitcher George Pierson on second.
at the police station was giving
icers are Pete Sears, vice commo- costs in the same court Friday.
Rotary Club Hears
troit have moved to 475 Central D. Chard was faculty advisor. Freriks.
Then Raterinkwas intentionally
forth on "Traviata" over WHTC
dore; True ElizabethMcDonald, William Heinz. 73, route 2, Spring
Ave
Mr.
De
Marois
is district Printing advisor was Dallas Ruch.
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Gary
De
passed to fill the runways.
the other day, and the officers who
Report on Convention
Dike, paid $25 fine and $5.10 costs
manager for Chrysler Corp. Mr.
Witt of Chicago were recent guests secretary - treasurer; Gretchen
That free pass was pitcher saep
moved about were making some
Friday afternoon for leaving the
and Mrs. Justin Harkema and two
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt Boyd, social chairman, and Paul
Larry Wade, presidentof the Hol- rather unkind remarks about that
Wally Wildt's big mistake as
Harms, general publicity chair- scene of a property dampgfc accsons of Muskegon have purchased
and
Mildred.
Herman
De
Witt,
Wiersma pounded his single to win land Rotary Club, was speaker at type cf singing. In fact, it got to
ident which occurred earlier on
a home at 99 West 19th St Mr.
who spent four and a halt months man.
the club’s weekly luncheon meeting be something of a game.
the game.
The next junior dance at MBYC Friday. His driver's license was
Harkema
is with Reimink Plumbat
the
J.
T.
De
Witt
home,
reMarv Goorhouse started for the Thursday at The Castle,Wade told One officer,however, was not ing.
also suspendedfor 30 days by the
turned with the Rev. De Witt to will be held Aug. 12.
Chix, and was relieved by Marv of his trip as delegate to the Gold- contributing to the conversation.
court.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Geib of Dorr
Chicago.
Warner in the fifth. Pierson came en Anniversary Convention of Ro- And then during a lull, he was
Robot Yirku. 31. route 2, West
haved moved to an apartment at
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Fred
Nagelkirk
on in the sixth and did a fine tary International,
in Chicago May humming an aria along with the
John Tien Installed
Olive, charged by city police with
276 FairbanksAve. The Geibs are
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
relief job the rest of the way.' He 29 to June 2. Some 487,000 members singer.
driving 35 miles in a 25-mile zone
Kuipers and family of Vriesland. As Pastor in Illinois
got the win for his efforts.
were represented by delegates Then Ed Kampen admittedhe newly married and Mr. Geib is
on
Waverly Ave , paid $8 fine and
with Gambles Store. Mr. and Mrs.
John Nagelkirk of Holland enjoyed
Ace John Lamantia started for from 8,700 Rotary clubs at the had attended operas a lot while
Die Rev. John W. Tien of Hol- $2 costs.
Alvin Hardick of Muskegon have
dinner
at
Kollen
Park
in
Holland
South Haven and left for Wildt in convention.
he was in Germany. There a GI
land who ..as graduated from WestWilliam Tiles. 25. route 1, Grand
purchased a home at 178 East 16th
on the Fourth of July.
the fifth.
Visiting Rotarians and guests could get the best seat in the opera
Erma Wyngardcn, who is em- ern TheologicalSeminary last May Haven, charged with going 45 miles
The loss shoved South Haven to were introduced by Harry Kram- house for the equivalent of $1.25, St Mr. Hardick is with Lith-I-Bar.
Their children are grown.
ployed at the Zeeland State Bank, was ordained and installed as min- an hour in a 25 mile zone on the
er. Randall C. Bosch read a letter and a lot of GI’s attended.
a third-placetie with Holland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
H.
Peters
is enjoying two weeks of vacation. ister of Bethel Reformed Church same street, paid $18 fine and $2.00
from John Kleinhekselthanking
The linesccre:
Ed drew the line at sopranos,
nnd three children of Middletown,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt of Sterling, III., Tuesday night. costs, also Friday.
South Haven 002 154 010 00--1S-15 members for sponsoring his stay however. “When they came on,
The Rev. Spencer DeJong of
Ohio, have moved to 404 College
and
Mildred were guests in Kala100 372 000 01-14-U at Camp Emery, north of Muske- we would have a break," he said.
Ave. Mr. Peters is manager of
mazoo on Sunday of HeldretliDe Fulton, 111., delivered the sermon
gon, and Dr. William RottschafWomen Golfers Revert
Witt and Linda De Bruyn who are and the Rev. Louis Brouwers of
er was presented the plaque and
The headline of this column Montgomery Ward store. Mrs.
Paulette Sherrell Is
Grace
Andrews
of Fort Wayne has
Fulton
gave
the
charge
to
the
music students in Kalamazoo for
‘Worst Holes to Par’
pin as a member of the Rotary somehow has become shortened
minister. The Rev. Ray H. Rewmoved to an apartmentat 36 West
two weeks.
Club by Dick Miles.
to plain "Volleys" instead of "VolHonored on Birthday
12th St Her children are grown.
Indies Golf Association play at
The Rev. and Mrs. Gary De erts of Fulton gave the charge to
Charles A. Bane,' former Chief leys From Ambush.”
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Taylor
Saugatuck Golf Course Thursday
Witt of Chcago wpre Wednesday the congregation.
Paulette Sherrell celebrated her Council of the Chicago Crime Com- * The other day, we came across
I,
and four children of Grand Rapids
Attending from Holland were Mr. featured "revert two worst holes
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
fourth birthday anniversary Thurs- mittee, will speak at Rotary next a similarcolumn in an Iowa newsand Mrs. John Tien, Sr., and San- to par.”
Henry Boss.
day with a party in the afternoon week. He was introduced at Thurs- paper titled 'Over the Coffee." have purchased a home at 123
Winners were: First Bernice
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Broersma dra and Mr. and Ms. Harold De
given by her mother, Mrs. Fred days meeting to members at the Would a title like that be more East ?6th St Mr. Taylor is with
Taylor’s store.
Fogerty, second Irene Hensley
and family of Alto, Mr. and Mrs. Loot and Stephen.
Sherrell at 1602 South Shore Dr. luncheon by W. C. Wichers.
appropriatefor Holland, Mich.?
Both Rev. and Mrs. Tien were and Florence Tahaney, third
Floyd Jousma of Holland, Mr. and
Games were played an<^ prizes
Miss Kothryn Mae Lampen
We readily confess most of these
graduated
from Hope College in Marge Chaddock, fourth Helen
Mrs.
John
Broersma,
Sherwin,
Laff
for
the
day:
The
engagement
of
Miss
Kathryn
awarded to Eileen and Joan Heuitems are picked up over the cofMone Clips Padnos
Take your bride for better or Mae Lampen to Robert Paul Dyk- Grace Ann, and Richard were 1952 and they were married, that Jones, fifth LU Dalman and Marvel'iorstand Lois Alderink. Balfee cups.
year in First Reformed Church. jorie Cook, sixth Isabel Ketchum
loons were used as decorations for In Legion Ball, 8-7
If you have any good ideas, send worse, but don’t take her for stra has been announced by her Sunday guests of Mrs. K. Jousma,
Mrs. Tien, daughter of Mr. and and Carol Van Raalte.
granted.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lam- Mr. and Mrs. S. Broersma.
the outdoor party. Assisting the
’em in.
Mary Lokker had low putts with
Guided missiles aren’t as dan- pen, route 5. Holland. Mr. DykMr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt Mrs. De Loof, taught elementary
hostesswere Lois and Donna Reus.
H. E. Morse clipped Padnos at
14.
Low gross winner was Bernschool
three
jears
while
her
husand
Mildred
were
Sunday
evening
gerous
as
misguided
misses.
stra
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Those present were Eileen and RiverviewPark, 8-7, Friday night
Tulip Time came in for another
An agreeable person Is one who Sam Dykstra of Conklin and is guests of Mr. and Mrs. Laverne band attended seminary. Rev. Tien ice Fogerty with 42.
Joan Heuvelhorst, Janice and Pat- in a wild Legion baseball game. nice plug a little while ago. The
Next week, the women goiters
also did graduate extension work
stationed with the UiS. Navy at Boss and family of Portage."
ty Evink, Mary and Tommy Hout-‘ The winners scored five in the Eck Tours and Travel Service of agrees with you.
A friend is a speaking acquain- San Diego, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyngar- at Michigan State University and will feature match play against
ing, Joan Freehouse. Ix>is Aalder- first and two in the fourth, but Chicago which routed five busden were Sunday callers on Mrs. Western Michigan College in 1954 par with three-fourths handicap
ink, Deborah and Susan Sherrel Padnos came back with six in the loads of visitors to Holland on the tance who listens.
and low putts.
It’s
more
blessed
to
give
than
J. H. Van Welt in Zeeland.
and 1955
The
average
age
of
Congressand Lois and Donna Reus.
bottom of the fourth. Morse added Saturday of Tulip Time, has isMr. and Mrs. Henry Boss in
In the morning Paulette treated a single tally- in the fifth, then sued a souvenir booklet contain- to receive— also more expensive. men in the United States 84th
The presidentof the United
The average diet of the world’s
company with Mr. and Mrs Syrenc
Congress figures at 52 years.
members of the primary group at held a Padnos rally to one run ing pictures of Tulip Time, and
Boss of Galewood motored to human being was inadequate be- States and the governor -of Masthe Central Park Church vacation in the seventh.
There are 1,350 degree-granting
names and bus group pictures of
When the moon is in the stage Horse Head Lake on Tuesday to fore World War II and got worse sachusetts both possess, as offiBible school. The group sang "HapIn the other game, Holland Hitch all the 195 persons who made the colleges and * universities in the
between
new moon and full moon, be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer after the war, according to a cial legal titles, "Excellency,” by
py Birthday” and played games. won a forfeit over Elzinga-Vol- tour.
United States About 360 of these
legislative act
United Nations committee.
Boss and family until Thursday.
U is called the waxing moon.
There were 105 present
kers.
Another Tulip Time plug came art tax-supported.
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SentHern Kingdom Overthrown
2 Kings 24:20-25:12.
By Henry Oeerllngs
The kingdom of Judah came to
an end. Calamity after calamity
fell upon the people until, completely broken, they were carried
away captive to Babylon. The his-

i

to

Wh Over

South Haven, 10-3
Van Dyke and Fogarty
Pace 13-Hit Amah;

torian records the solemn fact that
these evils came at the commandTIM Hhhm
v
ment of the Lord as a result of
Holland City NJwa
PublUhad «v«ry Thuri- forsaking God by the rulers and
Jdny by Th« Snntlnal the people as a whole.
fprinUnt Co. Offlc* M-M
It was a difficult and thankless
W««t Cifhth Stmt Hoitask which fell to the last king of
land. Mlchlftn.
Enured aa second class matur at Judah. The better elements of the
the post office at Holland. Mtch., nation had been tranaferred to
under the Act oi Oongresc March J.
Babylon. An inferior class of peo1879.
ple. poliiically inexperienced and
W. ^ BUTLER. Editor and Publisher religiously without any convictions, was left Jeremiah distinTelephone— News Items 8193
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191
guished them sharply from the
, The publisher shall not be liable spiritual remnant takwi away.
for any error or errors In prlntin* Ezekiel in the eighth chapter of
anv advertisingunless a proof of his book gives a vivid picture of
such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned their religious disposition. The
by him m time for corrections with king, w'eak and without consissuch errors or cotrectlons noted
plainly thereon;and In such case If tent principles, was dominated by
any error so noted is not corrected headstrong official!. Though
•Publishers liabilityshall not exceed
such s proportion of the entire spice atrongly advised by Jeremiah to
remain loyal to ihe king of Baby^
occu p^ed*lyb luch “dlK*
lon, he broke his oath. Swayed

Kaat Facet Kalamazoo

#f

-

BATTLE CREEK (Special)
Leroy Fogerty and Ron Van Dyke
led
13-hit attack > Tuesday

*

_

*a the Holland American Legion
AU-Stars romped to a 10-3 zone
championship victory over South
beautiful Bailey Field.
Fogerty slammed two triples and
a double while Van Dyke blasted
a home run and two singles to
speed Holland past its first opponent
Meanwhile, Fogerty and thre«
other Holland pitchers were com
bining to hold South . Haven to

Haven at

three hits.
Holland's 14-man team, accom
panied by Clare Van Liere, Ben

W

Bowmaster, Clarence Maatman
and Bill La Barge Ifeft the city
at 7 this morning and returned
flowing the afternooncontest.
Fogerty put Holland ahead in
the firsf with a triple after one
man had walked. He scored on
Van Dyke's single and Van Dyke ARegan
made it 3-0 after two walk* and

UsemenL

by his upstart court, by false
Summer brings the fleet to Lake Mocotowa
TERMS OF SUBSCRIfTION
prophetsand by intrigues with
One year. *3.00; six months, *3.00;
Egypt,
he
foolishly
rebelled.
three months. *1.00; single copy, 10c
Subscriptions payable In advance and
A complete blockade of the city
MRS. JAMES BOYCE. 16, (above), of Laketown Township, has
will be promptly discontinuedIf not was established and soon the intound peace in her later years by painting. She has painted several
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by habitants began to suffer famine.
canvasses of ihe dune country south of Holland and despite her
reportingpromptly any irregularity As so often happens,it was not
failing eyesight,she continues her hobby.
rile or Phone
3191.
f. Write
P
In delivery.
an error.
long until famine was followed by
Both teams scored one run In
pestilence Bread was no longer
INTERPRETINGTHE LIBRARY to be had and mothers devoured
the second with Holland's coming
Ringed around by tree-covered Mrs. L Devitto and family. RichAt a recertf meeting of Friends their children. The people's skin
on Jack Fabers single and
sand dunes. Holland's Lake Mac- ard and Carol Sue, and Mr. and
Fogerty's double.
of the Library, a state speaker de- grew black from the fever of
atawa makes a placid mooring Mrs. James R. Hunt of Chicago,
The Stars jumped their lead to Of
place for the many yachts and who are spendingtheir 11th conclared that it is important to "in- hunger. Water was scarce and
8-1 in the third with three runs
schooners travelingLake Michigan secutive summer vacation at Lake
terpret the libraryto the commun- u’as sold at a price. A third of
the people died of famine and dison two walks and singles by Jim
during the summer months. Local Shore.
ity.City Will Negotiate
ease. A breach was made in the
Kail, John Stryker and Ron
people keep their boats on the
That statementis truer than wall. As the Chaldeans entered
Komejan.
Wuukazoo Inn
lake, too, and yachtsmenfrom
For Lumber Company
many people realize. Regardless of about midnight, the king and his
Fogerty’striple and Stryker’s
The
15th century play "P;\oli
many
states
come
to
tie
up
for
whether the library remains an soldiersfled eastward toward the
It was just a nice summer weekdouble made it 9-1 in the sixth,
and Francesca"was presented SatWarehouse for Site
the season.
independent unit or is incorporated
Jordan valley. They must have end.
but South Haven came back with
urday evening for the enjoyment
The
big
races
on
Lake
Michigan,
in the public school system, as ad- slipped through the lines since
City good harbor and dock facilities, of guests at Waukazoo Inn. The
Peoole sunned themselves on
two runs on only one hit as Hol- ALLEGAN (Special!
vocated by the city planning com- the town was guarded on all sides.
tne beaches. They went swim- Curtis R.
land fielders made two errors.
council members Monday night and easy access to all of the great play was done in the manner of
miasion, it equally needs to be Soon Zedekiah'x soldierswere
ming and boating.
Van Dyke’s eighth-inning home authorizedimmediate action on lakes through I^vke Michigan,all the drama quartet by the Gilbert
interpretedto the community.
scattered, probably among the
And even if they stayed home,
run was the final tally for Holland.
recommendationsof engineers for combine to make Holland's Mac- Fergusen Players.
The representativeof the Mich- farmhousesin search of food.
it wasn't loo uncomfortable
Fogerty pitched one-hit ball for
Sunday night entertainment was
atawa a popular basin.
igan Library Association who
The work of destruction was ^Tempe'aturcs remained in the 111 Short
the first three innings,as did Van expanding municipal power proWarm weather in the past few provided for some 50 guests by
made the statement was thinking thorough. In those days no god middle 80's all weekend to keep
Dyke for the second three at he ducing facilities and transmission weeks has brought many of the Dr. Beryl Orris, a Chicago psylargely of the library as an in- was worshipped apart from some most people fairly comlortable.
held South Haven scoreless.
summer boat dwellers to their top chiatrist. who spoke tp the group
lines.
stitution — as a building and a state: Osiris in Egypat Baal in Saturday and Sunday nights were
on some of the aspects of his
Harv Westenbroekhurled Ihe
Dies
at
City Manager
H.
Beauvais decks. Favorite occupation for most
service and a community center. Tyre, Marduk in Babylon. It nice and cool.
seventh and eighth and was the
of
these
enthusiasts is keeping field.
and Rex Orton, city attorney,were
It is also true in regard to what seemed a work of pride to deitroV
There's more good weal her in
Among new guests at the Inn
Curtis R Giay. executive vice victim of the two errors. Jim Moktheir floating homes shipshape.
is in the books that make up the the temples and shrines of other the making as the forecasterssay president and secretary of the ma pitched hitless ball in the empowered to proceed with neTie famed Chicago to Mackinac are E. H I^inns of Chicago, and
library.
religions. It seemed to prove their it's going lo be a littlecoller to- Charles Bowman Feed Co., and
gotiationsfor the purchase o( the race run this week will also bring from St. Louis, Rosalie Soloman
ninth.
It is doubtful if more than a own claims for their own gods. night at 60 to 65 degrees with a secretary and member of Ihe board
Allegan Lumber Company ware- a lot of the larger boats intc Hol- and her mother, the E. M. HageThe linescore;
small fractionof the people of The sacred vessels of the temple high Tuesday of from 78 to 82 of directorsof The De Pree Comhouse which joins the present die- i |anfj for stopovers on the more dorns. the Elmer Rettigs. and Miss
Holland have even the faintest con- were carried away. The torch
Almost 40,000 persons fourd pany, died unexpectedlyat his
Harriet Ahrens.
*14 eel 010 10 13 2 se. plant on the east. This pro- iejsure|yreturn to home ports,
ception of what is in the publica- was set to the temple, to the king's Holland Slate Park an extremely home, route 4, Saturday evening South Havea 010 100 010-- SDr. and Mrs. Charles Blase of
perty has been termed the most
tions their tax dollars have paid house and other of the best houses. pleasant place over ihe weekend after a short illness at the age
desirable location for expanding
Cincinnati have taken Oriole cotHotel Macatawa
for. Not merely what is in them How much of the finest art and to bring total attendance for the of 72.
me diesel plant. Beauvais w a s
tage. and Mrs. Winifred King, of
Close to Hie biggest boating cenin a general way; that type of the richest achievementsof men year to 705,568, about on a par
He was born June 5. 1883 in
Kings Mills. Ohm, is a guest at
also authorized to contract with
ter on the lake is Hotel Macatawa,
information is too general to win have been destroyed by war!
with last summer at the same Boston. Mass., the son of the late
engineers for plans and spenfica- 1 u.^crp manv a vvoarv crew mom- the Inn for her 13th summer.
The fall of Jerusalem is a time.
their interest. Rather what's in the
Dr. and Mrs James M. Gray, forSeveral parties brought extra
lion? for a plant large enough '<> I her slays when docking in Holland,
books for them. A well chosen warning to all nations for all time. Weekend attendance breakdown: mer president of the Moody Bible
house three diesel generators Guests amays have something lo gaity to the Inn this week, acollection of books such ss Hollsnd Her fall was not due to decline Friday, 10.658; Saturday,13.153: Institute, Chicago. He was a gradWIUIs 8. Ross,
Immediate action hn installing
,h(, hotel,
holo!. as
as evidenced
evidenced by mong them a birthday party Monat the
has contains enough interest for in her military strength. Israel Sunday. 15.243.
County 4-H Club Agent
uate of the Massachusetts Institute
automatic controls at the hydro- this week s schedule of events.
day evening in honor ot Susan
nearly anybody who has the slight- did not become great because of
The park issued 315 ramping 0f Technology, Boston,
Nicholson. Host and hostess for
4-H members and familiessfcHild electricplant and installation of a
The
eommg
weekend
is
headest intellectual curiosity to send her great armies, but because of permits last wcck for a season's : Mr. Gray was ?» charier mem- always practice farm safety. The new 25.000-vo!ttransmission line. . Ijwd bv. , variety Show to be the event were her parents, Mr.
him to the circulationdesk forth- her spirit and the help of God. lotal of 1.762. a figure which is her of the Century Club of Mus- week of July 24 through 30 is aet d rect from the hydro plant o
a| g jn
and Mrs. Paul Biggs.
Time after time the Lord deliver- 530 ahead of last
with.
i kegon. a member of the PeninIn the very popular Waukazoo
aside to re-emphasizethis need. new sub-stationin. the rear of the |)anroom ^he show wj|| [(.ature
•TTte only trouble is that the aver- ed His people.The nation's calamBoth tent and trailer spares ! suiar Club of Grand Rapids and There are many ways to practice diesel plant, was also authorized ,.Amns and Andy.. and, „n players baseball league, the Fauls Phonies
age citizen doesn't know what he ity was not due to any internal are still available.howe\er. a director of Perk Drug Stores, safety on the farm especiaJlywith by the
defeated the Hack Hackers in a
; are employes of the hotel. PreA lot cf boats were out on both j inc.. Grand Rapids. He was a res- all the machinery we have today. Beauvais said the new controls, . r(.dj
is missing. Simply because he does treachery, nor to destruction on
entertainment.
Chet softball game played Sunday afternot know what there is there. Many the part of allies. Judah's natural T-ake Michiganand Macatawa for 1 (dent of Holland for the past 20
wncr o( th(, sai]boat noon.
As 4-H members, let us all try t-ansiwssion line and the property , Kr.|m owner
people unconsciously think of the allies against the strong eastern fishing or just plain enjoyment. yPars.
for expansion could be financed out
Mr. and Mrs Bland Button, Sr.,
to
make
this
safety
week
last
all
"Ghost"
will
speak on the history
power were Phoeniccia and Fishermen reported good catch- j uc is survived by the wife. Lois;
library as being foi highbrows. It
of electric department funds. A
left the inn Monday morning after
year,
not
only
with
tractors,
but
j of Macatawa and the area.
Egypt, and these lent their aid.
es of perch from boats and the two sons. Rockwell of Providence,
is for them also but by no means
spending (heir 21st vacation here.
with automobiles, wagons, ani- bond issue for the plant and addiSaturday evening's cabaret dance
Judah and Jerusalem fell beR I ; Francis of Miami. Fla., one
exclusively.A good public library
tional generators will he necessary.
They have brer at the Inn fnr
mals.
buildings,
and
all
the
tool*
and
a
9
p.m.
concert
Sunday,
with
stepdaughter.Mrs Keith Van Harte
has something for all types and cause the favor of God had1 been
Six out of 22 property owners
the first two seeks of that many
we use. Make the slogan "It pays
withdrawn.The sina of the people
trumpetei Chester Cwier(nia as
of Provtdenre. R.I: three grandlevels of intelligence and interest.
involved in the proposed off-stree,RUOst artjs, jusl ab(HJt fiUs thp seasons.
John
Donnellys
Stage
to
he
courteous"
apply
to
ail
we
rhildren; one brother, Dr. Hugh
The Sentinel Is trying in a small stood between them and their God.
paikmg project have not yet apcome in contact with.
weekend bill. Pianist Genevieve Nippon Cottage has been taken
B. Gray of Pasadena.Calif.: two
way to inform the people of the These sina made it impossible Open House lor Friends
proved deeding the necessary land ( A|ekxun,ls and vio|mist DavP Mar- over by Mrs Edwin P. Daly of
for the Lord to deliver them, since
nephews, James
Gray HI of
community at various times sbout
|he Sund music>1 Marshall. Hi., and Mr. and Mrs.
Friday, July 22 is the big day for to the city, according to Orton, rhe
what some of the books contain. that would have given the lie to Mr. and Mrs. John Donnelly en- j Holland and James Pratt Gray of all 4-H members in dairy to get city attorney indicated that two of
'
Roger Q. White, of Lake Forest.
all His declared covenant pur- tertainedat an open house at their | Boston.
Such a weekly feature as "Library
the cases probably would
dh|!!(,rl,w was „„ III., will arrive for the balance of
good
information
for
showing,
fitposes. Judah came to an end be- home. 131 East 26th St. Wednos- ' Funeral serviceswill he held
Adventure" is for the purpose of
be taken through condemnation
(or Tuesdav., square the summer Thursday.They will
cause she had not been true to her day
Wednesday at 2 p m. at Grace ting. and judging animals at the proceedings. One more effort wtll
informing the local public about
fairs.
. Enter- be in Laurel Lodge as usual.
God given destiny.
About 75 friends and relatives EpiscopalChurch with the Very
be made to get the deeds before
the insides of some of the books.
Sin can rum anything and any- from Holland greeted the Donnel- 1 Rev. William C Warner officiating, The judging tour is to start on
j
, tjinment was provided WednesThere is not enough room, of
SUMS are filed in circuit court
the Ed Henning farm, located
day. starting at 8 p.m. by the
body. In the tragic downfall of lys from 5 to 7
J Burial will be at Restlawn Cemehere. Inspite of the delay, Beauvais
*
J
course, to report on more than a
about one-half mile east of 80th
Jerusalem,nothing escaped. The
.
. chi dren of guests and cottage own- Officers
Bouquets
of
gladioli
on
a
white
; tery, Muskegon,
•aid the protect could still
. . ...
„
sample here and there, but those
palace of the king, the temple, covered table created a cooling | Pallbearerswill be Robert Damm Ave. on Wilson St. at 10 a.m. At
K
ers
pro,
.i in a special
i childrens
s
started this year, however.
samples can at least serve as sug.p! gram. Dancing,singing and playthe homes of ihe princes, the holy atmosphere for the annual open 1 Nelson Damm and Thomas Damm 11 a m., we will be on Irvin FordBeauvais also reported that
gestions.
city— all were destroyed. Noth„ . „n . ring of instruments will be featured,
of Muskegon, Lewis Kalb of Ann ham's farm, on the corner of 80th .
had prepared a scale map to a
|hf wee|( Mac
Best of all is to go to the liing remained but ruina. All kinds
and
W'lson
Ave.
This
i*
for
memA joint meeting of new and reI Arbor. James Henningsenand
brary personally and take out a
s"wl
^''"flatawa
i,
filled
with
organized play tiring officer*of Beechwood
and classesof people died or were
bers of the north part of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
De
Prep
of
j Donald Van Arsten of Grand Rapprogram m the business d me..
• card. Once started, the reading
taken away captive. The king, the Holland and Mr and Mrs. C M. ids. all nephews of Mr. and Mrs. county.
Mothers Club was held Tuesday
Work is also underway on under- 1
habit grows. The books are there
royal family, servants, princes, Cooper of Grand Rapids were visi- Gray.
The afternoon tour starts at 1:30
volley ball and movies, as well evening at the home of Mrs. Margiound
repairs
to
gas
and
water!
waiting for you. Many of them and priests fell under the stroke
tors at the Music Industryand I Friends may call at Nihbelink- p.m. at the Clarence Van Haitsma mains in preparation for resurfac- as the ever-vvonderfulwater sports vin Nienhuis to make plans for
have somethingfor you. personal- of divine judgment
the coming year and arrange deTrade
show at the Palmer House I Nctier Funeral Home Tuesday farm, located on Byron Center ing streets in the downtown area. for grown-ups.
ly. By neglecting them you are
tails for again carrying on the hot
Sin is still destructiveand shows in Chicago this
Road between 72nd and 64th Ave.
' from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
The council approved a resolufailing to collect the cultural divno respect of persona. The things
Castle Park
lunch program for the children.
There will be two sessions iq, the tion establishing the need for reidends that may be yours. For we hold dear, the people we love,
"The play's the thing" this week
Mrs. Calvin Nykamp is the newly
afternoon for members in the south surfacing Bond street and set Aug.
library dividends are not preceded
at Castle Park as the resort s play- elected president. Other officers
the institutions we are devoted to
part of the county.
1 as the date for a public hearing
by a dollar sign; they are repre- —all are damaged by our sins.
ers prepare for their Friday night are Mrs. Clifford Plakke, first
An evening session is being plan- on the project.
sented by the institution's circula- The nation, too. suffers morally
reading of "Time Out For Ginger. vice president; Mrs. Don Elenned at the Gerrit Buth fa»-m. loThe council also:
tion figures.
and spiritually from the accumuCastle guests, cottagers and em- baas, second vice president; Mrs.
cated one-half mile west of EastReferred a request for lighting
Friends of the Library should lated effects of the sina of its
Ed Looman, secretary: Mrs. Don
manville on Leonard Road and the parking Ms al Iht north and west P>W« “i" "“M “P «»
keep on with their campaign and citizens.
Henry Modderrrtan
in ward schools to Beauvais; renewed this comic tale of a young girl Klokkert, treasurer.
research. They may find a way.
A just and merciful God must
who finds that her interests, and
Hot lunch treasurer i s M r s.
Lament.
the City Sanitation Service'sliDollars seem to be our concern punish or redeem. When impeniNeveLs Pearson, assistant state cense for another year: approved a abilities,lie in what is usually Gordon Kardux. Mrs. Henry Laarright now.
tent men refuse redemption, they
4-H Club leader from Michigan request from the Women's Hospital purely male territory — football man is room mother chairman and
require of God that he condemn
State University, will conduct all Service League to use city parking The performance is scheduled for the Mesdames Marvin Nienhuis,
and punish them. When sinful
judging classes.Rus Hearshburg- meters for Allegan Health Center 8:15 in the Castle Park amphi- Don Elenbaas and Jerold Gebben
men, however, repent and turn
are on the program committee.
er from Coopersville,will give a contributionsAug. 4-18; approved theatre.
Seriously
from their evil ways, and look
The rest of the week is filled On .the menu planning committee
clippingand blanketingdemonstra- funds for a city float for Mayor's
trustingly unto God, they find
tion at the three tours.
and Village Presidents day at the with activities,too, as Castle guests are the Mesdames Henry OverHim eager to save.
All dairy 4-H members keep this Allegan county fair: Withheld ac- really get swinging along on their beek, chairman, Bernard Baker,
No more patriotic soul ever
Injured in
date open and plan to be at one of tion on two bids on a two-way summer lun schedule.Tuesday and Marvin Varden Bosch and Ernie
lived than Jeremiah, for no one
these evenu.
radio system for all city depart- Saturday evenings mean dances on Wanrooy. Publicity will be in
GRAND HAVEN (Special » - A has shown deeper love of country
ments pending word from the the Dune Top. where breeze-cooled charge of Mrs. Alvin Schuiling.
nor a greater devotion to his
Eight memben and two leader* Civil Defense department, and dancers can enjoy the music play- On the finance committee is Mrs.
niar< and wife were seriously inattended the vegetable, crop, and authorized Beauvais lo advertise ed high al-ove Lake Michigan. And Joe Highstreet and on the income
jured 11:30 a.m. Wednesday when fellow countrymen. And yet he
was condemned, rejected and perpoultry judging school at Wolf for bids on a new heavy truck, Sunday always brings the vesper tax committeeis Mrs. Wesley Van
their car went out of control and
Lake on Friday, July 15. Winners cao and chassis for the street de- service,held in the natural amphi- Til.
turned over on L'S-16 in Wright secuted by the political leaders in
Judah because they thought that
Cooks will be the Mesdames
in the vegetable judging were partment to replace a nine-year-oldtheatre.
township.
A special attraction for music Henry Wiersma, Bernard Rowan,
Deris Beuschel from Lisbon 4-H vehicle.
Glen C. Butler. 66. of 1223 Rath- he was a traitor. Hi* ideals for
the nation were God centered:
lovers will be a concert held Thurs- Clara Monetza, Peter Meurcr and
club, Pat Borgman and John
hone. S. W., and his wife. Florence,
theirs were selfcentered.
day evening on Dune Top. High- B. Tretheway.
Dreyer from Waverly in Holland.
alsc 66. were taken to St. Mary’s
Couple Celebrates
fidelityrecordingsof symphonic Aug. 24 is the day chosen a*
They will represent Ottawa Counh'ispitalin Grand Rapids. Butler
favorites will be included on the "kitchen cleaning" day at both
ty at the district eliminationa on 35th Anniversary
wae pinned in the back portion of David Breaker Honored
program.
schools. The annual Teachers'
the campus of MichiganSate Unirhe car and suffered a fractured
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ringewpld.
New names on the registerthis Tea is scheduled for Sept. 28.
versity Aug. 8 and 9. Ottawa has
righi collarbone,fracturedribs and On Fourth Birthday
pc’ vis.
no representative* in crops or of 272 FairbanksAve., entertained week are Mr. and Mrs. Stephen W. Retiring officers present were
David Paul Breuker, son of Mr.
their children at their home Friday Jones, arriving at the Castle for the Mesdames Paul Brower. Henry
poultry judging.
Mrs. Butler was thrown out of
evening on the occasion of their their tenth season.
Koop, Chester Nykerk and Howard
rhe car and pinned under the front and Mr*. Jacob Breuker, celebra35th wedding anniversary.
Dyke.
end. She suffered fracturesof both ted his fourth birthday anniversLegion Park Is Scene
During the social evening a twotake Shore Cabins
arms, seriousgashes on the head sary Tuesday afternoon with a
narty at his home. 181 East 35th
course lunch was served by Mrs.
Birthday parties, potlucks, barand cuts and bruises.
01 Accountants9 Picnic
Albert Rlngewold,Mrs. Lyle B-Q's and especially fishing were Employes Entertained
Butler was traveling west when St.
The Holland Chapter • of the Ringewold,Mrs. Glenn Ringewold the past week's entertainment* at At Pitnic at Tunnel
the one wheel got off the pavement.
A red and blue motif was used
American Society of Women Ac- and Mrs. Merle Ringewold.Gifts Lake Shore Cabins.
The car continued for 148 feet be- to decorate the recreation room
Vandenberg Bulck, Inc., entercountants gathered for a picnic were presented to the couple.
Tuesday evening the guest* had
fore crossing a railroad track and where the guest* played games
Tuesday evening at American LeThose present were Mr. and a fish fry with all the fish they tained em Dives at a picnic at Tunturning over. The 1948 car was and «were served refreshment*.
gion Memorial Park. Guests in- Mrs. Lyle Allan Ringewold and have caught the easy way— while nel Park Wednesday afternoon.
completelydwholished.
Mr*. Breuker was assisted by JanBRUCE SIMONSON (left) and his brother Brian, sons of Mr.
cluded members of tht Grand daughter, Mary Lou; Mr. and sitting in chairs along the dock or Features of the afternoon were a
Sheriff’sdepartmentofficials in- ice Dykman. Favors were presenand Mrs. Carleton Simonson of Saugatuck,operated a lemonade
Rapids and Muskegon chapters. Mrs. Glenn Ringewold and daugh- the new breakwater.Fish were ball game, badminton and other
vestigated.
ted to each guest. Gift* were prestand during the hot days lost week to earn money to donate
A picnic supper was served on ters, Judy Glenna. Sally Lynn, running so heavily* this week that games for all ages. Prizes were
sented to the guest of honor.
to the Memorial Fund for the late Dr. Corkill for a sterilizer for
the porch of tlie club house. Carol Susan and Sharyl Rose, and Lake Shore guests could not eat awarded.
Mias Monica Donnelly, daughter Invited were Linda Zeerip, DonMr., and Mrs. Glenn Wiersma
the Community Hospital. To dote their net proceeds are $1.13.
Group singing was led by Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Merle Ringewold and them all.
ot Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Don- nie Staat, Claudia Slikkert,. Aria
New- arrivals, who will be at and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cox
nelly. West 24th St., -who has been Bultman, Marylou Staat. Diana De
Hazel Howard and Mrs. Norma children. Kirk. Robert Alan and
Officer Henry Hungerford,who also is organist at All Soints
Debra Lynn. Also present were the cabins for a week or longer, were in charge of sports events.
visiting her uncle and aunt, Mr. Mast, Janice Breuker, Calvin Den
Griesbach of Muftegon.
Church in Saugatuck and St, Marks EpiscopalCathedral in
and Mrs. Robert Graham in Win- Bleyker, Jack Koning, Nancy Dc
Games were played and prizes Mr. and Mrs. Marion Dc Gcus include Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rice, 1 A picnic supper concluded the
Grand Rapids, is shown buying a drink. At present Hungerford is
netka for the past 10 days, is ex- Matt, Delwyn Door, Darlene
awarded. A colored film on Mex- and son, Michael Alan, nephew of Louisville, Ky.; A. Floren and day with Mr. and Mrs. Pat De
training a group for a choir festival which will be presented as
pected to arrive home today. Dur- Staat, Ronnie Door, Ruth Dykico was shown by Jim Frans. The and niece of the Ringewolds, Mrs. family of Wilmette, 111.; Mr. and Vrie* and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Vanpart of the 125th year celebration, July 29, ot Saugatuck
ing her visit she attended several man, David Haveman and Linda
program was arranged by, the Mis- Jennie Bruursema, a friend of the Mrs. W. J. Kearney and daughter der Bie in chcarge. Miss Norma
concert* at Ravinia.
Linda, of Oak Park, HI.; Mr. and Hall was winotr of a specialprize.
ses Anna and Wilma Beukema.
family, and Miss Irene Duron.
Koenuo.
Womans Club.
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Community Ambassodot Eager to Start ManArraiped
Life With Her Adopted English Family As 3rd Offender

21, 195S

‘Wild West’ Show Held

Matkeion

Fined

Nine Building

On Separate Charf es
GRAND

At Local Play Center

Mm

HAVEN

(Special)- Jo-

Permits FOed

seph Joe Huff. 28, Muikegon, failed to respond to two separate summons Issued him by the sheriff*
Applications for nln« building
department vsathin a w^ek’i time
permits
toUling $14,925were filed
and was picked up by Muskegon
county officials Friday night and last week with Building Inspector

A dress-up "Wild West" Show
Nell Salm
climaxed the second week of acthe
AT SEA, July 11
At
at the end of the summer.
tivity at Washington play center
In Local
\ present moment the TSS Columbia
Anyway it has been fun — and
Friday with Kay Keane and Connie
Ik slowly gliding over a smooth interesting. The most difficult part
Norlm as judges.
Jack
Wyngarden,
49.
of
75
East
brought to Grand Haven where Laverne Serne. They follow:
j.ta somewhereoff the coast of of it has been trying to understand
The show marked the half-way
Ninth St., waived examinationin
he was arraignedbefore Justice Walsh Estate, 8 West Eighth 9t..
Ireland. Tomorrow morning we the English money system, or a
Municipal Court Friday on a point in Ihe summer program spon- First Start to
FrederickJ. Workman of Spring remove background of show winwill drop some passengersat an girl who has always found It difsored by ihe City Recreation
drunk and disorderlycharge, third
Lake on two separate charges.
Irish port called Cobh and the ficult to subtract a dime from a
dow and replace, $400; Jacob
department at four local school
offense, and was bound over to
On July 2 he was arrested by Poatma, contractor.
next day wc will disembark at dollar correctly,it is next to imCHICAGO
(Special) - George
playgrounds
Deputy Sheriff Peter Meeusen and
Southampton. From there our xwsible to attempt to subtract Lena Boer to William Kool A Circuit Court to appear July 27.
Wallace Van Putten, 18 East
Winners Friday included: Indians Zuverink lost his first startingascharged with recklessdriving, after 16th St., addition ot house, 7 by
group will take a boat train to pence from shillings from pounds. wf. Pt. Lot 15 Blk 16 Southwest Bond of 5100 was provided. Wyn-Barbara
Duery,
Margaret
Holgarden was arrested by city police
slgnment for the Baltimore Ori- allegedlydriving 90 miles an hour 20 feet, $400; self, contractor.
London. Another day will find us Luckily I don't have enough money Add. City of Holland.
werda, Jeanette Holwerda. Jim
Thursday.
in the night time on US-31 In Spring
in Norwich (pronouncedNorr’ich) with me to yvarrantworrying about
Martin Van Dyke, 57 West 30th
Richard DeHare to Walter G.
Oudman, Cowboys and Cowgirls oles here Sunday, 3-2.
John E. Taylor. Jr„ 28. of 127
where our crew of adventurous It.
Kummer * wf. N«*NttS^NEtt4- 132nd Ave., pleaded guilty to Anetta Bingama, Bumser Binga- H»s opponent, however, vs as the Lake Township.He paid $35 fine St., new house and garage, 48 by
and $7 costs. On July 9 he was 26 feet and 20 by 22 feet, frame
Experimenterswill join the familThe ship’s radio has informed us 7-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
charges of drunk driving and ma, Denny Ferris, Garry Ferris, White Sox’ Billy Pierce, vs ho arrested by Deputy Sheriff Keith and brick construction.$9,000 and
ies they are to be a part of for thai most of Northeastern United
Zeeland Lumber and Supply Co. leaving the scene of an accident. Robert Todd. Debby Burns, Susan boasts the lowest earned run av- Averlllon US-16 in Polkton Townthe next month.
States has been sufferingunder a
$1,000;Martin Van Dyke and John
to Russell L. Semer k wf. Lot On the first count he was asses- Burns, Brenda Bontekoe, l^aurie erage in the majors.
ship, allegedlydriving 85 miles an Van Hekken, contractors.
Perhaps at this point I should heat wave. I find this hard to imag108 Bouws Sub. No. 1 Twp. Hol- ed fine and costs of $104.70 and Lepo. Nancy De Waard, Dianne
Richard Paul Taylor, 21 East
explain brieflywhat the organize ine as '"mperatures on the North
The Sox nicked Zuverink for a hour at 2:10 a.m. for which charge
land.
on the second $50. The alternative De Waard: Mary Francomb, Kathy
he paid $25 fine and $4.30 coats. 28th St , tear off front porch. $150;
» tion called the Experiment in In Atlantic have been exceedingly
Martin, Sttven V a n d e n Berg, run in the third on Shcrm Lollar s
Benjamin Altena A wf. to Mar- is 30 days on the first count and
William Reed, 37, Grand Rapids, Nyhof and Van Slooten, contract^rnational Living has to do wid cool Passengersbrave the cold,
double and Walt Dropo’s single.
tin
M. Brown & wf. Lot 88 Stek- 15 on the second. Taylor was ar- Tommy Northuis.
arrested by State Police in George- tors.
•wet
winds
on
deck
only
if
they
yTlu community ambassador.Tn<
Mothers
Wilma
Huizenga, George Kell’s single after Nellie
Gerald Emmlck, 24 West 14th
Experiment is a non-profitorgani- are well fortified with long wool etee Bros. Add. City of Holland. rested by city police early Thurs Barbara Schutt, Lilly Elzinga, Fox’ single and Minnie Monoso’s town Township Friday nigh), and
xation which makes it possible for socks, slacks sweatersand deck
Joseph Lemon A wf . to Ed- day morning following a hit-run Henry Elzinga, Beth Plasman, double producedtwo more runs in charged with being drunk and dis- St., move garage. $50; self, conorderly, paid $20 fine and $5.40 tractor.
young people of various national- blankets.Are you jealous?
ward A. Mienko A wf. Pt. NW»4 ncodent in which a Saugatuck Rolena Mecr, Edna Huizenga; the third.
been driven
costs in the same court early SatI have found shipboardlife to NEK NEK 23-7-13 Twp. TaUmadge taxi, believed to
Julia Kuite 105 West 10th St.,
ities to live for a little while as
The Orioles came bark with two
by Taylor, collidedwith a car at Davy Crockett — Jimmy Musketuiday afternoon.
members of families in different bo exciting. We have been kept
new windows, $150; Fred Jacobs,
Eugen^ E. Overway A wf. to 21si St. and State SC The aban- ell, Larry Stewart, Delvin Stewart, runs in the fifth,but Zuverink was
countries other than their own busy with lectures, forums, movies, Harry R. Ash A wf. Lot 33 Plascontractor.
pulled for plneh hitter Hank Madoned cab was found later near Joyce Stewart.
This plan provides a concrete way folk-dancing,talent shows, lan- man's Sub. Twp. Holland.
Howard Phillips,300 West 14th
Clowns
—
Judy
Schutt,'
Billy jeski in the sixth.
Eighth St. and when Taylor was
for young people to promote inter- guage classes, etc. The problem
St., new windows, $500;, George
Pnrkes,
Peggy
Ann
Todd,
Julia
Zuverink
now
has
a
0-6
recElsie Elizabeth Glueck Scheil to picked up the key* to the cab
Events
natibnal understandingand good is not to find enough to do to keep
Vander Bie contractor.
ord. He lost five games in relief
Marsh.
Walter WilthofA wf. Lot 9 Glueck's were on his person.
will Most Experimenterspay their from being bored, it is, instead
C. W. Blom, 18 West 18fh St.,
Miscellaneous
Joanne
Nordoff.
appearances
for
the
Detroit
TiSub. City of Grand Haven.
Donald James Davison. 32. of
own way but sometimes commun- the difficultyof finding enough
addition to store, 30 by 24 feet,
gers.
queen;
DAvid
Johnson,
pirate;
Harvey Barrows A wf. to Russell 66 West 10th St., demanded exaities will send a young person as time to do everything one would
$3,200; sell, contractor.
Baltimore lost the second game.
to
William Vickers A wf. Lot 41 High mination "when he was arraigned Bruce P'asman, baseball player;
their particularrepresentativeto a like to do. The people are treOrley Van Dyke, 15 west 31st
n.-4.
ns
the
Sox
drove
to
within
Mary
Damson.
Chinese
man;
Mary
School Add City of Grand Haven. Friday on a non-support charge.
i
foreign land. In this case the mendously interesting.They are
St., rear porch, $75; self, contracWilliam Mosher A wf. to Arthur Examination was set for July 26. Jo Sweep. Little Red Riding Hood; li games of the league-leading ALLEGAN (Special — Two
Experimenterbecomes a commun- from all over the United Stales
tor.
Jim Oudman, tramp; Linda Oud- Yankees.
Reenders A wf. Lot 6 Fairfield Bond of $100 was furnished.
siale events - the 11th annual
ity ambassador.This year out of and many foreign countries.
The
Orioles
play
Tuesday
in
DeBarbara Stegenga. route 2, paid man. gypsy.
600 American Experimenters, only
Some of them are real charac- Add. Grand Haven.
George Washingtonlaid the
Michigan Western Horse Show at
troit.
Marvin J. Lemmen A wf. to fine and costs of $29.70 on a
ters. For instance, there is the
* 70 are community ambassadors.
cornerstone- of the present U. S.
the
fairgrounds
and
the
Dawn
PaHenry Goodyke & wf. Pt. l^)t 104 charge of recklesss driving FriI am a member of a group of elderly,mild-mannered,rosy little
capital in 1793.
Bouws Sub. No. 1 Twp. Holland. day. She also paid a $1 parking
'rjl i the city's newly refurbished
10 girls who, with our group leader gentleman who is in the habit of
St.
Francis
Jacob Dykstra A wf. to Vernon fine.
airport - attracted hundreds of
and his wife, will be living in the bursting into an ear-splitting yodel
people lo Allegan over the
CorneliusPeter Heezen, 19. of
Norwich Area. Afier recovering at odd moments — in the dining James Schipper A wf. Pt. Lots
weekend.
UUIfirLlI E
fron the disappointment that was room, perhaps, or on the deck 21,22,23,24 Harrington, Westerhof A 171 College /ve., pleaded guilty
Kramer’s Sub No. 2 Holland.
More than 400 .horses and 1,000
to charges ^f imprudent speed,
ours on finding that no boy$ were amidst people quietly napping or
Albert Gemmen A wf. to Ottawa racing and driving to the left of
horsemen plus an estimated 3,500
in the group we have been getting reading. -It's rather disconcerting
Miss Margo Woltman became the <;(>ertatorsattended a two-day
Co.
Road
Commission
Pt.
I-ot 12 •he highway, and was assessed I ,
,,,
ui.fcl
one
gets
used
to
it.
Another
along beautifully.We have met
bnde of Willis Vander Berg Tues- hm-se show which closed Sunday
-%,h
several times aboard ship to dis- man does bird calls. Ah, yes — an Wolbrink's Sub. Twp. Allendale. fuw and coaia ol J37 or .15 daya ini J',hn
I Si., has been named general cam- day, July 12, at a breakfast wedd- night. It was sponsored locally by
James Hofmeyer A wf. to Ottawa
cuss English history, English nterestinglot.
ing perlormedat the home of the •he Elks lodge as a benefit for
All Manet
government.English customs,
Next time I write I will be able Savings A Loan Assn. I>ot 21 Plas- Four persons Were referred to paign chairman of a major drive
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- •la needy children'sfund.
man's
Sub.
Twp
Holland.
traffic school at a session of traf-no raise funds for constructionof a
English money. English this and to introduce you to my English
„ vv.n Vander Berg of 69 West 14th
Brady Lady, owned by A. D.
James Haverdink A wf. to Al- Ho court Thursday “8h'„ They
English that. Perhaps we will be family. I hope you like them.
Authorised
St She is the daughter of Mr. and sharp of Grand Blanc, won the
hertus
J.
Hooyer
A
wf.
Pt.
NWK
were
Lester
L.
Klinge.
of
599
West
better able to discuss these things hope I like them. I hope they like
Chryttav-PlyinoiithDealer
of
four
classrooms
to
St.
Francis
NTs
Clyde
Woltman
of
195
East
h;gh
point
trophy
with
a
total
of
32no St., speeding; Grace Rose
me I hope - but we'll have to 4-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
23; the entry of Robert Morgan.
John Warner to Leonard Guige- Wagenveld. of 136 West 27th St.. ,|p Salos S(,hool.The announcement Ninth St.
Haan Motor Salat
wan and see.
The double ring ceremony was Kalamazoo, was second and that
laar A wf. SKSEKNEK 21-5-14 A speeding; Vivian Nyhoff, of 200 war made Sunday at services by
21 W 9* StfMt
7242
ihe Very Rev. John M. Westdorp, performedbv the Rev. Ralph Hey- f Jay Battle of Wyandotte was
pt SEK Sec. 21, Also SWK A West Eighth St., speeding; Roger
pai.sh pastor and honorary chair- nen. uncle of ihe groom, assisted third. There was a spread of only
Charles Bosch, 70, Dies
NWK 22-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
Doolittle, of 60 Bay Ave., speeding.
man and treasurer of the cam- by the Rev. J. F. Schuurtnann. three points between the top
Gerrit Israels A wf. to Ronald
Paying
fines were Charles TelUnexpectedly at Zutphen
The fireplacewas decorated with horses.
D. Israels A wf. Lot 13 Blk E. genhof. of 1627 Perry St., speed- pa.gn.
Rev.
Westdorp
also
announced
ferns and a bouquet of
The Dawn Patrol at the airport
ZEELAND (Special! - Charles R.H. Post's Park Hill Add. City ing, $7; Lawrence R. Weber, of the following appointments invol- candelabra,
giant pink painted daisies, carna- Sunday morning gave some 75
14u Scotts Dr., speeding, $24;
Bosch, 70. of Hudsonville.route 2, of Holland.
Michigan pilots a chance to see
Bert Baker et a I to Nell H. Dyk- Henry Edward Oppenhuizen, 21, ving leadership: I»uis J. Hoh- tions and snapdragons.
Zutphen. died unexpectedly about
•••by the piece
menn. vice chairman; William E.
"Largo" and the traditional wed- what the newly organized Allegan
midnight Sunday followinga heart stra Lot 26 Baker-Huizen Sub. Twp. Grand Rapids, failure to obey
truck route. $2; James De Jonge, LaBarge. memorial gifts chairman; ding march were played by Mrs. Aviation Association has done lo
attack. He had attended church and Georgetown.
22.
route 2, Zeeland, assured clear Philip G. Singleton, general gifts Gelmer Van Noord. Miss Jean Hey- the local field.The associationrechad company at his home until Est. Elizabeth A. Raak. Dec. to
ner. sang "I /we You Truly" and ently took over operation of the
City of Grand Haven Lot 2 Blk distance, $12: Audrey Jesiek. chairman
shortly before his death.
"This appeal for funds, which "Biess This House," accompanied airport and has made many Imroute
1,
speeding,
$15:
Victor
Van
5
Akeley
s
Add.
Grand
Haven.
He was active in church work
provementsthrough work bees.
Exec. Est. Gertie Meyer. Dec. Fleet, of 963 Bluebell,speeding, will he conducted among the par- by Mrs Van Noord
and had served as elder of Zutphen
ishionersduring the six weeks beThe bnde wore a ballerina length
Christian Reformed Church for to One H Meyer A wf. Pt. Lots $13; James Sabin. Grand Rapids,
ginning Sunday, is a matter of
gown of crystallette. The bodice of
many years He was a Sunday 13.14 Blk 8 Scofield A Vermyle s speeding, $10: Henry Hellenthal, grave importance," Rev. Westdorp
ihe princess style gown feathered Rotor-Stator-Etti
o( 46 Fast Sixth St., right of way
or the truckload! School teacher for 40 years and Add. Ferrysburg.
said.
lace over pink taffeta, with rhineEgbert Brink A wf. to Keith Bus- to pedestrian, $17.
Attend Summer Play
served as chairman of the 75th
He cited the need for classroom stones scattered around the scoopJohn Van Huis, of 115 West 16ih
man
A
wf.
Pt. NWK NWK 26-8-14
anniversary
recently
celebrated
by
Your order will receive
space as a challenge that must be ed neckline. From her Juliet cap
Twenty-fourmembers and one
th church He also was active in A Lots 99-124 Inc. River Road Add St., was given a suspendedfine of
met.
ol chantilly lace fell a shoulder guest of General Elecjtric Rotorour careful attention re$7
on
a
speeding
charge
after
atyoung peoples work at the church. Coopers vibe.
"The growth of our parish has length veil of importedillusion. Stator-Ettsattended the play "On
John H. Brink A wf. to Sam tending traffic school.
He was specialy known as a leader
gardless of size. So don’t
She carried a corsage of white Borrowed Time" presented Thunnecessitated more classroomsand
Arranga teal special PuriPaying
$1
parking
costs
were
in hymn sings in various churches Vander Ploeg A wf. Pt. NEK NWK
hesitate to come in and
carnations and roses on a white day at the Saugatuck aummer
nes* appointment at Tha
Donald
Macaulay,
Detroit;
Roheri
a
npw
conven'
sisters
in the
22-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
we are to continue to serve our Bible. Her pearl necklace was a theater.
tar Kaldar Alr-conditloned
talk over that special
Henry Overweg A wf. to Koenie Dick, of 21 West 15th St.; Howard
Before his retirement four years
people m (he manner our parish- gif i of (he groom.
write only nationallyadvai*
Before
leaving
for
the
theater,
Douwstra.
of
149
West
21st
St.;
ago he was employed in creamer- J. Vanden Bosch Ixits 63.64, Deproject you have in mind.
ioners heartily approve V
tlaed beverage* open tor
Her only attendant. Mrs. Floyd (he group met at the home of Mrs.
les as a butter maker for 46 Jonge s Second Add. City of Zee- Ed Everhard, Zeeland.
We can help with both
your convenience from noon
Rev. Westdorp pointed out that llfor.spmk. sister of ihe groom, Ruth Wallers for refreshments.
years. He started working at Forest land.
until midnight
$61,000 for purchase of the land won an aqua ballerina lenghth Mrs. Hazel McDougall, who has
ideas and materials.
Grove creamery at the age of 19
Gertrude V. Ollmann to Walter
v as provided from the regular in- princess style gown of rrystaletle. returned to Ft Wayne, Ind., was
and was there 28 years. He later F Bruen A wf. NEK SWK 31-7TlotstA come of the parish "The land is j featuring a keylock neckline.Her presented with a gift.
was employed at the Jamestown 14 Twp Allendale.
ours to use, and now we are stag- corsage was of white carnations
Members of the planning comand Burnips creameries.
John G. Foster A wf. to Clifford
Admitted to Holland Hospital ing a drive lo finance Ihe cost of ari garnet roses
mittee for the evening were the
Surviving
are
the
wife,
Effie,
and
J.
Walsh
wf.
Lot
21
Ranch
CO.
Friday were Mary B. Harris. 359 building.”he explained.
Floyd Heerspink attended his Mesdames Ruth Durfee, Edna Faira daughter, Mrs. Boyd Markus of House Acies Resub. Twp. Spring ColumbiaAve.; Donna Ix)kker. 59K
Land for expansion has been brother-in-law as best man, and banks. Eunice Fisher, Betty Midle,
140 River Ave.
Phone 3496
Jenison and two sons, Nicholas and Lake.
East 21st St.; Michael Goodyke, acquired on 12th and 13th Sis Jack Westraie was usher.
Ruth Moodie and Ruin Wallen.
Elmer, both of Grand Rapids; five
route 3, Holland; Ella Ten Brink, west of Maple.
For her daughter's wedding. Mrs.
grandchildren;one sister. Mrs.
route 4, Holland.Discharged the
General solicitation of the entire Woltman chose a grey figured
Kryn DeRlaay of Grand Rapids;
same day were Robert Bouman. pai.sh is planned to kick off Sun- dress with white accessories and
one brother, Henry, of Stockton,
655 Hazelbank; Mrs. George Baker, day. Sug. 5. The memorial gifis a corsage of pink roses. The
Scrappy toys:
Calif.
route 5, Holland: Mrs. Egbert Bare- div.sion kick off is scheduledfor grooms mother wore a lavender
man, route 4. Holland; Mrs. Rich- ihe preceding Sunday.
dress with grey accessoriesand a
Wa buy whof no ont ever intend*
The temperature in the deeps Great Bodily
ard Ellison.1868 South Shore Dr.;
Michael J. O'Dowd fund raising corsage of pink roses
of the sea is slightly above freezMrs Robert Rhoda and baby, 1690 firm has been reiamed to direct the Miss LillianVan Dis served at
to makt
Scrap.
ing.
ALLEGAN (Special)—A warrant WashingtonSt.; Mrs. James Rab- organization of the campaign and he punch bowl, while ihe Misses
bers and baby. 64 West 35th St. has establishedheadquarters at St. Sandra Vander Berg and Delores
chargingassault with intent to do
Admitted Saturday were Ed Francis school. -171 West 13th St. Woltman l<x>k charge of the gift
great bodily harm less than murDreyer, route 3, Hudsonville; Mrs. The Missouri firm currently is r *om at the receptionfor 50 guests
always buying
material*
der has been issued by Allegan
Clarence Boss, 1270 South Shore directing a fund raising program following the ceremony.
County Prasecutor Dwight Cheever
Dr.; Mrs. Ralph Flokstra,37 School in St. Patrick
The couple left for a two-week
parish, Grand
for the arest of Daniel J. BasketSt.; Angcline Crittenden, 781 East Haven.
honeymoonin Northern Michigan
field, Jr. of Chicago.
AT HOME AND AT
Eighth St. Discharged Saturday
ind Canada.
Basketfieldis charged with slug120 Riv» Av*.
Holland,Mick.
wore Mrs. Kenneth Givens, 99 East
The groom's parents entertained
ging Lee Corner. 41. of Gary, Ind.,
THE
loih St.; Mrs. Joe Van Kampen Fellowship Class Stages
at
(heir home Saturday evening,
in Saugatuckon July 2 and sendand baby. 315 West 24th St.; Mrs.
July 9, following the rehearsal.
ing him to the hospital with a Palmer J. Cooper and baby, 144 Hambarg Fry, Election
The
Fellowship Class of Third
serious head injury.The two had
East 16th St.; Mrs. Fetje Vander
argued over boat docking privil- Wat. 330 West 20th St.; Mrs. Percy Reformed Church held its annual John BrORgerSma,91,
hamburg fry Wednesdayon the
eges at the Big Pavilion dock.
L. Griffen,route 2, Hamilton.
lawn at the Gerald Bolhuis home Dies at Spring Lake
Corner was treated by a SaugaSunday admissionsincluded Rotuck doctor, then taken by ambu- bert W. Nelson II. 3434 28th Si.. on South Shore Dr.
GRAND HAVEN (Special! John
FREE ESTIMATES
The meeting, presided over by
lance to a Gary hospital.
Grandville;Martin Schoen. 197
P.mngcrsma.
91. died at his home.
rOUR HOSTS:
Cheever said the warrant had Vest 26th St.; Harold A. Van Bob Slocum, featured election of
313 River St., Spring Lake, SaturPAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTi
been ?nt lo Chcago police and thfet Houdt, 598 Central Ave.; Jacob offitersat which Mel Van Taten- day noon following a long illness,
Basketfield will be returned to Dykstra, 350 East Sixth St. Dis- hove, was named president; Jud
lie was a lifelongresidentof the
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICK
Whipped Cream Ruffe
Allegan for trial in circuitcourt. charged were Dick C. Van Brug- Hoffman, first vice president;Mrs.
xili.'ge where he was born Sopl.
Clarence
De
Fouw,
second
vice
Basketfieldmust waive extradition gen. 220 West 11th St.; Mrs. Ralph
ZEELAND
1. 1863. and where he was married
Eclaire
CO.
before he can be returned, how- Fiokstra,37 School St., Hudsonville; president, Mrs. Russell Klaasen.
in 1898 to Bena Olsen who died
secretary,
and
Gordon
Giocno29 C 6rh
Phone 3826
CLOSED SUNDAYS
ever.
Mrs Kenneth Northuis and baby.
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Married at Nuptial High

VannettC'Haverkdmp Vows Spoken

Mr. ond Mrs. Avert Wolter Vonnette

NEWS, THURSDAY, JULY

Mass

Mrs. Poul C. Fobiono
St. Michael’s Church in Grand bride, as flower girl, wore a gown
Ledge was the scene of a nuptial of white nylon tulle over orchid,
high mass at 10 a.m. last Wednes- styled similar to the bride’s gown.
day when Miss Esther Bonofiglio She wore a matching hat and carbecame the bride of Paul C. Fabi- ried a basket of rose petals. Michano. The bride is the daughter of ael Pennine, cousin of the groom,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bonofiglioof was ring bearer. He carried the
414 Jenne St., Grand Ledge. The rings on a white satin heart-shaped

21, 1955

Marriage Splemnized

in

Hamilton

Couple Making

Home

Mr. ond Mrs. John

Mr. ond Mrs. Marvin Nitnhuls

in

Chicago

Uildriks

.

(Penno-Sosphoto)
Serving his brother as best man
Following an extended- honey- The couple was married Saturday
was Herbert Nienhuis. Ushers moon, Mr and Mrs. John Uildriks evening, July 2, at the home of *
the bride. After the ceremony,the
w-ere Kenneth Haverdink,brother
are now making their home in Chi- newlyweds greeted 200 guests at
of the bride, and Marlin Nienhuis,
cago. Mrs. Uildriks is the former a reception in the Tulip Room of
cousin or the groom.
For her daughter’s wedding Gladys L. Uildriks, daughter of the Warm Friend Tavern. Mrs.
Mrs. Haverdink wore a light blue Louis Uildriks of 640 Lincoln Ave. Uildriks has been employed at S.
nylon dress with white accessories The groom is the son of Mr. and S Kresge Co. and her husband at
Campbell Co.
and a corsage of red roses. A light Mrs. John Uildriks of Chicago.
(de Vries photo)

(Robinsonphoto)
The marriage of Miss Lois Havless lace bodice and lace jacket,
^
erdink to Marvin Nlenhuis was
and the Misses Joan Kragt of Holsolemnized
July
8
at
a
double
land and Elaine den Dulk of Muskering ceremony performed in
gon, bridesmaids, whose gowns of
Hamilton Christian Reformed
pale pink were fashioned like the
Church. A setting of ferns and
maid of honor’s. Their colonial boubouquets of white gladioli and
quets of pink carnations and white
mums was used for the rites read
snapdragonswere fashioned with groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. pillow.
The groom asked his brother, by the Rev. William P. Brink.
blue lace and ribbon. They wore A. Patsy Fabiano, 61 East Eighth
The bride is the daughter of blue lace dress with white accesWilliam Fabiano, to assist as best
braided crowns of taffeta to match St., Holland.
Mr.
and* Mrs. Harold Haverdink sories and a corsage of red roses
The Rev. Anthony Csaky official- man. Guests were seated by Jerry
the gowns.
Fortino,of Grand Ledge, cousin of of route 5 and I the groom’s par- was worn by Mrs. Nienhuis, the
ed
at
the
double
ring
rites
BouThe
groom’s
attendants
were
his
Church.
groom’s mother.
ents
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eildert
the
bride,
Paul
Bonofiglio,
brother
Rev. and Mrs. Haverkamp, live three brothers, Charles Vannette quets of white gladioli were used on
Miss Fannie Bultman played
Niqnhuis, 74 West 28th St
at 506 Eastern S. E., Grand Rap- who was best man, and Calvin and the altar. Music was provided by of the bride, Charles Caruso of Fretraditional wedding music and
The
bride’s
gown
of
white
net
mont
and
Paul
De
Rose
of
LanBy E. F. Dice
Mrs.
Harold
Grazier,
organist,
and
ids. Mr. and Mrs. Avert Vannette, Paul Vannette who were ushers,
over taffeta was fashionedwith Jerold Kleinheksel was soloist.
sing.
E. F. Dice, Assistant County
parents of the groom, reside at 134 all are from Holland. Billy Haver- Mrs. Betty Huhn, soloist.
Assisting at a reception for 80
AgriculturalAgent
kamp, the bride’s brother, was The bride wore a lovely gown of For her daughter’s wedding, Mrs. a round neckline, long sleeves guests held in the church parlors
West 35th St, HoUand.
pointed
it
the
wrists
and
a
fingBonofiglio
selected
a
navy
and
embroidered nylon tulle over satin.
Escorted by her father to the al- candlebearer.
The
county
agents office, Court
"We haven’t had any bad grass
ertip veil of French importedlace were Mr. and Mrs. George Havtar decorated with palms, candela- Daniel De Vries, Jr., was organ- Fashion highlights were the por- white dress with navy and white
House, Grand Haven is acting as fires — and we don’t want any,”
erdink
who
were
master
and
misheld
by
a
jeweled
cap.
She
caraccessories.
Mrs.
Fabiano
wore
a
bra and baskete of white and pink ist John Van Maastricht sang "O trait neckline,long tapered sleeves
mailing center for the pasture pro- is the way GraafschapFire Chief
ried a white Bible and white or- tress of ceremonies;Miss Lavina
gladioli, stocks and delphiniums, Perfect Love,” Wedding Prayer” and a very full skirt wilh a sweep- royal blue lace dress wtih black
gram. If you have any question or Dave Schripsema explained action ’
Bleeker
and
Don
Barkel
who
were
the bride wore a pylon tulle and and "The Lord Bless You and Keep ing cascade of tulle flounces flow- patent and white accessories.Both chid.
problems on forage crops, what 'Tuesday by four area departments
Miss Sylvia Nienhuis, sister of in the gift room and the Misses
ing into a chapel train. An all- had orchid corsages.
Chantilly type lace dress with lace You.”
crops to plant, what varietiesare in halting issuance of burning
Shirley
Oetman,
Barbara
Folkert,
Five hundred guests were invited the groom, as maid of honor, wore
A dusty rose dress with match- rhinestone tiara held her fingertip
bodice curving off the shoul'der, fitbest, harvesting, pasturing, hay- permits.
Faith
Dampen,
Hester
Eding,
a yellow gown of net over taffeta
ting snugly below a wide v-neckline ing accessories and a corsage of veil. She carried a bouquet of white to the reception, held at 5 p.m.
crop silage, mow drying, reno- Fire chiefs Andrew Westenbroek
Charlotte
and
Winifred
Nyhof
with
matching
stole
and
hat.
She
of folded tulle, the lace dipped- in white carnations and pink roses roses. Her pearl necklace was a in the 119th F. A. Armory in Lanvating land, fertilizer,or any other, of Holland township, and Herman
who
served
the
guests.
carried a colonial bouquet of aqua
great scallopsonto the skirt which was worn by the bride's mother. gift from the groom. Mr. Bonofig- sing. Assisting about the rooms
Following a wedding hip out send word to the county agent and W.ndemuller and Jud Bolhuis of
carnations.Bridesmaids were Miss
billowed out into three huge bias The groom’s mother chose a cocoa lio escorted his daughter to the al- were Misses Mitzie Fabiano, Helwest
the couple will reside at route we will direct it to the proper com- Park township joined with Schripen Fabiano, Rose Falsettaand Donna Dampen and Mrs. Don Deflared ruffles of nylon tulle. The print dress with matching acces- tar.
sema in the move, citing the ex2.
Hamilton.
For going away the mittee.
Glopper. They wore matching
bridal attendantswere her sister, Theresa Falsetta.
fingertipveil of illusion was held sories and a corsage of white carThe agriculturalcouncil, made up tremely dry conditionsthroughout
new
Mrs.
Nienhuis
changed
to
a
gowns
of
aqua
with
matching
hats
The newlyweds are honeymoonMrs. William Fabiano of Holland
m place by a tiara of lace trim- nations and yellow roses.
pink linen suit with white acces- of representativesof Soil Conserva- the area. The Graafschapdepartmed with pearls and sequins. Her A reception was held in the as matron of honor, and Miss Glor- ing in northern Michigan. For going and stoles and carried colonial
tion, Cooperative Agricultural Ex- ment is in charge of Fillmore and
bouquets of yellow carnations. sories. The bride is employed at
pearls were a gift of the groom. church basement.Assisting about ia Bonofiglio,another sister, Miss away, the bride wore a gray and
tensionService, Farmers Home Ad- Laketown townships.
Hamilton
Farm
Bureau
and
the
She carried a white Bible with the rooms were the Misses Ellen Ann Spagnuolo of Lansing, Miss white suit with patent accessries Janice De Zwaan, cousin of the
ministration,AgriculturalStabilizaNormally, persons must have a
groom at H.E. Morse Co.
white orchid and stepbanotis.
Kolk, Phyllis De Ruiter, Mary Jane Mary Francina Reda of Berkley, and an orchid corsage. They will bride, was flqwer girl.
tion Committee, Vo-Ag teachers, written permit from one of the
Bridal attendantswere Miss Mar- Newhouse,Kay Schepel and Kathy Mich., niece of the groom, and live on East Eighth St. upon their
and with Pet Milk Company and chiefs before startingany fire
ilyn Betten, her cousin, as maid Buursma. Mr. and Mrs. George Miss Dorothy Oscarino of Lansing, return.
Consumers Power Company co- even small backyardblazes unless
The new Mrs. Fabiano is a grad- Mrs. W. Cook Feted
of honor who wore a rose gown of Knoll were master and mistress of as bridesmaids. They wore identioperating.The council has planned the fire is contained in a metal
cal ballerina-length
gowns of white uate of Grand Ledge High School At Kitchen Shower
net over taffeta, featuring a strap- ceremonies.
four tours and contests in four basket of some kind.
embroideredlace over orchid taf- and has been employed as a secareas of the county. Tours will be
The ban will be lifted after the
feta. Matching bolero jackets top- retary at Grand Ledge Chair Co.
Mrs. Warren Cook, the former
held early in August. In October, firs i good rain. Violators are proseped the strapless bodices. They Mr. Fabiano. co-owner of the Hol- Elaine C.ark of Shelter Isle. Long In
a hay and grain show is planned. culed by the State Conservation
wore rhinestone tiaras and carried land Peanut Store, is a graduate
Farmers are invited to partici- Department.
in
Island,
N.
Y.,
was
feted
at
a
kitof Holland High School and attendbouquets of yellow roses.
pate in these events as well as
chen
shower
last Wednesday eve- A sixth inning homer with two on
The Christian Reformed Church Caroline Fortino, cousin of the ed University of Notre Dame.
ning at the home of Lester Cook by Ted Bos gave Bareman Serv- 4-H and FFA boys.
was in charge of the transcribed
of Virginia Park.
ice a 4-2 victory'over Raphael,
radio program "Bread of Life"
In the fields we have seen harGmes were played and duplicate
prizes awarded. Two course lunch Inc., *n City Softball play at Van vested. the oats are weighingup
Sunday, Mrs. Richard Wolters was
Miss Carol Van Zoeren, daughter
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
good. Even in areas of low yield,
Tongeren Field Tuesday.
was served.
of
Mr. and Mrs. George V^n Zoerat
the
organ.
Two
duets
"Keep
on
Vaughn Brefka, 20, of 1404 PenBos’ blast came after Bob Borg- the kernel has a good full grain. en of Zeeland is expected to come
Guestes included Mrs. Earl Cook
Admissionsto Holland Hospital
noyer Ave. was bound over to Qr- Believing”and "The Pearly Gates
of Kalamazoo,Mrs. Bert Brink and man and J. Berns had singled, and This will mean that the oats in the home in the near future. She left
cult Court Monday on charges of were sung by Mrs. Lloyd Lemmen Tuesday included Lois Ann Kaddaughter, Wanda of Hamilton, and broke wide open a tied-up ball 1955 crop will have a good feed for Japan in August, 1952, to serve
Small,
Individually
potted
pink
and
Mrs.
Bert
Kreuze.
They
were
well,
148
West
17th
St.;
Mrs.
Harbreaking and entering during the
value compared with the light oats
as a short term missionary of the
accompanied by HazerNyhof. An ry W'atraus, 354 Howard Ave.; begonia plants graced the tables the Mesdames Vernon Cook, Clar- game.
night time.
Both teams scored in the second harvested in recent years.
ence Maatman, Ted Knoll and MarReformed Church. She is a gradaccordion
duet
"Stepping
in
the
George
Welling
ham,
Locota.
Brefka waived examinationin
for a Holland Hospital benefitdesWe
have
also
had
reports
of
some
jorie, Russell Teusink, John Kui- frame. Boersen, Glupker and Noruate of Zeeland High School and of
Municipal Court, and unable to Light” was played by Faye Meiste Mich.; Mrs. Charles Lumbert, 115 sert bridge Tuesday at Waukazoo
pers, Ed Brondyke, A1 Vander lin singled for the Raphael tally, good wheat yields in some areas Hope College and left for Japan
and
Ruth
Ann
Nyhof.
The
message
East
15th
St.;
Jerome
Slenk,
route
furnish 5500 bond remained in jail.
1. Holland; Ricky Lee Vanden Inn. The begonias, grown especial- Hulst, J. Kingshott, Ted Baker, while Jay Veltman tripled and the county. Others, however,have shortly after her graduation from
He allegedly broke into a service was given by Leverne Tanis.
reported low yields on both wheat
college. She was a teacher in YokaHarold Kronemeyer was the lead- Berg, 239 Park St.
ly for the event by Albert Buursma Nettie Cook, Irv Mokma, William scored on an error for the Barestation on the comer of Columbus
and barley. It looks like some hama at Ferris Seminary which
Vander Velden, Roger Vander Vel- man marker.
er
in
the
Christian
Endeavor
in
Discharged
were
Mrs.
Dale
Den
of
Marigold
Lodge
in
Waukazoo.
and Third Sts. on July 3. Donald
Final Raphael run came in the damage to yield was done by the is the oldest Girls’ School in Japden, Lester Cook and daughter,
Van Raalte, 17, of Ferrysburg was the Reformed Church last week Uyl and baby, 93 Gordon St.; Mrs. were used as table prizes.
Carol Ann, Miss Aleta VanDyke, seventh when Norm Boeve drew a early May frosts and by too much an with an enrollment of almost ^
Gerald
Glupker
and
baby,
447
One
hundred
women
attending
Tuesday
evening.
arraigned on the same charge earmoisture last fall.
800. She taught in Junior and SenThe Young people of the Chris- Rifle Range Rd.; Leon R. Boylan, the affair, sponsored by the Tues- Miss Viola Cook and the guest of walk, went to second on a wild
lier Monday.
Seedings of legumes in grain this
pitch
and
scored
on
Jay
Prince’s
honor.
ior High School and in Junior ColBrefka currently is on probation tian Reformed Church discussed^ 75 West 15th St.; Ella Ten Brink, day Service League of the Holland
spring have come along well in lege and took part in special Sunsingle.
on a similar charge. In February the subject "The Evil of Law route 4, Holland; Mrs. Ora Toyne, Hospital Auxiliary contributed5200
J. Berns hurled seven hit ball most cases. A growth of 18 inches day School work among the Amerihe was placed on probation for two Suits aryong Christians” in their 280 West 14th St.; Wanda Lou Schut to the hospital fund.
to win for Bareman. Ehles was at grain harvest time has been can childrenat the Army Chapel as
meeting
last
Tuesday
evening.
route
2, Holland; Marilyn Bareman,
Beverages
and
service
were
doyears.
tagged for seven hits in losing. fairly common on heavy soils.
well as for Japanese boys and girls.
A warrant charging Brefka with Mary Ellen Wolters from the lo- 268 North River Ave.; Mrs. Bernie nated by Waukazoo Inn and memHolland Moose outlasted HudShe was supported in her missioncal
Christian
Reformed
Church
was
Johnson
and
baby,
route
5, Holland; bers of the service league prospeeding 42 miles an hour in a
sonville Produce of the Zeeland The County Board of Supervisors ary work by the Zeeland Second
25 mile zone in Grand Haven was guest soloist in the Reformed Mrs. Gay Gines, 180 River Ave. vided cake served as dessert.
League, 8-7, in a nightcapslug- has voted the compulsorytest and Reformed Church of which she is a
Special prizes of the afternoon,
Births include a boy, Johnny Ray,
also brought into court Brefka Church Sunday morning. She sang
slaughter program to control member. Other churches also confest.
two
"lazy
susans,”
were
won
by
"The
Prodigal
Son”
and
"The
born
Monday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
paid 117 fine and 55.10 costs on
Bangs.
The
locals
scored
three
runs
in
Great
Judgment.
In
the
evening
Mrs
I.H.
Marsilje
and
Mrs.
Lewis
tributedtowards her support.
Arthur Eding route 4, Holland; a
this charge. He had failed to reThis move was requested by farThe
Exchangiets,
Jaycees
and
the
first
frame
on
singles
by
DoorWord has been received of the
Victor
and
Carrow
Kleinheksel
C.
Hartzell.
Baked
goods
and
handson,
Robert,
born
Tuesday
to
Mr.
spond to a summons.
Kiwar.ians vs. Rotarians,Opti- neweerd, B. Zych, De Vries and a mers and has the support of Fed- birth ot Katen Jean Sikkema in
Kenneth Sharkey, 25, of 1621 from Holland played two trumpet and Mrs. Gerald De Ridder of 47 knn pot holders were also offered
mists and Lions.
base on balls to H. Cramer. Walt eral and State Veterinarians work- Africa. Her parents are Mr. and
Franklin St., Grand Haven, paid duets "I Love to Tell the Story” East 30th St.; a son Jeffrey J., for sale, the proceeds going to the
That’s the lineup for the Inter- Hudzik homered with none on in ing on the control program.
and
"Living
for
Jesus”.
They
were
Mrs. La Verne Sikkema, missionborn
Tuesday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edhospital
fund.
525 and 55.10 costs Saturday on
The success of the testing pro- aries of the Reformed hurch and
President of the hospital auxil- Service All-Star Softball contest the second, and Moose picked up
charges of using obscene language. accompaniedby Mrs. Victor Klein- ward Barber, 347 West 33rd St.;
slated for 7:30 p.m. at Riverview two more in the fourth on a cou- gram to date has brought the instationed in Akobo, a central spot
a daughter, Lynette Sue, born Wed- iary is Mrs. A.W. Tahaney. Mrs.
The offense occurredJuly 16 on heksel.
fectionol Bangs to a low percenPark. Wednesday, Aug. 3.
ple walks.
H
H.
Harms
presides
o
v
e
b
the
Jarvis
Brink
who
is
stationed
at
among the Annuak, Merle and Nunesday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvin
EdFirst and WashingtonSts.
Representatives of the clubs aFinal’pair of Moose runs came tage of the cattle in the county. er tribes. She has an older sister
Fort Hood, Tex., arrived home last ing, Hamilton.
Tuesday Service League, Mrs.
week Sunday for two weeks furHenry S. Maentz is treasurer. greed to the lineup at a meeting in the fifth after Numikoski was Further lowering ofthe percen- Linda. Mr and Mrs. Sikkema ?re
Mrs. Stewart E. Boyd, secretary Tuesday and decided to play nine safe on an error, B. Zych doubled tage is next to impossible without active in missionary work in the
lough with his parents Mr. and
test and slaughter.It is also necesThieve*
Take
Cash,
and Miss Gertrude Steketee, pro- innings, with each club putting and later scored.
Mrs. Justin Brink.
Sudan working through the soil and ,
Hudsonville picked up two runs sary if the county wants to become improvedmethods of farming. Mrs. *
three men into action each three
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Lubbers
duction
chairman.
The services Sunday, at First
Car From M-21 Lot
in the first frame when Tanis certified or accredited.
Other members of the service innings.
Sikkema is the former Lorraine Va
Christian Reformed Church were and son arrived here Sunday eveBut most important, it will mean
Captains are: Exchange, Dick homered with a man on and got
league
include
the
Mesdames
Peter
ning
for
a
two
weeks
furlough
afFarowe ot Zeeland. She graduated
in charge of candidate Winston
Weekend thieves apparently
less
risk
for
the
dairyman
who
Martin; Kiwanis, Andy Dalman; another one in the third after
from Zeeland High School and was
Boelkins in the absence of the ter which Mr. Lubbers expects to "borrowed"a car from the United Van Domelen, Jr., Phillips Brooks,
Optimist, Les Woltman: Rotary, Kroll scored on J. Van Dyke’s finds it necessary to purchase herd graduated from Hope College in
pastor, the Rev. F. Huizengawho go to Germany.
Motor Sales lot on M-21 after E. David Boyd, W’illisDiekema,
replacementsoccasionally.
Maggie Dampen spent a few days burglarizing the office for $14 in Kenneth Peirce, Kenneth Camp- Lew Hartzell; Jaycee, Art double.
1950. Mr. Sikkema was a native of
with his family is enjoying a vacaThe program, as approved by Morrison 111., and after graduating
Hudsonville
scored
one
more
Schwartz;
Lions,
Art
Quist
bell.
J.C.
Petter,
Sr.,
C.C.
Andreain the home of Mr. and Mrs. cash.
tion.
Umpires include Clare Walker, in the fifth, and pushed home the supervisors,was presented by from Hope College continued his
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hart re- Herman Dampen in
Ottawa County deputies said en- sen, O.W. Lowry, Ed Jones, Egbert
Jack Grasmeyer, O.W. Lowry, three timer in the sixth— without the committee on agriculture,from studies at Cornell university, IthaH.
Gold
and
Charles
R.
Sligh.
Springs
last
week.
turned from a two-week vacation
trance was gained by smashing
the Board of Supervisors. It will
Dr. Pieper, and the Rev. Marion a hit.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis the glass in a side window.
ca, N.
receiving his B. S. in
to Colorado where they visited the
Ed Stille was the winner, Kroll be effective beginning July 1, 1956. agriculturethere. They left for Afride Velder.
and
family
left
Saturday
for
a
two
former’s mother*
A second breakin, at Kalkman Mrs. Campbell Gives
On the public address system, the loser.
ca in September 1952. Mr. SikMr. and Mrs. Don VenHuizen, weeks vacation to Silver Lake.
Redi-Mix Co. on US-31, netted
furnished by the Junior Chamber
kema in an evangelistto the Nelowho were married recently,start- The Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Meden- thieve* a quantity of gasoline and Dinner Party for Niece
of Commerce, will be W.C. Wichdorp end family of Aggilfie, Minn., two power drills. The lock on a
tic peoples and helps them to raisa
ed on a wedding trip
Harold W. Stroud, 75,
Mrs. Kenneth Campbell of South ers, Erv Hanson, Ernest Miller,
morning. They plan on visiting rel- are visiting their son’s family the window was pried off, allowing
The annual Home Economics their own economiclevels by teachDies at Grand Haven
Shore Dr. entertained at a dinner Hans Suzenaar,Avery Baker. .
atives in Manhatten, Mont, on their Rev. and Mrs. John Medendorp and the men to enter.
picnic
for the members and their ing them to make the most of their
Tickets may be purchasedfrom
way to Yellowstone Park and other Christie.
Deputies said the burgulars party Friday evening at Macatawa
families
was held Tuesday evening soil and livestock.Mrs. Sikkema
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The Reformed Church was pre- might have driven here from Lan- Bay Yacht Club in honor of her Clarence Klaasen or any club
points of. interest.
at
Ottawa
Beach with a good at- aids her husband besides doing
Harold
W.
Stioud,
75,
Sheldon
Rd.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dyke are sented with a tape-recorderby one sing as a car stolen in Lansing rifee, Miss Carol Campbell of members. Proceeds will go to pro- died in Municipal Hospital at 1 tendance.
hamberg fry and Bible work with women and chilviding Service Club signs on 'the
busily engaged in the completion of the familiesof the church. This was found in Holland following Indianapolis,Ind.*
games were featured on the pro- dren. Mr. and Mrs. Sikkema are
Guests included Jim Bolles, also three highway approachesto Hol- a.m. tuesday. He was stricken with
will be used to record the Sunday the theft of the car here.
of their new home in Pearline.
gram.
Arrangements were in supported in their missionary work
a
heart
attack
Monday
night
and
of Indianapolis,Miss Sally Field, land.
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus De Jong sendee for the shutins.
charge
of
Mrs. Genii Driesenga by the Second Refomied Church.
Attending the luncheon were entered MunicipalHospital about
Joe Field, Gretchen Boyd, Bill
Elaine Nykerk and Lloyd VoorMisses AntoinetteVan Koevering
were host and hostess to the
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Maatman.
an
hour
before
he
died.
Demands
Examination
Tripp, Jane Boyd and Milt Knee. Garence Klaasen, John Van Dyke,
and Catherein Hildegard spent last *
Muskegon camp of Gideons re- horst were united in marriage in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Risselada
He was born in Desenonta, CanAfter dinner, the group remained Al Lee, A] Dyk, Mike Van Oort,
cently. A hamburg fry was follow Reformed church last week Thurs- On Assanlt Charge
of Holland were visitors at the week in Lansing in attendance at
at the Yacht Club for the Junior Larry' Wade, Harvey De Vries, ada. Oct. 25, 1879 and came to the
ed by the showing of pictures by day evening, the Rev. A. Tellinghome of Mrs. Sena Redder and the music conference.
United
States
with
his
parents
at
Harold Ramsey.
Miss Boss which were taken on huisen performingthe ceremony. GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Leo Yacht Club dance.
The Veldman family reunion will
the age of eight and settled in John Wednesday evening.
New addresr of a service man- Allen Carter, Muskegon,demanded
her trip to the Netherlands.
be
held on Thursday, Aug. 11, at
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bekuis anChicago, where he received his edPvt Robert D. Dampen U. S. 555- examination following his arraign- Ladies Bible Class
Hughes Grove, Hudsonville.Supper
Heavyweight*Feature
nounce
the
birth
of
a
son,
last
ucation. For one year he was em30275 Co. A. 53 Sig. Bn. HI Corp. ment this morning in Municipal
will be held at 5:30 p.m.
Rev. H. Boer Speaks
pioyed at the Eagle O.ttawa Leath- week at the Zeeland hospital.He
Fort Hood Texas.
Saugatuck Wrestling
Court on a charge of aggravate4 Has Picnic at Park
Special music at both the morner Co. plant in Chicago as a cost has been named Roger Jay.
The Young people of the Chris- assault. Examination was -set for
ing and evening services of the
To Optimist Group
Mrs.
Sarah
Hassevort,
Gladys
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Hea- accountantand ii* 1925 moved to
Ladies Bible Gass of First Methtian Reformed Church enjoyed an Friday at 1 p.m. Bond of |1,000
end Shirley and Mrs. Harvey Has- Second Reformed Church on Sunodist Church held a^iicnic at Kollen vyweightstop Farmer Nick’s Grand Haven and occupied the
The Rev. Harry Boer, mission outing at the Christian Reformed has not been furnished.
day was furnished by Irvin Smith
wrestling show at the Big Pavilion same position in the local plant sevort and sons attended a birthday
ary for the Christian Reformed conference grounds Monday even- Carter was taken into custody Park Friday noon.
and Mrs. Justin Elhart.They sang
party
for
Mrs.
Ray
Raak
in
West
until his retirement in 1950. He was
»
Games were in charge of Mrs. Thursday at
Church, spoke to the Holland Op- ing
Monday afternoon.The alleged of
"Thine Is the Greatness” GalCnsp
Wednesday
afternoon.
a
member
of
the
Elks
and
MasonAll three bouts include heavy
timist Club at its regular meeting
The Rev. Donald Houseman from fense occurred on his estranged John Bekken and Mrs. Willis
braith and "Hold 'Thou My Hand”
Mrs.
Fred
King
of
West
Olive
and
ic lodges.
Monday noon at the Eton House the Indian Mission field will show wife, Dolores Carter Sunday at Huight. Mrs. Earle Working and weight performers.
S
On May 18, 1918 he was mar- Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hancack of
Danny Savage clasnes with Mike
Mrs. S. P. Eakley were prize winRev. Boer spoke on Primitive slides and tell about the work their home in Chester Township.
Grand
Haven
were
visitors at the
rieci
in
Chicago
to
Maud
I.
Ross
Ryan in the main event of twoners.
Religions of the Negroes of Afri- there at the Christian Reformed
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nie- 'Some 820,000 Spaniardslive In
ca, South Sea Islanders and the Church Friday evening.
A quadruped is any four-footed Plans were made for a potluck out-of-three tolls with a 60 - minute who survives him as does a sister, bor Wednesday evening.
the Canary islands off the northMnrGennive
Fox
of
Louisville.
Ky.
picnic at Kollen Park Aug. 19 at time limit
American Indiana. He also told of
<
Mt. and Mrs. Bill Brady and I west cost of Africa The archi- 9
Ted Marshall meets Johnny Sik1 p.m. It was decided that the
some of the experiences he had
The ordinary tub bath, on the
children spent thev weekend in pelago forms two provincesof
The Hawaiian alphabet has
while a missionaryto .the Kam average, »akes twice as much
There are about 68 million cat group would also lake a lake say and Al Warshawski of Grand
northern
I Spain. .
letter*.
Rapids faces Carl Obenor.
croons in Africa.
‘tour on the Wolverine.
water u a shower.
tie in the United States.

Avert Walter Vannette and his
bride, the former Suzanne Elaine
Haverkamp, Mve returnedfrom
a northern wedding trip and are
now living on Cherry St., Zeeland.
The couple was married in Eastern Avenue Christian Reformed
Church at 8 p.m. June 30 by the
bride’s father, the Rev. William
Haverkamp, former pastor of Central Avenue Christian Reformed
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Couple at

Announce Legion
Golf

Home

After

Honeymoon

Tournament

Pairings, Rules
First rounds In the American
Legion Country Club championship must be completed by Sun
day, according to club pro George
Slikkers.The match play tournament gets underway Wednesday.
Tourney pairings were released
today and officials pointed out the
first person listed in each match
is responsible for setting a time
for the match. If the second pei>
son is not contacted by the first
it will be assumed the first is
forfeiting.

A

forfeitedmatch

ported to

'BEEP RAISING

is proving a profitable venture
for Stewart Bledsoe of Ellensburg, Wash., whose
ranch was recently visited by Phil Rich, publisher of the Midland Daily News, and George Averill

re-

at
3404 or it will be taken for granted that neitherparty Is enteringthe
tournament.
The committeealso reported that
die next stag will be Aug. 3.
Pairings Include:
ChampionshipFlight
Upper bracket— W. Kramer vs.
H. Serier; V. Poest vs. D. Van
Ry: E. Burwitz v». A. Timmer;
B. Burwitz vs. T. Saiamoto.
Lower bracket— L. Kleii vs. T.
Yamamoka; R. Houtman vs. W.

of the Birmingham(Mich.) Eccenrtic. Shown
above is part of Bledsoe’s herd of Black Angus
cattle.

“WHERE TO NOW?"

Wed

must be

Tom Vander Kuy

seems to be the question in cyclistBill
Bigge’s mind as lie scans his map for the best route north. A
physicistfor the Bureau of Standards in Washington, he has
traveledto Holland last week, a distance of 640 miles. Blgge plans
to see a lot of Michigan during his vacation, and also visit his
family in Manila, in Manistee
(Sentinel photo)

Hoeksema; J. Wislnski vs.
Bowerman;B. Arendshorstvs.

L.

G.

Kramer.
First Flight

Upper bracket— T. Sasamoto vs.
Mrs. Warren Lee Cook
to
bye; J. Helder vs. J. Fetter; T.
Established at their home at 121 cnantillylace was worn by the
Cars
Rules
Vander Kuy vs. L. Haefner; L. West 17th St., are Mr. and Mrs. matron of honor who carried a
De Rldder vs. bye; C. Bowman vs. Warren Lee Cook whose marriage bouquet of pink roses and aweetbye; D. Kulte vs. R. Hombaker; toox place June 25 at Shelter pees. Miss Cook and Misa Clark,
In
J. Lubbers vs. J. Nickerson;F. Island Presbyterian Church, New bridesmaids, were attired In blue
Meppellnk vs. bye.
York.
and pink gowns, respectively,and
Lower bracket— D. Koop vs. bye;
The bride, the former Miss carried bouqueta of yellow roses
Two women were Injured and
GRAND HAVEN - Three proL. De Vries vs. E. Rack; J. Elaine Clark, is the daughterof and sweetpeas.
two cars damaged in a crash,
perty owners seeking to block the
Meurer vs. W. Adamltis;D. Jnl- Mr. and Mrs. Shepard Clark of
early Saturday on US-31 and the
Wedding music was provided by
Ottawa County Road Commission
ving vs. bye; F. Sasamoto vs. bye; Balboa, Canal Zone, and the groom Mrs. Rosemary Lucas who sang
North Holland road about five
Dies at
from putting through Strawberry
C. Lokker vs. D. Llndeman; W. is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester "Because” and "I Love You
miles north of the M-21 junction.
Bradlye vs. F. Van Dyke; J. Cook of Holland.
Point Rd. won another victory
Officers said a car driven by
Truly." Flowers and palms decorFENNVILLE (Special) -Harry Lipchick vs. bye.
The Rev. Ernest J. Houghton ated the church for the candlelight
Loran S. Domres, 48, of 605 ElmFriday when Judge Noel P. Foo.
Sargent 61, died at 6 a.m. Monday
Second Flight
performed the double ring cere- ceremony.
dale Rd., Chicago, slowed down for
at Allegan Health Center where
sittingin Ottawa Circuit Court,
Upper bracket— J. Heitbrink vs. mony at 4 p.m. with Mrs. Edith
some pheasants crossing the highA reception for 100 guests vis
he
had
been
taken
two
hours
earruled the county had no legal
D. Llevense; J. Hallan vs. R. Van Case, cousin of the bride attending held In Winthrop Hall in New York.
way and was hit in the rear by a
lier following a heart attack. He
Ry; D. Bocks vs. J. Draper; H. as matron of honor; Miss Carol The newlyweds spent a day at
right to the roadway.
car driven by another Chicagoan,
was employed by the John Spink Hull vs. bye.
PURPLE TRILLIUM
Ann Cook, sister of the groom and Nltgara Falls on their wedding
John PhillipNicholson. 26, of 6453
The fight began two years ago
Equipment Co.
Lower bracket— R. Johnson vs. Miss Karen Clark, sister of the trip from New York to Holland.
South Homare St. Both cars were
when the Road Commission began
Survivingarc the wife, Della; E. C. Brooks; H. Phillipsvs. C.
bride, as bridesmaid. Kenneth For traveling the bride wore a
headed north.
construction of the road a block
three daughters, Mrs. Joe SkinVan Llere; H. Ter Haar vs. K. Vorse, friend of the groom from gray gaberdine suit with red acWives of both men were taken
rtortheastof Lake Ave. bathing Trillium
ner. Jr. and Mrs. George Hall,
Pierce; J. Von Ins vs. W. Ragen. the Canal Zone, was best man and cessories.
to Holland Hospital. Extent of
bench. The road was to run along
both of Fennville, and Mrs. HarThird Flight
Gene Case and Mark Griffing,
The new Mrs. Cook was born on
their injuries was not immediately
the lake front in front of property
old Beery, of Douglas; five grandUpper bracket— J Wyngarden vs. cousins of the bride, were ushers.
determined,but indications were
owned by the plaintiffs.
Shelter
Island, New York and haa
children; two brothers,William of
To Lure Flies
L. Dalman; J. Garvellnkvs. O.
The bride chose a floor length
they were not too serious.
An injunction halting work was
Fennvillearid Charles of New- Van der Velde; O. Ter Haar vs.
lived in the Canal Zone for the
gown of chantillyVice and nylon
The rear of the Domres car, a
obtained by the property owners,
berry, Upper Peninsula; a sister,
G. Telgenhof;B. Forberg vs. L. tulle over white satin. Her finger- last eight years. She is a graduate
’51 model, was damaged to the
Dan Stone, Jack R o z e 1 e and There is a story of a love-sick Mr*. Harry Broe, of Fennville.
Farkas; E. Vander Vate vs. A. tip veil was held in place by a of the Canal Zone Junior College
Miss Mary Ann Veldhuis
extent of 5400. The front end of
Jennie Tuin, on July 21, 1953. swain who, desiring to please his
Mr. Sargent was the son of the
Timmer, Jr.; B. Baker vs. J. Ver t'ara of lace and pearls and she in Balboa. The groom Is a graduate
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veldhuis of Judge Fox ruled Friday that there
the Nicholsoncar, a ’54 model,
late
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Sargent
nature-minded lady-love, called her
Hulst; B. Haan vs. H. Vlsser; P. carried a bouquet of white sweet of Holland High school.Both plan
532 East Main St., Zeeland an- had been no dedicationof a public
was damaged about 5300.
and had lived in Ihis area all his Jones vs. W. Coster.
his
little "wake-robin.’'Never havnounce the engagement of their road, and if there had been, it had
h attend Michigan State Univerpens and stephanotli.
life.
Lower bracket— F. Oldemulsters
ing smelled this beautiful flower,
daughter, Mary Ann, to Lawrence not been accepted for 52 years.
A gown of pale pink tulle and sity in the fall.
vs. F. Van Ry; L. Hartzell vs. T.
Arthur Reaume of Grand Haven. Supervisor Gerritt Bottema of he found It difficult to understand
Smith; J. Yff vs. F. Llevense;
Miss Veldhuis is at present em- Spring Lake repeated Saturday her total lack of enthusiasm for
Miles an
Lamb vs. C. Knooihulzen; W. Nancy Vanden Berg
ployed in the office of the Holland that a continued fight to get the
Furnace Co. and Mr. Reaume is road opened will be made. No in- the name.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van Farowe McCaffery vs. H. E. Morse; H.
Utilize
with the Laughead Piano Co. ol dication of the legal action being The name wake-robin, of course, received a cablegram from their Baker vs. L. Kiner; G. Kempker Feted on Birthday
Brings Big
Grand Haven.
refers to the fact that these plants children. Mr. and Mrs. LaVern vs. W. Beelen; J. LaBarge vs. P.
considered was given.
Fifteen little friends of Nancy
Luidens; G. Van Peursem vs. bye.
A spring wedding is planned.
supposedly bloom about the time Slkkema announcing the birth of
Lynn
Vanden Berg were enterto
Fourth Flight
GRAND HAVEN Special )the robins return in the spring. a daughter. Karen Jean, bom July
Upper
bracket—
T.
Kouw
vs.
P.
tained
by her parents, Mr. and
Verne Gauthier, 33, Muskegon
In fact, by the time we have the 3. The Sikkema'sare stationed at
Begly; H. De Free vs. W. LaBarge; Mrs. Abe Vanden Berg Thursday
Heights who, according to the Miss Bouwman Feted
flowers the robins have in all pro- Akobo. Anglo-Egyptian, Sudan AfTrio Injured
A. Jones vs. W. Smallegan; H.
she lift’s department, was driving
rica.
Mrs.
Slkkema
Is
the
former
Fennville in Cellar
babilityalready begun housekeepAt Bridal Shower
Vnn Fassen vs. A. Vander Hill; on the occasion of her 10th birth210 miles an hour on US-31, in
ing for the year. The fact that I/orraineVan Farowe, from Beavday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Vander
\V. Kuiper vs. G. Dalman; D. Hulst
Spring Lake township at 4 a m.
A bridal shower held Thursday
two reference books give some 25 erdam.
Still in the SouthwesternMichSunday, was arraigned before evening honored Miss Shirley BouwDanny Wehrmeyer from Holland vs. A. Komejan; W. Arendhorst Heuvel assistedat the party.
common names for the plant may
vs
V.
Kraai;
T.
Boeve
vs.
Van
igan
Baseball League cellar today
Justice F.J. Workman here MonAfter opening the birthday gifts,
be taken as evidence that it has spent the past week with his uncle Koevering.
day on a charge of reckless driv- man bride-electof Donald Van
and
aunt,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
are
Fennville
Merchants.
Three Holland persons received attracted the attention of many.
Lower bracket— J. Kuyper vs. J. the group was taken to Ottawa
Tubergen.
ing. He was sentenced $60 fine Hoeven. Hostessesfor the event minor injuriesin a two-car crash
Or
perhaps
it
would be more
Incidentally,only a half dozen of
Beach for a swim and hamburger
and $6.40 costs and serve four were her aunts, Mrs. C. Kemme 12:04 p.m. Sunday at the inter- these names call attentionto the
F.cv. Dan Hakken of the Dun- White; H. Hagy vs. G. Van Voord;
accurate
to
lay
the
blame on the
fry. Later, ice cream and a birthdays in the county jail. If fine and of Greenville,Ohio, Mrs. A. Roos- section of Ninth St. and College
n ngville Reformed Church was W. Klomparens vs. J. Boonstra;
unpleasant 'odor.
day
cake
were
served.
A
favor
Fennville
pitchers.
D.
Hoffman
vs.
J.
Knoll;
H.
Smith
costs are not paid he will be re- sien and Mrs. B. Bruischart, of Ave.
There are about two dozen guest pastor at the local Reformed
was presented to each guest.
quired to serve an additional 18 Holland. The shower was held at
Four Dutchman batters scored
Treated by a local physician species of trilliumto be found in church last Sunday. Next Sunday vs D. Vink; G. Pelgrim vs. B.
Guests included Carla DannenBowmaster;
C.
Harris
vs.
D.
Voorthe home of Mrs. Bruischart, 266 were Gracie Rossell. 30. of 344
Rev.
Dykstra
of Haarlem will be
after
walking at Riverview Park
North America and Asia and this
bprst; A. Vander Hill vs. J. Wag- berg, Arlene Kinderman, Sandra
His companion, Earl S. Brant, East 32nd St.
Douglas Ave., left hand and hip species is the only one of the in charge of the services here.
Monday
night as Holland pulled itFix, Patty Van Dyke, Mary Lou
‘/2, Muskegon Heights, charged
Gifts were presented to Miss injuries: Dennis Wayne Guillian,2
Special music Sunday evening ner: B. Bukema vs. bye.
group that is listed in a governself Into a much stronger position
Van
Kampen.
Donna
Van
Oort,
with being drunk and disorderly Bouwman, after which games were and Olivia Guillian. 26. both of 109 ment bulletinon American med- was sung by Barbara WyngarKaren Simonsen, Dawn Vander in the second-half standings with
paid $20 fine and $6.40 costs rath- played and' duplicateprizes award- East 15th St., head cuts and
den and Mildred De Witte of the
icinal plants of commercialimHeuvel, Lois De Waard. Brenda a 6-4 victory.
er than serve eight days in the ed to Mrs. Henry Boss, Sr., Mrs. bruises.
Vriesland church. She was accomportance.
Poest
Sets
Michelsen, Barbara Rozeboom, Starter Roger Smith yielded 10
county jail.
panied by Sheryl Wyngarden.
Leonard Kammeraad and Mrs.
The Guillians were passengers
Toward the end of the summer
Barbara Van Kampen, Sandra hits to the Merchants, but slammed
Keith De Forest, 19, Muskegon Harvey Driesenga.
A
congregational
meeting
will
be
in a 1953 model car driven by the root system is sometimes colElenbaas, Faith Koenes and the the door when it counted. He held
paid $25 fine and $5.10 costs in
held in the Reformed church next
Refreshments were served by the Rossell traveling north on College
lected for limited use as medicine.
Fennville scoreless imthree innings
guest of honor.
Muncipaj court Monday on a hostesses, assisted by Mrs. Mar- Ave. which was struck by a car
Tuesday evening. July 26 in the
With
The flowers coming early in the
when they slammed two hits.
charge of drinking beer on a pub- inus Bouwman, Mrs. Ralph Bouw- driven by Wallace Van Putten, 37,
chapel at 8 p.m.
season arc attractiveto early bees
First run for Holland came In
lic street. The arrest was by city man, Jr., Mrs. Harvey Driesenga, of 18 East 16th St.
Senior C.E. will meet Wednes- When you start collecting birdies
and one honey plant authority rethe first when Jim Willyard and
by
the
half-dozen,
you're
pretty
police on Water St. July 16.
day
evening
at
7:30
p.m.
Alma
Miss Joan Kemme, Mrs. Ralph Damage to the Rassell auto was cognizes this trilliumas being of
Dick De Freese led off with singles
Vereeke will be in charge of de- red-hot out on the golf course.
Donald Van Raalte, 17, Ferrys- Bouwman, III, and Mrs. Alvin estimatedat 5200 and at 5150 to
importancein stimulating producand Willyard came home on a pair
And
that’s just what Vem Poest
burg, was arraigned in Municipal Van Dyke.
votions
and
Ruth
Vander
Meulen
the 1948 model Van Putten car. tion of broods. Later in the season
of infieldouts
of
Zeeland
was
Thursday
ai
he
will
discuss
the
topic.
court Monday on a charge of
Invited guests included the Mes- City police are investigating the the young bees may serve an imRon Boeve walked in the second
breaking and entering in the dames Ted Van Hoeven, Ray Poll, crash.
A birthday party was held Sat- broke the all-time nine-holerecord
portant function in pollinating urday night at the home of Mr. at the American Legion Golf
and scored after another walk, a
nighttime. He waived examina- Paul Grevengoedof Grand Rapids,
Earl Mervin Goodson of 75 East plants.
sacrifice and an infieldout.
tion and was attempting to raise Preston Hopkins of Grandville,
and Mrs. Harold Heihn in honor of Course with a blazing 29 on the
Ninth St. was ticketed for driving
The unpleasantodor and the Jim De Jonge who was released back nine.
DOUGLAS (Special)—Marv Ep- Two singlesafter two walks and
enough money to furnish $500 William Ten Brink, Harvey Sprick while under the influenceof liquor
pink put on a one-man show Sat- an error pushed Fennville into a
bond for his appearance in cir- of Hamilton, Roger Olive of Ionia, after a car he was driving clipped flesh color of some of the flowers from the military service recently.
Shooting six under the par 35.
seems
to
be
attractive to flesh
urday night at Airpark Speedway, 3-2 lead in the top of the third.
cuit court on July 21. He alleged- Harvey Driesenga and Marlene of
Tliose attendingwere Mr. and Mrs. Poest couldn’t miss as he birdled
three traffic signs on steel poles flies that probablyare the more
winning the top spot in four events.
Two more walks off starter R.
ly broke into and entered a serv- Zeeland, Jack Welmer of Ronsoye,
Chris De Jonge, Mr. and Mrs. Don six holes two to finish under 30.
on Michigan Ave. at 19th St. 8:11 Important pollinatorsof this specNo
one
was
hurt
in the races which Bale and Boeve's single tied things
ice station at the comer of Co- France, and Miss Joan Kemme
Vruggink, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Playing with Hugh De Free, ala.m. Saturday.
ies of trillium.
up in the bottom of the third.
lumbus and Third Sts. in Grand of Greenville, Ohio.
Renkema, Mr. and Mrs. Larry so of Zeeland, Poest’s score for featured only one roll-over.
The Goodson car, travelingnorth
This
flower
may
be
found
in
Winners included: Stock Feature
Bob Van Dyke's bases-loaded
Haven on July 3. The last two Also the Mesdames John BouwBrunsting. Mr. and Mrs. Nelson his 18-hole round was a par 70. He
on
Michigan
Ave.,
apparently rich woodlands from Nova Scotia
—Bob
Van
Kampen,
Earl
Cook,
single
knocked in two runs in the
arrestswere by city police.
man, Ralph Bouwman, Jr., Ralph skidded for some distance before to Minnesota and south to Georgia Kamps, Grace Huizenga,Marvin shot 41 on the first nine.
Bud Lubbers; Stock Heat— Alvin fourth after Ted Schreur had singlElzinga,
Janice
Van
Klompenberg.
Tuesday
afternoon.
Stan
PeterBouwman, HI, Marinus Bouwman, hitting the poles. Damage to the and Missouri. In some parts of
Sluis, Jack Villivock,Harvey Van ed to open the inning and scored
Alvin Van Dyke, Albet Bouwman. 1942 model auto was estimated at this range, the blossoms may be Delbert Hoffman. Marilyn Takken, son of Chicago shot a four-underDyke; Modified Feature— Harold on three straightwalks.
Peter Sears Sails 2nd
Leer
Ohlman,
Shirley
Vereeke,
Ron
par
66
on
the
course
to
near
the
John W. Bouwman, Gary Vanden 5100.
Ende, Marv Eppink. Gordon Droopink, yellowish or even greenish Knoper, Nelson De Jonge and
Moeller entered the fray after
record 65 held jointly by Lee Kleis
B^rg, Henry Sprick, Ray Sprick,
In State Competition
Theodore S. Piers. 46, of route instead of the typical deep red.
ger; Australian Pursuit— Harold two were out in relief.
Marcia
Heuvelman.
Mrs.
De
Jonge,
and
course
pro
George
Slikkers.
Stanley Sprick,John Sprick,Henry 2. Holland, was ticketed for run- This probably makes the species
Fennville waited until the sixth
Mrs. Vruggink and Mrs. Heihn Playing with his wife, he paired Ende, Johnny Russell, Bud MarzPeter Sears sailed his Revenge Vander Veen, Ralph Vander Veen, ning a red light at :15 p.m. Saturthe most variable of all the trill- served a two-course lunch.
kc; Dash— Harold Ende, Marve to cut into Holland’s 6-3 margin,
the front nine with 35 but shatto a second at Gull Lake over the Henry Boss, Sr., Henry Boss, Jr.,
day after a car he was driving iums. When grown in flower garusing a walk outfield fly and single
Mrs. Fred Berens, Mrs. Gertie cred par with a 31 on the back Eppink. Bud Wolters.
weekend in the Michigan champ- Victor Kleinheksel,Leonard Kam- crashed Into one driven by Hewitt
dens purple trilliumsmay be at- Gerdts of Hudsonvilleand Mr. nine.
First/ Heat- Bud Krupp, Junior for one run.
ionships for InternationalHO’s.
meraad, Frank Moomey, Donald Johnson, 16, of 104 East 22nd St. tacked by slugs and snails, but
•Russeque. Bert Veltkamp; Second
But Smith put the clamps for the
and Mrs. Andrew Schut of Zeeland,
Sears took first, third and fifth Schaap, Edward C. De Witt, Lewis
Poest's record-breaking round:
at th intersectionof Eighth St. these may be kept under control spent last Tuesday afternoon with
Heat— Bud Marzke, Bill Nutt. last three innings to win.
in the three races for a total of Bruischart, Jack Bruischart, and
345 S44 45S— 35.
and Central Ave.
by the use of poisonous baits.
John Russell: Third Heat— Harold
The victoryleft Holland in fourth
Mr. and Mrs. John Kieskamp at
5H4 points. He was edged for first the Misses Mary Ann Roosien, AlSS4 843 I4t-W.
Damag< to the 1952 model Piers
Ende, Marv Eppink, Junior Terp- place in the second-halfstandings
Eastmanville. They also called on
place by Bill Stone of Gull Lake ma Bouwman, Beverly Kammerauto was estimated at 550 and at
stra; Consolation— Jack Dibble, with a 2-2 mark. Saturday night,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Scot in Coowho had 53 points. Finishing third aad and Sharon De Witt, all of
Mn. Anna Nnberhuii
520C to the right front of the 1952
Norm Nelson, Archie Bradshaw. they were beaten by Fennville,8-6
Mother-DaughterParty
persville.
was Judy Keagle of Gull Lake Holland.
model Johnson car.
Next special feature is a Pow- Thursday nigh, the Dutchmen enSuccumbs at Age 70
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brower Honors Miss Keane
with 45 points.der Puff derby scheduled for July tertain Grand Ranids Jervis in a
from
Hamilton
were
Thursday
visCrewing for Sears was Buzz
Miss Phyllis Keane, bride-elect 30.
Mrs. Anna Naberhuis, 70, died itor* with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bernon-league affair.
Boersma, Ken Scripsma also sail- Shower Compliments
New Member Joins
of Dale Oswald of Niles, was guest
at
Pine
Rest
Sanatorium
early ens.
The standings:
ed in the event, finishing12th in
Miss Darlene Overbeeh
Saturday following an extend- Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ten Hak- of honor at a mother-daughter desW L Pet
Eagle Auxiliary
a field of 19. \ His crewman was
ed illness. Prior to being hospital- ken and children. Kenneth and sert Saturday afternoon, give by
2 1 .677
Zeeland
Dave Jalving.
A bridal shower was given WedRegdlar meeting of the Ladies ized two years ago, Mrs. Naber- Nancy spent Sunday afternoon with Miss Mary Anp Knooihulzenand
Grand Haven
2 1 .677'
nesday evening by Mrs. A1 Over- Auxiliary of the Eagles was held huis had lived with her daughter
her mother, Mrs. Ray B. KnooiAdmitted to Holland Hospital South Haven
3 2 .600
beek of route 6 hi honor of her Friday evening at the hall with and son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mrt and Mrs. Nelson Dekker and huizen, at their home, 504 Lake- Monday were Calvin Van TatenCrash Injures Four
Holland
.2 2 .500
Rachel.
daughter, Darlene, whose mar- Mrs. Ruth Driy, president, in Todd, at 212 West 10th St.
wood Blvd.
hove, route 2, Holland; Elmer TalFennville
1 4 .200
The conditionof T. Ponstein and
Grand Rapids Minors
riage to Robert K. De Fouw will charge. Twenty-one members were
The guest of honor was presented sma, 124 Clover Ave.; Wanda Lou
She was bom in Holland to the Mrs. Sam Bosch remain about the
be an event of Aug. 16.
with a lavender and white corsage Schutt, route 2, Holland; Are
late Mr. and Mrs. Herman Van
present.
Four Grand Rapids teenagers reGames were played and dupli- A new member, Mrs. Retha Reg- Ark and lived in this community same. Mrs. Ben Steenwykand Mrs. in keeping with the color acheme. Toyne, 280 West 14th St; Beulah Two Cars Damaged
Corneal Vereeke are much improvceived minor injuries Saturday cate prizes won by Mrs. Gerrit
all her life. Her husband, Bert ed Adrian Brower submitted to Games were played and prizes Moore, route 2, West Olive; Alma In US-31 Accident
night when a par they were in M. Van Kampen, Mrs. Julius nerus, was given the obligation,
and it was decided that a ham- died on July 3, 1948. She was a surgery at Ferguson Hospital In were awarded to Mrs. Douglas Du Mulder, 130 East 15th St.; Frank
rolled over on Butternut Dr. near Hoist Mrs. , Chester Overbeek,
burg fry will be held July 27 at member of Third Reformed Church Grand Rapids. It is requested he Mond and Mrs. John Hamilton. Cherven, 635 Midway Ave.; GerOne motorist was injured SunQuincy Ave.
Mrs. Evert Brunlnk and Mrs. Ivan Kollen Park at 6 p.m.
Duplicate prizes were given to the trude Douwstra, 149 West 21st St., day night in a freak two-car accand was formerly an active mem- have no visitors this week.
The driver, Brian Nielson, ift, Johnson. Gifts were presented and
Holland.
ident on US-31 bypass near the
Cards were played and prizes ber in the Ladles Aid and Women’s
The annual Girls’ Society out- bride-elect.
and his passengers, Robert Hodge, refreshments were served by the
The guest list Included Mrs. Discharged were John Altena, 117 M-40 intersection.
won
by
Mesdames
Lucille Roels, Missionary societies. She was also ing will be held Thursday even15; Joyce Weller, 15; and Thomas hostess assisted by Mrs. Edwin
a Sunday School teacher and a ing July 21 at Tunnel Park. Supper Robert Sova and mother, Mrs. West 18th St.; Mrs. John Altena, Corwin J. Brummel, 20, route 3,
Dykwell, 15, were all treated for Lehman and Mrs. John Jacobs. Marie Huizenga, Nellie #Israels,
William Du Mond, Mrs. Douglas 117 West lt8h St.; Mrs. George was treated for a back injury by
Evelyn Grabofski, Minnie Vander member of the Gleaners Sunday wil' be held at 6:30 p.m.
minor cuts and bruises and releasOther invited guests were the Bie and Bertha Driy. The birth- School class.
Du Mond and mother, Mrs. Floyd Lawrence and baby, route 2, Hol- a Zeeland physician and allowed
Last
Thursday
evening
a
son
ed.
Mesdames Donald Yeldhoff, Hen- day committee,Mesdames Julia Survivors include the daughter, was bom to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Taylor, Mra. Martin Barth and land.
to go home.
Ottawa bounty deputies said Niel- ry B. Geurink, Bernard Hulst
mother, Mrs. Nelson Karsten, Mrs.
Births Include a boy, bom MonBrummel was passing another
Van
Huls, Dorothy De Boer, Tillie Mrs. Todd; two sons. Herman L. Wittengen in ZeelantfHospital.
son was driving east on Quincy John Klinge, Bernard De yries,
of New Albany, Ind., -and John
Nancy Hook from Allendale spent John Hamilton of Grand Rapids day to Rfr. and Mrs. Wilbur Prince, car when he apparently lost conAve. when he lost control of his Peter Van Kampen, Harold Brow- Seekamp and Stella Kay, was in H. of Holland; the eldest son, Burcharge of refreshments.
a few days with Rachel Dekker and mother, Mrs. Vernon Van Oort, of 608 Central Ave.; a boy, bom trol and hit a guard rail. A car
car. The 1951 model car was a er Julius Nykarap, Glenn Dozeton J., lost his life while serving last week.
Miss Gloria Hungerink and mother, Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Gaye driven by Clinton A. Nicholas, 22,
total loss.
man, Edward Buttles, Gene Beuw.th the U.S. Air Force during
Mrs. Joy Hungerink,Miss Kay Gines, 180 River Ave. ; a son, Mark of 330 West 13th , also headed east
kema, Lavem J. Lehman, Eu- Police Receive Radar
World War II; nine grandchildren;
Silk can stand a fairly high Larson and mother, Mrs. G. C. Allan, bom Tuesday to Mr. and on US-31 also lost control and hit
Penicillinis a vegetable. It is gene Compagner, Julian Brown,
A radar detector device to check two sisters, Miss Alice Van Ark temperature, while rayon must be Larson, Miss Marlene Koning and Mrs. Gordon Vander Bie, 637 the center lane divider.
derived from a mold and molds Lester Douma, Harlan Jurries and speeding violationswill be put into of Portland, Ore., and Mrs. Bessie
The cars did not collide with
honed at a low heat if it is not mother, Mrs. Joe Koning, Miss West 27th St., HoUand.
are vegetable in origin.
the Misses-Amy, Mary Jane and service by the Holland police de- Carss of Altedena,Calif.; three
Pat Houtman and mother, Mrs.
each other. Nicholas was issued a
to be damaged.
Joyce Overbeek.
partment within the next 10 days. brothers, Peter Van Ark of AltedSipp Houtman, Miss Ruth Veele
North Cape, the northernmost ticket for driving with a restricted
Zero xentigrade is the same as
Chief Jacob Van Hoff said part of cna, James Van Ark of Santa
An average of 66,591 cans are and mother, Mrs. Mike Veele, the point in Norway, is considered the license.Damage to the two cars
32 degrees above zero FahrenA stirrup cup is a farewell the unit arrived today and the re- Monica, Calif., and Juny Van Ark opened every minute in the United guest of honor and her mother, point farthest north in all of con- was estimated at 5300, accordiag to
heit, freezing point of water.
drink.
mainder if due later this week.
of Grand Rapids.
States.
Mrs. Arthur Keane.
tinental Europe,
South Haven Stale Police.
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Oakland Parsonage Scene

Saugatuck

of Rites

The Rev. and Mn. Norman Van
Heukelom are at Camp Geneva

Barbara June and Sheryl Lynn
Fox
are visiting in Kalamazoo this
from July 18 to 25, assisting at
the Youth Conference. ’Die former week, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Is in charge of morning chapel Basil Monroe.
services and also teaches a study
Mrs. Anna Bolles and daughter,
course and the latter is in charge
of the dining room. Local young Josephine, returned Monday evenfolks from the Reformed Church ing from a trip to Memphis. Tenn.,
in attendanceare Marcia Kaper where they visited her brother,
Yvonne Douma, Sally Haakma, Ray Kreusch,and St. Petersburg,
Donna Ter Haar, Vivian Folkert, Fla., where they visited her brothSally Kaper, Carol Johnson, er, Frank, and father,F. M. KreJoanne Tenpas, Barbara Kemme, usch.
Wanda Brink, Marcia Brink, Rob- Donald Switzer, Jr., is spending
ert Kaper and Ronald Ten Brink. few days in LaPorte, Ind., with his
During the pastor's absence Sem- grandparents, Mr. and Ms. Ralph
inarian Robert Dykstra, summer
Betties.
assistantwill be in charge of pasMrs. Lloyd Waugh is vacationing
toral duties.
in Norther Michigan at the home
Mr?. Robert Hall and children, of her brother.
Bruce and Mary of Benton Harbor Junior and senior life saving
were visitors at the home of the courses will be offered free of
former’sparents, Mr. and Mrs. charge by the Allegan County

Harry Lampen a couple of days Chapter of the American Red
last week. Bruce remained for
Cross. Those interestedshould reseveral more days with his grandport to the life guard at the Oval

parents.
at 5 p.m. Monday, July 25.
Mr. and Mrs. GilbertLugten and
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Kohl of
children, David, Tommy and Betty,
Pompano Beach Fla., are spending
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
a short visit with their son, Ralph
Floyd Boerema of Virginia Park
Kohl, and family.
were on a three-day camping trip
Mr. ond Mrs. Horold James Peters
Mrs. Clyde* Graves entertained
along the Little Manistee River
(Prince phdfo)
six members of her bridge club
dress and the greom’s mother was
near Baldwin last week.
M&rriage
vows
were
spoken
by
from Royal Oak last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Grad Schrotenboer
Miss Shirley Arlene Boeskool and attiredin an aqua dress. Both had
Mrs. Edith Rohn Hall of Santa
and daughters, Jean and Kay, of
Harold James Peters on June 29 yellow and white carnation corFe, New Mexico, formerly of SauLong Beach, Calif, arrived at the
at 3 p.m. in Oakland Christian Re- sages.
gatuck, visited Miss Ella Brown
A reception for 105 guests was
home of their parents, Mr. and
formed Church parsonage. The
one day last week. They enjoyed
Mrs. H.D. Strabblng last Wednesheld at the Hub Restaurant in
Rev.
H.
J.
Kuizema
performed
Verne
C.
Hohl
with
pointing
day for a three-week vacation, reminiscing of old times together.
Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
the double ring ceremony.
Edward A. Menz of Chicago is
\$ OLD FRIEND who comes from the oppositeside of the Rlobe
travelingon "The Challenger” via
The
bride is a daughter of Mr. Peters, brother and sister-in-law
spendinghis two weeks vacation
dropped in to see Miss Mafry Ellen Pas recently. He is Dr. Alexthe Union Pacific Railway. The
and Mrs. John Boeskool, route \ of the groom, were master and
ander Hampton of Sydney, Australia.Miss Pas, better known as
former is personneltraining of- in the Harry Newnham home.
Hamilton,and the groom's par- mistress of ceremonies. A program
About 35 friends gathered at the
Polly* met Dr. Hampton at the InternationalHouse in New York
ficer and director at the Veterans
ents
are Mr. and Mrs. William included accordion solos by Sharsummer home of Mr. and Mrs.
during her travelsas a Ford FoundationFellowship winner. She
Administration Hospital in Long
on Deters; solos by Donna ComDriesenga of North Blendon. ,
John
Constantine
on
Park
Dr.
last
spent a year traveling in Europe and in the United States, studying
Beach. On Saturday afternoon the
Attending the couple were Mrs. pagner; reading by Mrs. Burtin
Wednesdayevening to help him
citizenship education in secondary schools. Dr. Hampton is a bioStrabbings were hosts of the J.A.
Clarence Deters, the bride’s sis- Peters, selectionsby the Hubbell
chemist and will work in chemical research for the Sloan-Kettering
Kronemeyer family reunion when celebrate his birthday.
ter, and Burtin Peters, brother of twins and closing remarks and
Mrs. Jay Force of Walnut Creek
Institute for Cancer Research in New York startingin September.
a group of 75 were in attendance
prayer by Rev. Kuizema.
the groom.
(Sentinel photo)
at a cooperativepicnic supper Calif., is visiting her daughter. A highlight of the local resort
The bride, a graduate of ZeeThe
bride's
gown
of
white
tafMrs. Jean Dissell and family in
served on the spacious lawn. Relaseasop is the second one-man show
(eta was designedwith two lay- land High school, was employed at
tives came from Holland, Flint, Memphis, Tenn.
ers of net on the skirt, lace bod- Holland Furnace Co. The groom,
of paintingsscheduled at the MacKalamazoo, Wyandotte, Fillmore, Mrs. Norman Force writes from
graduate of Holland High
I ice, and a lace bolero.She carried
Student Dykstra of Western SemSaugatuck,Virginia Park, Battle Walnut Creek. Calif., that her fath- atawa Hotel on Tuesday,July 26,
School, is employed at Hart and
a
corsage
of
red
roses
and
carnainary conducted both services at
Creek and California.The original er, Barnard Sovea, suffered a se- beginning at 8 p.m.
tions. The matron of honor wore Cooley Mfg. Co.
Kronemeyer family settledin Fill- vere heart attack recently and is
The artist is Verne C. Hohl, the local church on Sunday due a pink ballerinalength dress, feaFollowing a wedding trip to Yelmore on M-40 with the earliest a patientin Kaiser Hospitalin Wal- well-known in Holland through the to the illness of the Rev. Denekas. turing a double layer net skirt and lowstone National Park, the couMrs. Marvin Berens is convalessettlers of the colony in 184S-47 nut Creek. This cancelled thieir reple will reside in Hamilton. For
annual hobby sjiows and classes in ing at Zeeland Hospital after sub- a lace jacket. She carried yellow
and a member of the fourth gen- turn to Saugatuck indefinitely.
and white carnations.The bride’s traveling the bride wore a light
Last year an attractive red- 1 of course seeing my relatives
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Douglas
Saunders
water color painting in the adult mitting to major surgery last
eration, Harold Kronemeyer and
mother wore a light gray-blue blue dress with white accessories.
haired girl from the Holland area. Norway and Sweden. ^
family are occupying the same of Evanstonare spending their va- evening school program. Mr. Hohl Thursday.
The majority of Miss Pas’ time
farm place at the present time, cation at their home on Spear St. studied at the Art Institute in Many nationals from Mexico are
Mary Elin (Polly) Pas, was award
was not spent in travel,however,
arriving in this community to help morning service last Sunday and by the deacons this past week for
which
has been the family home- Their son and wife Mr. and Mrs.
ed a Ford Foundation Fellowship. but in learning about student govChicago and before coming to harvest the pickle crop.
Dick
Saunders,
of
Chicago
were
Robert Dc Feyter from First Re- "Eendracht” amounted to $2,006stead for about 110 years.
The general topic for her fellow- ernment, student exchange proHolland showed his work in
Norma Yonker, Gloria Berens. formed Church Zeeland t sang at .38.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Frey recently weekend guests.
ship was "citiAnship education in grams. contemporary problems,
Next Sunday the Rev. Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Latham of Milwaukee.
Judy Berens and Patty Berens and
returned from a vacation trip to
the evening service.
the social studies and English class- classes and general education or
Lemmen of Hall, Iowa, will conCanada and other places enroute. Chicago spent a week in Saugatuck In 1952 an exhibit of his paint- David Boerman have returned to
con. programs.
es in the secondaryschool."
A joint meeting of the Willing duct both services here. Rev. and
They were accompanietj by Mrs. and occupied the home of Mrs. ings was held at Macatawa and their homes after enjoying a
Tc Miss Pas, this meant the
She also followed such programs
Charlotte
Brown
on
Spear
St.
week’s
vacation
at
Camp
Geneva.
Workers
Missionary Society and the Mrs. Ten Clay expect to start their
Frey's sister. Miss Ter Wee of
attracted considerable comment
opportunity to study not only the as the ColumbiaUniversityCitizenHarold Ramsey and Jack Janis from resorters and local people.
Pvt. Gene Schra is enjoying a Women’s Missionaryand Aid So- vacation today and to return home
Grand Rapids, and other relatives.
schools in the United States, but ship Education Project and the
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Van Order of the Lith I -Bar Co. are on an The artist's paintings portray the furlough at the home of his par- ciety will be held Thursday even- again Aug. 17.
in other countries as well. Dur- UNESCO "Living in a World ComMr. and Mrs Chris Sas were viing in the church basement. Mrs.
are scheduled to join a group of extended business trip through the local scene — boats, fishermen, the ents.
ing the summer of 1954, she studied munity” project.
sitors in North Blendon last SunJoseph
Esther,
Missionary
home
on
"Jehovah Witness"delegates on a west.
lakes, dunes and points of interest
Norwegianliterature, language and After returning to the United
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Burkholz are at Macatawa and Castle Park.
turlough from the Philippine Is- day evening.
trip to the internationalseries of
education at the Universityof Oslo, States in January. 1955. she visited
lands will lie the speaker.
conventions in Europe, expecting in Florida for a vacation and plan
Sponsoring the exhibit is Richard
Norway. As it was a specialsum- schools in New York. Washington
Peter Siersma submitted to surto leave or. July 21 from New York to bring her mother. Mrs. Jennie Den Uyl, manager of the hotel. The
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Oakason,of
mer session for American and other Maryland. Virginia,Californiaand
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hess of gery in Blodgett Hospital in Grand
by plane. They plan to visit several Borne back to Saugatuck with show will be hung in the ballroom.
foreign students,various well- Washington.
Salt
Lake City, Utah, are enjoying
countries in Europe before they them.
Patronesses at the opening event Miami, Fla., are spendinga few ftapids last Thursday. He returned
known Norwegians spoke to the
Miss Pas, who is the daughter
a
month’s
stay on the lake at ttoe
days
with
their
son
and
daughterLittle
Penne
Aalderink,
daughto his home again Saturday.
are to return on Aug. 28.
will be Mrs. Simon D. Den Uyl,
classes every day.
cf Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pas. ChiThe Bible School ended this past home of their daughter and sonThe
Sunday School of the Re- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Aal- Mrs. William B. Bradford. Mrs. in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nash.
Experiences were varied during cago Dr., is now attending the
The members of the United Gass week with an average attendance in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smith,
formed Church sponsored a church derink,spent a week with her aunt Charles R. Sligh, Jr. and Mrs.
her travel and studies,Miss Pas University of Michigan summer
in the local church enjoyed the for the week at about 335. The of 526 Howard Ave.
picnic last week Thursday at Tun- and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Curtis R. Gray.
said. The first thing she discovered school session where she is working
annual beach party in Grand Hav- Teachers were the Mesdames G.
Whittevenin Grand. Rapids.
Hostesses who will act as guides
was that Viking hospitalityis un- on her Masters degree in English. nel Park on Lake Michigan.
Van Kampen, R. Weener, J. NieGames
and sports were arranged Miss Vita Freda has been enter- include Mrs. Jud Hohl, Mrs. Verne en last week Tuesday night.
usual. "When I arrived on the She already holds a similar degree
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nienhuis of boer, H. Redder and J. Smith.
by Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Koops and tainingher two small nieces, Don- C. Hohl, Mrs. Verne C. Hohl, Jr.
''Stavangerfjord’'last June, my in education.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Heu- na Marie and Anne Ixjuisa Freda, and Miss Iris Vanden Bos.
Miami Fla., are visiting friends The assistants were the Misses
cousins greeted me with lovely
AMBULANCE SERVICE
velman.
A
basket
picnic supper for a week. She drove to Chicago After the opening night of the and relatives here on their two Helen Fredricks, Joyce Knoll, Betpink carnationsand my little cousHOLLAND. MICHIGAN
ty Smith, Judy Jongekrijg, Marcia
and
a
ball
game
were
other
at- Tuesday to return them to their show the paintings will remain on weeks vacation.
in, age 11, bowed very low and
Cast
Phone 3693
home.
Gordon
Berkompas
from
Fourth Bosman, Beverly Ortman and Joy
tractive
features
of
the
event.
exhibit
for
one
w
e $ k. Arrangecorrectly.”
Gilbert Vande Water. Mgr.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Switzer and ments have been made with the Reformed Church Holland, favored Smith.
Charles Kimber, who has had a
Other evidencesof family formalThe total amount gathered so far
with two vocal selections at the
The Rev. Miner Stegenga, asso- number of setbacks since he con- children and sister, Miss Mary K. hotel for parking facilities.
ity is shown at meals. “Velkommen
tracted
polio a couple of years ago, Betties, visited their parents in Laciate
minister
of
Trinity
Reformed
dl bords!” is the fixed formula
Porte, Ind., Sunday and celebrated
for the hostess to begin a meal, Church, Holland,was guest preach- was returned to the Children’s
Mrs. Switzer’sbirthday.
Hospital
in
Grand
Rapids
during
er
in
the
local
church
Sunday,
July
and "Takk for maten!” is said to
Miss Ella Brown who has been in
the hostess at the conclusion of 17. The Gospel Four of Zeeland the past week and is in a serious
furnished
special
music
at
the
evecondition.
The
six-year-old
lad
is poor health for some time was able
meals.
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Harley to visit her niece, Mrs. Batrice
Aiso, the Norwegians shake hands ning service.
Finch, for Sunday dinner.
The
World
Home
Bible
League
Kimber.
more often and more vigorously
William Edgecomb spent a few
tnar most nationalities whenever mel Sunday at 2 p.m. at Hamilton Sunday sermon topics at the Reformed Church last Sunday were days visitinghis brother, Morgan
they meet a friend and on parting, Reformed Church.
Miss Pas said. This applies to The Rev. Theodore Byland will "The Knowledge of our Guilt" and Edgecomb, and family last week.
oe at Camp Geneva this week, "The Test of Faith”. At the morn- Mrs. Jean Simonson and son,
women as well as men.
teaching
and counseling the youth. 111&
ing service Glenn Folkert, Jr. and Carter Heath, have returned from
"Oslo does not have the rich
The request for used clothing for Dalwyn Kempkers played "Hymns a month’s visit with her parents,
history of London or Paris; but
Mr. and Mrs. Carter, in Boston.
there is monumental Radhus, or Canadian immigrantswas gen- of Faith" as an instrumental duet.
Eileen Herbert accompanied the
erously
filled
beyond
expectation.
At
the
evening
service
"Moments
City Hall, whose acres of murals
were first unveiled on Oslo’s 900th The Sunday School picnic will be of Music" was in charge of the James DeGeatano family when
birthday in 1950; the tourist shrines held Friday. July 29 with a basket Women’s Chorus who sang four when they returned home to Oak
on Bygdy Peninsula (Greenfield supper at 6:30 p.m. followed by selections preceding the service Park last Saturdayafter spending
.Village is patterned after this); sports and a program. The picnic and the number, "Stranger of their two weeks vacation with their
the Viking ships, Folk Museum, W’ll be held at Hughes Grove in Galilee"during the service with mother, Mrs. Helen Everett. Eileen
Miss Fannie Bultman at the organ expects to stay a week as guest of
Fridtjof Nasen's polar ship Hudsonville.
Helen DeGeatano.
Barbara Wyngarden and Mildred console.
‘‘Fram,” the ski jump on HolmenDuane Wentzel, son of Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Simonson
killcn, and the exquisitebeauty of De Witt sang at Beaverdam Reformed Church with Sheryl Wyn- Margaret Wentzel who is in mil- and children, Bruce, Beverly and
nature whicch is Norway's.
One confusing thing was telling garden as accompanist on Sunday, itary service in Germany was hon- Brian, attended a reunion of the
ored as an outstanding ball player. John Brink family at Allegan Countime in Oslo, Miss Pas said. Half July 17.
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Boss
were
Before entering the service he ty Park Sunday. A potluck dinner
past five in "halvseks" (half
six) and "formiddag" (forenoon) Sunday evening guests at the Sim- played professionalbaseball for a was enjoyed.
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Local Artist
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Bentheim
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Local Ford Fellowship Winner

Had Varied Experiences Abroad

North Holland

DYKSTRA
9tb
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Vriesland

j
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is until four o’clock, when the on Broersma home.
Burlin Boice of Grand Raplarge meal of the day is served.
‘‘Kveld’’ or evening begins at about (ds spent several days with Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Ensing and famiS p m. after a light supper.
"Studying in Oslo on midsum- lymer evenings was most difficult, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Knoll of
as it was daylight until midnight. Graafschap arc living in the upMy Norwegian roommatewas con- s'airs apartment on the Floyd Ter
vinced of this difficulty. She be- Haar farm.
came engaged during the summei* Miss Erma Wyngarden is vacato a very handsome Norwegian!" tioningat Big Star Lake with Mr.
loiter in November, when Miss and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis and fami-

number of U.S. Leagues. He

is

stationed along the Rhine River
and has served about one and onehalf years.

The Hamilton Rod and Gun Club
held their annual picnic at the
Saugatuckoval on July 19. featuring a weiner roast. George Joostbems and committee were in
charge.

Two Cars Damaged
Two cars were extensivelydamaged Wednesday when they collided at 120th St. and James Ave. Involved were cars driven by Effie
South, 41, route 3. and Carl Schaftenaar, 33, of 831 Oakdale Ave.
Schaftenaar was treated for head
lacerations by

a local physician.
Damage to both the '46 model
Smith car and the '48 model

Adrian F. Brower
Kalamazoo.
Schaftenaar car were estimated in
Mrs.
A1
Schuitema
of
Holland
particularlyinterestedin the folk
Dies at Age oi 53
exceess of their value, Ottawa
was
a
Friday
evening
caller
on
high schools; boarding schools ofCounty
deputies said.
fering six-month courses with the Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden. ZEELAND (Special)—Adrian F.
Brower,
53,
of
Zeeland,
route
3,
main emphasis on citizenshipeddied at Ferguson Hospital in Grand
ucation, languages and special
in Fall
Rapids Wednesday evening. He
skills for students from about 18
had
been
taken
to
the
hospital
to 24. They were founded by a
July 4. Mr. Brower was a farmer
Danish philosopher,Grundtvig, 100
and had been a member of the
years ago yi Denmark and are
consistoryof Beaverdam Reformed
now located in all the Scandinavian
Church for many years.
countiries.
Survivors Include the wife,
Miss Pas spent less time in SweJohanna; three daughters, Mr*.
den but was impressed there by
UVerne South, of Reading, Mich.,
"the most modem and beautiful
Vera and Esther at home; one son,
schools in all Europe."
Harvey, at home; two grandchilIn Denmark a highlightof the
dren; five brothers,Eugene J.,
tour was a visit to a very famous
of Vriesland, Dr. Melvin, of Holfolk high school, the International
land, the Rev. Angus, of the BelPeoples College in Hamlet's city
gian Congo, Africa, now on furof Elsinore. The lyceum, a com
lough in Zeeland, the Rev. Arthur,
binetion of the gymnasium and
also of the Belgian Congo, the Rev.
the Hogere Curgerschool, was a
Frank, of Kalkaska, Mich., and
point of interest in the Dutch
the Rev. Howard, of McMillan,
school system. "They have school
Mich; three sisters, Mrs. Nick
camping programsin a great many
Veele, Mrs. Chester Weener and
of the Dutch schools which are
Mrs. Joy Hungerink, all of Vriessomewhat comparable to ours,"
Pas

visited

many

schools, she

was

ly of

To

Engaged

.

Miss Pas said.
"Some of the highlightsof my
yeai were attending the InternaMusic Festval in Edinburgh;
renting a car in Paris and touring France, Spain and Portugal

^

tional

Miss Alnoro Engelsman

The engagement of Miss Alnora
Engelsman to Erwin Mast is an
ncunced by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Engelsman of route
2, Dorr. Mr. Mast is the son of
Mrs. Henry R. Mast of route 3,

with a friend; Christmas in Austria
where we skied and visited an
Austrianfamily in Thiersee; the
Nobel Fest; Dec. 11 (the beginning
of Christmas) in Stockholm and
the Santa Lucia Feast there, and Zeeland.

Wed

land.

Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 1:15 p.m. at Baron
Funeral Home in Zeeland and at
2 p.m. at Beaverdam Reform ec
Church. The Rev. Jacob Brower
and the Rev. Jay Weener will of
ficiate and burial will be- in Zeeland cemetery. Friends may meet
the family at the funeral home
this evening from 7 to 9 p.m. and
Friday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.

Scene on Isle noyale
Royde

in

pike Superior
pakt

discover the natural beauty of Michigan...\
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CROSS VILLAGE near Petoskey.

Ottawa and
Chippewa Indians perform ceremonial dances in

M\

early August.

the

YANKEE SPRINGS RECREATION AREA

near
IJastin^s 43QQ flcrM 0J lakes, woods, interesting

'enjoy

geologicalformations from glacial age.

finer flavor

PICTURED ROCKS

near Munisingextend along

‘

of

Michigan brewed

liablefor
foi rich color,
shore of Lake Superior. Notable
variety of formations.

DAY STATE PARK

beet
near Glen Haven on Lake

Michigan.Area of magnificent sand dunes,
cludesfamous Sleeping Bear Dune.

in-

C:

Miss Norma Von Hoitsma
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Van Hait-

sma of Zeeland have announced
the engagement of their daughter
Norm?, to Elmer Don Teusink,
son of Eimer Teusink of Holland
An OcUber wedding is being plan
netL

Michigan Brewers’ Association
350 Madison Avenue

•

FrankcmuihDiilswn,Inia national BreweriesIncs Goebel Brewing Cm National Brewing
/

Detroit 26, Michigan
Co. of Michigan

.

Pfeiffer Brewing Co.

•

Scbcuaing Brewing Co. 'Strok Brewery C*

So

